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ABSTRACT
This dissertation attempts to give an outline of Aleksej Gastev's life and works
primarily up until 1920.
Aleksej Gastev (1882-1941?) belonged to the Russian proletarian intelligent
sia. He was an active revolutionary, a journalist with syndicalist leanings, a
metal-worker and trade-union leader, and one of the best proletarian poets. In
later years he became perhaps the most important champion of the Taylor
system and scientific management in Russia; as the founder and leader of the
Institute of Labour (CIT) in Moscow he trained hundreds of thousands of new
workers for Soviet industry. In 1938 he fell a victim to the Stalinist terror.
Besides presenting his biography, the present study tries to trace the
development of Gastev's Utopian ideas about the creation of a New Man suited
to the industrial society of the future. In his articles and poems the worker is so
Intimately fused with machines that he adopts their rhythm and functional
movements, himself becoming "mechanical". One chapter is specially devoted
to Gastev's poetry, the collection Poézija rabodego udara ("The Poetry of the
Factory Floor"). Four prose poems are analyzed in detail. These describe the
future development of the proletariat, and also show how Gastev 's manner of
writing gradually becomes a kind of "Taylorized" poetry, that has been strongly
influenced by futurism.
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1.1 Chronology
1882
1898
1900
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

1907
1910
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

1918
1919
1920
1921
1923
1926
1931
1932
1934

Born in Suzdal'.
or 1899 Enters the Moscow Teachers' College.
Joins the Social-Democratic Party.
Expelled from the college. Arrested.
Sentenced to three years exile.
Flees to Paris. Pubhshes short story "The Accursed Question"
in Geneva.
Professional revolutionary, active in the cities of IvanovoVoznesensk, Kostroma and Jaroslavl'.
Delegate to the RSDRP's fourth congress in Stockholm.
Arrested in Moscow. Sentenced to three years exile. Escapes to
Paris.
Returns to Russia in the fall.
Work and family life in Petersburg under assumed names.
Contributor to Zizn' dlja vsex. Moves to Paris.
Returns to Russia. Contributes to Pravda.
Arrested. Exiled to Narym for four years.
Fhght to Tomsk and then to Novo-Nikolaevsk.
The poem in prose "Èkspress". Contributor to the newspaper
Golos Sibiri.
Returns to Petrograd. Writes for several journals and newspa
pers. Elected general secretary of the All-Russian Metal
workers' Union.
First edition of Po'ezija rabocego udara.
To the Ukraine in the fall.
Appointed Commissar of the All-Ukrainian Art Soviet in
Xar'kov.
Moves to Moscow. The beginning of the Institute of Labor.
Publication of Packa orderov in Riga.
Fifth edition of PRU.
Sixth edition of PRU.
Becomes member of Communist Party.
Appointed chairman of the Soviet Bureau of Standardiza
tion.
Takes part in international congress on standardization in
Stockholm.

1936
1938
1941
1956

Organizes training of Stakhanovites.
Arrested.
Officially declared dead on 1 October.
Rehabilitated.

Abbrevations used:
BBS
BPI
CIT
ESG
KNR
NOT
PO
PP
PRU
PV
RP
RSDRP
TU
VCSPS
ZDV

Bio-bibliograficeskij slovar\
Bibliografi]a periodiceskix izdanij Rossii 1901-1916.
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Kak nado rabotaf.
Naucnaja Organizacija Truda.
Packa orderov.
Proletarskie poety pervyx let sovetskoj epoxi.
Po'ezija rabocego udara.
Parizskij Vestnik.
Russkaja periodiceskaja pecaf 1895-1917.
Russian Social Democratic Workers' Party.
Trudovye ustanovki, 1973.
All-Union Soviet of Trade Unions.
Zizn' dlja vsex.

1.2. Introduction
More than a hundred years have elapsed since Aleksej Gastev's birth
in 1882. To most people, even in the Soviet Union, his name is
nowadays unknown. And yet he was a significant political and
cultural figure in the early decades of the twentieth century, first as an
active revolutionary and later as a journalist and union leader. By the
time of the Revolution in 1917 he had become known as perhaps the
most outstanding Russian proletarian poet. It was above all he who
introduced Taylorism in Russia, and during most of the 1920s and
1930s he was in charge of training new cadres of workers for Soviet
industry. The main reason he has been forgotten is that he fell a victim
to Stalin's terror in 1938 and remained until his rehabilitation in 1956
a non-person who could not even be mentioned, let alone published.
Even after that date, however, relatively httle has been written about
him,^ and as yet he has not received any comprehensive study or
biography. Thus the present dissertation is a first attempt to fill that
lacuna by outlining his life and works primarily up until 1920.
Gastev was both a worker and an intellectual, a representative of
the so called proletarian intelligentsia. This makes him a relatively
uncommon figure among prominent revolutionaries, most of whom
had little contact with the workers and the factory floor. His detailed
knowledge of conditions in the factories in which he was employed as
a metal-worker in both Russia and France, of course, deeply
influenced his general outlook and literary works. Everything he
wrote is almost exclusively concerned with the proletariat. He himself
called the various stages in his development "laboratories" (in 1927
he distinguished thirteen such stages).^ There is a remarkable
continuity here, his experiences in different areas before the
Revolution leading directly to his contributions in the 1920s and
1930s, and it is characteristic that he should completely abandon
literature in the early 1920s and devote himself entirely to the
practical task of teaching the Russian people how to work.^
Beside presenting his biography, the present study has especially
attempted to trace the development of Gastev's Utopian ideas about
the creation of a new man suited to the advanced industrial society of
the future. His basic attitude was shaped by Cernysevskij's What Is to
Be Done? and by socialist literature from around the turn of the
century. The ideal man in these works is thoroughly rational, fond of

work for its own sake, and selflessly devoted to society and the
common weal. He is therefore also predominantly an ascetic who
places heavy moral demands on himself and others. Other influences
on Gastev's Utopia derived from the general spirit of the times and
were reshaped by him in accordance with his own particular
experiences and temperament. There is first of all the notion that man
functions like a machine and that everything in human life and society
can be ordered and systematized much as in the natural sciences.
Contemporary representatives of that point of view included
Aleksandr Bogdanov in Russia and Frederick Taylor in America both of whom influenced Gastev - and Jacques Lafitte in France."^
Secondly, there was the so called "Mythe du Moderne", with its
emphasis on dynamism and speed and its idolization of technology
and the machine. Gastev was receptive to the pulse of the new era as
expressed in Itahan and Russian futurism. In his works man is so
intimately fused with machines that he adopts the rhythm and
functional movements of the latter and himself becomes "mechani
cal", even in the way he thinks. This is what Gastev calls
"machinism", and he regards it as a positive feature of a collective
society. Thirdly, there is an emphasis on the collective, which of
course derives primarily from socialist ideology and was a vital
component of A. Bogdanov's theories. Gastev dreams of a mecha
nized collective, i.e. well discipUned proletarian masses, that could
manage the enormous industrial production of the future rapidly and
efficiently. The members of this collective lack all individuality and
throw themselves enthusiastically into their labor. Here, thought
Gastev, was the precondition for universal harmony and balance.^
Gastev differs as a poet from his proletarian colleagues. He was
never really a member of their circle, despite the fact that his
collection of poems Po'ezija rabocego udara was published in 1918 as
the first book of Proletkul't's book series. He was a forerunner, a
model for the others. Although a number of poets were inspired by
his themes, however, no one continued his experiments with free
verse, and toward the end of his Hterary activity he was quite alone in
his aspiration to "technicalize" verbal art itself through a kind of
"Taylorization" of poetry.
Gastev's biography illustrates the history of the Russian workers'
movement from the turn of the century to the beginning of the 1920s.
As an individual he represents a remarkable combination of practical

knowledge and visionary aspiration; he was at one and the same time
a revolutionary, a pioneer of time and motion studies, and a poet who
celebrated iron and machines and considered that poetry could also
be treated "with the chisel of the designer, the wrench of the fitter and
the chronometer".^
The present dissertation is organized as follows: the bulk of the
study (chapters 2, 4, 5, 7) is mainly devoted to a chronological
account of Gastev's life and works. Chapter 3 deals with the Russian
proletarian and revolutionary colony in Paris, in which Gastev was
very active between 1910 and 1913, and also considers the articles he
wrote while in France. Chapter 6 is devoted entirely to the collection
Po'ezija rabocego udara, and contains a detailed analysis of four
characteristic poems. The three appendices include a bibUography of
Gastev's works written between 1903 and 1920, the texts of the four
poems analyzed in chapter 6, and Gastev's instruction "How to
Work".

Aleksej Kapitonovic Gastev was born on 26 September 1882 in the
small central Russian town of Suzdal' in the province of Vladimir.^
Like several other Russian revolutionaries (Lenin, Bogdanov,
Buxarin) he came from a teacher's family. His father, Kapiton
Vasilevic, taught in the local school, where for a time he also served as
headmaster. The elder Gastev was interested in technology, inven
ting among other devices an electrical apparatus for the treatment of
rheumatic ailments. Excessive drinking seems to have been involved
in his sudden disappearance during a visit to Moscow in 1884. The
circumstances surrounding his presumed death remain unknown.
Gastev's mother, Ekaterina Nikolaevna, had been married once
before. She had a cottage next to the Aleksandrovskij Monastery. As
a widow she rented one of the rooms in the house to Kapiton
Vasilevic. They discovered a mutual attraction and were married.
Ekaterina Nikolaevna had a boy, Evgenij, from her first marriage.
She bore Kapiton Vasilevic two sons - Nikolaj, born in 1880, and
Aleksej, who was two years old when his father disappeared. She
managed to give the children a decent upbringing despite straitened
economic circumstances. She worked as a seamstress and had a small
garden near the cottage. Aleksej later described his childhood home
as clean and cozy and furnished in the national Russian style.^
Gastev's half-brother Evgenij died shortly after his term of mihtary
service, and the elder brother Nikolaj got a position with the postal
service in the Suzdal' area. Ekaterina Nikolaevna stayed on in the
cottage even after the children had grown up and moved away.
Aleksej visited her there as often as possible until her death in 1913.
He was 13 or 14 when he finished primary school. He intended at first
to continue at a technical institute in Kursk, and spent a year studying
for the entrance examinations. He failed, however, and so decided to
become a teacher like his father.^ The minimum entrance age at the
Moscow Teachers' College was 16, so Aleksej must have moved to
Moscow in 1898 or 1899. In addition to pursuing the normal course of
studies at the institute he continued to develop his technical interests,
devoting himself in particular to metalwork and carpentry. His
political activities date from 1900, when at the early age of 18 he
joined the Social-Democratic Party (RSDRP) in Moscow. One may
wonder what led this youth from a quiet, provincial town of craftsmen

like Suzdal', with his strict and probably rehgious upbringing, to
become involved in politics. No information on the subject is
available, but it may be assumed that his fellow students were an
important factor, as institutes of higher education and even
gymnasiums in the major cities were centers of political activity at this
time. On 17 November 1901 a student demonstration was held in
Manège Square in Moscow to commemorate the 40th anniversary of
the death of Nikolaj Dobroljubov. Gastev, who was among the
organizers, was expelled from the Teachers' College in early 1902,
just before he was to have taken his final examinations. From this
time on he devoted himself entirely to political activities, mostly in
the form of propaganda and agitation among the industrial workers of
the Moscow area. His first arrest came in December 1902, when he
was accused of spreading illegal propaganda among the textile
workers in Naro-Fominskoe. In July 1903 he received his sentence of
three years exile to the province of Vologda.
Gastev was sent to Ust'-Sysol'sk, some 450 miles east of the city of
Vologda. His period of exile there has been described in a recent
series of articles in Krasnoe znamja, the main newspaper of the Komi
Autonomous Republic."^ Part of the trip was by boat, and he arrived
on 30 July. He was given a small allowance by the state with which he
was expected to pay his own living expenses. He was under police
supervision the whole time and was required to report his where
abouts to a local official at regular intervals. The authorities probably
regarded Gastev as a rather bothersome individual. He complained
to the governor in Vologda that a large part of his subsistence
allowance had been withheld by the poUce. He requested permission
to work as a copyist for the forest inspector, and this was temporarily
granted; when he applied to be a private tutor, however, he was
denied: "Gastev cannot be permitted to engage in pedagogical
activities". Not until he applied to the Ministry of the Interior was he
allowed to tutor children up to the age of 14. According to the police
chiefs report of 29 January 1904, Gastev preferred to instruct older
pupils in politics. By this time the young revolutionary (he was now
21) seems to have become the leader of the exile colony, organizing
among other actions a demonstration to protest the brutal treatment
certain of his comrades had suffered at the hands of the poUce. The
authorities considered Gastev and his comrade Sinajskij to be a bad
influence on the other exiles (and the local population as well). On 12

February 1904 it was decided to transfer them. Gastev was led under
convoy to the village of Vizinga, and Sinajskij was moved to Jarensk.
The revolutionary battle song "Otrecemsja ot starogo mira..." ("We
Renounce the Old World" - the "Workers' Marseillaise" that later
became the national anthem of the Provisional Government in 1917)
was sung as the prisoners were assembled for departure.^ Gastev
remained in Vizinga for a Httle more than two months. Feeling that
village was too far removed from the center of events, Gastev apphed
for a transfer to Jarensk, which was granted on 29 April.
On 19 May Gastev received the good news that his "Za stenoj"
("Behind the Wall") a short story based on the life of the exiles in
Ust-Sysol'sk, had been pubhshed in the Jaroslavl' newspaper
Severnyj kraj.^ This was his first printed hterary work. It was signed
I. Dozorov, the pen-name he would use for many years. ^ [While
awaiting his sentence in 1903, Gastev had already written for the
newspaper Vladimirskaja gazeta under the pseudonym Odinokij (See
Appendix A)]. Gastev arrived in Jarensk on 1 Juni 1904. After only
ten days he fled. It was over 120 miles to the nearest railroad at
Kotlas, but from there he could easily continue to central Russia. He
does not seem to have had any difficulty in escaping from exile and
leaving Russia. The governor in Vologda issued an order for his arrest
which contains the first known physical description of Gastev: "Age
22 years; height 2 arshins and 5 vershoks [approx. 5'5"]; gray eyes,
wears glasses; hair, eyebrows, moustache and beard light brown;
nose, mouth and chin average; dressed in black frock-coat, leather
boots, wears pants tucked into bootlegs, "kasarovo" hat with
upturned brim [resembles a cowboy hat]; no distinguishing marks or
characteristics".^
From Russia, Gastev made his way to Western Europe. He
proceeded directly to Paris, the Mecca of Russian revolutionaries at
the time, where he found employment as a fitter in a factory. In the
evenings he attended courses at an institute organized by Russian
émigrés^ and began studying French, which he eventually learned to
speak fluently. According to a collection of Lenin's correspondence
published in 1977, Gastev wrote several letters to him in the autumn
of 1904.^® By the end of the year he was in Geneva, where he
published at his own expense a short story in Russian entitled
Prokljatyj vopros ("The Accursed Question").
He published his 24-page short story under the pseudonym A.

Odinokij (the solitary one). The main character, Vasihj, is a man in
his thirties who has renounced his personal life and dedicated himself
to working for the good of society. In this respect he recalls
Raxmetov, one of the heroes of Cernysevskij's novel Cto delaf?
("What Is to Be Done?"). Vasilij has dreamed of women ever since
adolescence:
[...] and to kiss a woman, stroke her hair, her hands, touch her breasts,
her waist, even just her dress, to be with them constantly, gaze upon
them, be caressed by a woman - all this became for him a constant,
morbidly passionate dream. His imagination and fantasies were filled
with anticipation of this unknown bliss. And both woman herself and
his passionate attraction for her seemed to him to be so bright, pure
and poetic! In this attraction Vasilij found nothing filthy or
mean [...]

He is seduced by a prostitute when he is about 17, and the fact that
such wanton women exist never ceases to astonish him:
[...] but there are many cheerful, amazing women who will let you kiss
them, hold them by the hand, hug them, and even (he whispered the
following into his listener's ear) go to bed with them. Do you
understand? Go to bed with them! Oh, they are amazing women! You
can do whatever you want with them. Anything. . . absolutely
any thing![...]

Vasilij's weakness, his "animal passion", fills him with self-contempt
and becomes "the most accursed, the most tragic question of his life".
He yearns for a different kind of love with a different kind of woman.
Together they would "read, think, experience, share the same
spiritual needs and ideals, work together, share both happiness and
sorrow... Nothing more...". The arrival of spring arouses his
repressed instincts, and Vasilij once again gratifies them in the arms
of a prostitute, which causes him new and even more intense qualms
of conscience. What is to be done? Vasilij hints that much of the
problem derives from society's view of women and from morality,
which has created "a cult of female purity and chastity". The only
answer as far as he is personally concerned, however, is to resist his
sexual passion and "let the human being within him triumph".
[...] he vowed to himself that this would never happen to him again,
that he would never again be torn between his passion and his
conscience.

Gastev's story has little aesthetic merit, but it does give us some
insight into his personality. It is the first work which he himself
published. It is plausible to regard the story as a personal confession.
His choice of pseudonym, A. Odinokij, is also revealing. The
problem in a larger perspective was how the "new man", of whom
Raxmetov was the Russian archetype, was to solve the problem of
sex. How was the revolutionary to combine dedicated political
struggle and his existence as an ordinary being with emotions and
sexual needs? Probably influenced by the heroes of Cernysevskij's
novel, most Russian revolutionaries had strong ascetic leanings,
renouncing personal indulgences and striving toward the ideals of
chastity and total commitment to the Cause. Leading figures such as
Lenin, Krupskaja and Bogdanov fit the picture well.^^ Gastev had
obviously been trained in the same ascetic spirit. Later in life he
omitted mentioning personal, intimate feehngs in his writings, as if he
were afraid of them, and when he drew his picture of the future new
man in a collective society, he Hberated him from all disturbing
emotions: everything was to be organized on a collective basis.
Z.S. Papernyj is the only Soviet critic to have commented upon
Gastev's story. He notes a certain similarity to Majakovskij's first
love poem. "The question of how to love and how to live were
inseparable for them both".^^ It may be added that the theme of the
conflict between youthful ideaUsm and the biological instincts was a
prominent one in late 19th-century Western and Russian literature.
L. Tolstoj's Kreutzer Sonata (1889) is perhaps the most important
aesthetic formulation of the argument that sexual lust is the root of all
evil. The theme appears also, for example, in L. Andreev, whose
short stories "V tumane" ("In the Fog") and "Bezdna" ("The
Abyss") aroused a debate around the year 1903. In his enlightening
book on the women's movement in Russia Richard Stites points out
that "the purely sensual view of sex was nothing new to Russian
literature [he quotes Cexov's "Pripadok" ("A Fit of Nerves") in
evidence] but it appeared with greater frequency and audacity in
post-1905 writings".The problem treated in Gastev's story was thus
a very topical one.
We have little information on Gastev's first sojourn in Paris. On
the basis of Prokljatyj vopros we may conclude that he was an
energetic young man with an ascetic disposition, and that he had both
revolutionary and literary ambitions. During his visit to Geneva in

late 1904 he probably became acquainted with Lenin or Krupskaja.
He had already written several letters to Lenin and in the following
summer he sent reports to him and the newspaper Proletarij on the
strikes northeast of Moscow.In early 1905 he was back in Paris. In
an article written several years later for the journal ZDV (May 1910),
he describes the enthusiasm with which the Paris workers greeted
news of the disturbances in Petersburg. Thousands gathered together
and cried: Long live Russia! Long live the Proletariat!
Probably on the orders of the Bolshevik wing of the party. Gastev
returned to Russia in the early spring of 1905. He was by this time a
professional revolutionary, and his first assignment was in the city of
Jaroslavl'. He was sent there by the central committee and placed at
the disposal of Severnyj sojuz (The Northern Workers' Union). Its
code name was "Semjon Semjonovic" (the initial letters of the
Russian name being S S). For several months Gastev was very active
in the large textile industries located northeast of Moscow in the cities
of Ivanovo-Voznesensk, Kostroma and Jaroslavl*. Several of the big
strikes took place there.The textile workers' wages and working
conditions were wretched: their working-day was at least 11 hours,
they were totally unprotected against arbitrary dismissal, they lacked
any form of accident, health, or old-age pension insurance. Most of
the workers were unskilled former peasants and therefore expend
able.
One faction in the Russian Social-Democratic movement known as
the "economists" considered the improvement of the workers' social
conditions as their primary goal and the strike as the best means by
which to attain it. This was the same method advocated by the French
syndicalists, whom Gastev later joined. Lenin was an energetic
opponent of the economists, demanding instead political action and
organization. Gastev's position in this conflict is not entirely clear. He
seems to have been on both sides of the issue: he participated in and
helped organize strikes designed to improve the material welfare of
the workers but also advocated the Bolshevik thesis of infusing the
working class with revolutionary consciousness. Gastev stayed only a
short while in Jaroslavl'. The memoirs of one eyewitness testify to his
oratorical skills: "It seems that at one political meeting a non-socialist
politician by the name of P.Ρ Viktorov was holding forth against
Marxism [...] a worker in the audience unexpectedly stood up, and, to
the astonishment of all, began debating with the learned gentleman.

It turned out that this worker was none other than the outlawed party
functionary and now famous poet Gastev".^^
Gastev's next assignment was in "the Russian Manchester",
Ivanovo-Voznesensk. The city was the site of the first major strike of
1905, which began on 12 May and was supported by some 40,000
workers for a period of 72 days. Gastev is described as one of its
leaders.A milestone in the history of the Russian workers'
movement was reached at this time. On 15 May was founded the first
Soviet of Workers' Deputies, which originally consisted of 110
members. The strike became radicalized as the summoning of the
military on 3 June resulted in bloody clashes with the workers. A
growing famine led to vandalism and the plundering of shops on
24-25 June. Although the Soviet decided to call off the strike on 1
July, certain demands advanced by the employers caused it to
continue until 18 July. The workers did not achieve any improve
ments in their conditions. Due to the length of the strike and the
resoluteness and soUdarity of the strikers, however, it acquired
considerable significance in neighboring industrial areas and even
became known outside of Russia. Financial support was not only sent
from Moscow and Petersburg, but also poured in from Hamburg,
Warsaw, Geneva and even distant New York.^^
It was discovered only a few years ago that a number of articles
published in the Social-Democratic newspaper Proletarij and the
letter to Lenin signed "Popovic" were written by Gastev. (The code
name "Popovic" together with Gastev's first name Aleksej or Alesa
recalls one of the heroes in the Russian byUnas). These letters and
articles were detailed reports on the situation in Ivanovo-Voznesensk
and the morale of the workers.In one letter (dated 10-12 June)
Gastev wrote:
The mood in Ivanovo is militant. After the slaughter here what is
needed is bullets, not literature! All verbal torrents are received as
either demagogy or simply mockery. The movement in Ivanovo is of
the Bolshevik type. The Social-Democratic organization has done
more than merely give the masses slogans. It has proved the master of
this situation; every detail, every clash, all the pressure brought to bear
has been led by the organisation.

The letter consisted of three pages in Gastev's cramped handwriting.
It was in effect an assessment of the revolutionary situation as a

whole. It also contained a number of suggestions, one of which
emphasized the need to arm the workers.
The events in Ivanovo-Voznesensk had repercussions in Kostroma
some 65 miles to the north, where a strike broke out on 21 June.
Gastev was again among the organizers, this time under the
cover-name Lavrentij. In The Year 1905 in Kostroma eyewitnesses
described Gastev as an excellent speaker capable of immediately
captivating his audience.Although he was young and relatively
short, he had a strong and resonant speaking voice. Gastev was
elected chairman of the Kostroma Workers' Soviet and a delegate to
planned conferences.
Anticipating clashes with the police, special combat detachments
of armed workers were organized. Similar "boevye druziny" had
already been formed in Petersburg after Bloody Sunday. Gastev was
also among the leaders of these groups. As is evident from the letter
to Lenin, he considered that armed struggle was necessary. A
telegram dated 25 July from the governor to the Ministry of the
Interior gives us an idea of the situation in Kostroma:
At about 8:00 PM today the workers gathered for at political meeting
in the factory district of Kostroma. A squadron of Cossacks was
dispatched to disband it. The order to disperse was ignored, and the
crowd insulted and verbally threatened the Cossacks. After repeated
warnings and signals the squadron commander opened fire. There
were casualties.

The strike in Kostroma lasted approximately three weeks. The
Workers' Soviet decided to call it off when the factory owners
reduced the working-day by one hour and agreed to certain wage
increases.
Gastev continued to be active as a revolutionary agitator in the
Northern District throughout August and September, participating
in meetings and discussions, always unannounced and under assumed
names to elude the police, who were of course anxious to put a stop to
his activities. In October he went into hiding in his home town of
Suzdal' and in the neighboring town of Gavrilov-posad." When the
armed December revolt in Moscow was crushed, Gastev went to
Rostov and infiltrated the 48th Artillery Brigade stationed there. He
is reported to have dressed in uniform, frequented the barracks and
even roomed together with the soldiers. The revolutionaries attemp

ted to spread their ideas among the troops and procure weapons and
ammunition. Persistent persecution and arrests by the pohce,
however, made it necessary to curtail subversive activities after a
short while.
For Gastev the year 1905 was an intense and crucial period, and
considering his youth, his contribution was considerable. The high
points were his participation in the first Workers' Soviet in
Ivanovo-Voznesensk and his chairmanship of the Soviet in Kostro
ma. It should of course also be realized that however serious his
political committment, Gastev must have been attracted by the
element of adventure in defying Tsardom and the excitement of
outwitting and eluding its police spies. Reminiscenses of this year
appeared later in his articles in ZDV,^^ and the enthusiasm and belief
in a better future that moved the workers during this struggle are
given literary expression in one of his major works Po'ezija rabocego
udara (PRU) (hterally - "Poetry of the Worker's Blow" but better
rendered by the figurative "Poetry of the Factory Floor").
As is apparent from a number of articles Gastev wrote under the
pseudonym A. Nabegov for the Social-Democratic newspaper
Kostromskij golos, at the beginning of 1906 he was still in Rostov and
Kostroma in the Northern District.Here Gastev appears as a
political journalist, analyzing the situation after the defeat of
December and sharply dehneating his position on various questions.
The views expressed here clearly coincide with those of the Bolshevik
faction. The first article, entitled "Spontaneity and Organization",
appeared on 1 February. It was directed against a new proletarian
newspaper, Rabocaja gazeta, organ of "The Independent Social
Party of Workers", and contains Gastev's views on the Labor
Movement. As Lenin had done in 1902, he maintains that the
movement consists of two strata: the conscious, determined vanguard
of workers (members of the Party) and those with Httle awareness of
their situation who are only interested in immediate concrete
improvements. He regards this newspaper as an organ for the second,
cautious stratum and points out that the paper expresses the same
views on sociahsm as certain conservative groups with Slavophil
leanings, regarding it as an alien philosophy imported by the
inteUigentsia from Western Europe. In his conclusion Gastev raises
an important theoretical question, namely whether the majority or
the minority is the rightful leader of the Labor Movement. By this

time he was convinced that only the Social-Democratic Party (i.e. the
minority) was capable of leading the working class forward, and he
rejects the notion of an "independent workers' party". As we shall
see, he changed his views on this issue about one year later.
Gastev's final contribution to Kostromskij golos is a long article on
the peasant movement, an unusual theme for him, but one of
particular political significance in 1906. The agrarian question was
given special attention at the 4th Party congress in Stockholm two
months later.
Gastev attended the congress as the delegate from the Kostroma
district, arriving in Sweden via Turku, Finland. The congress lasted
from 19 April to 8 May. 140 delegates participated, most of them
registrering with the Swedish poUce under false names and home
addresses.The majority stayed at the Hotel Blå Bandet and Hotel
Malmsten, both run by the abstinence movement. The congress was
held at the People's Palace (Folkets Hus). There Gastev became
acquainted with prominent Social Democrats, several of whom later
became influential leaders of the Soviet state: Lenin, Krupskaja,
Djugasvih (Stalin), Lunacarskij, Vorosilov, Frunze, Derzinskij, and
others.
The purpose of the congress was to unite the Social-Democratic
Party. To Lenin's disappointment the Mensheviks won a majority of
seats (7 of 10) in the election to the Central Committee."The
congress dragged on in a string of long sessions and interminable
debates and squabbles", writes L Deutscher in his biography of
Stahn.^^ The minutes show that Gastev also spoke, supporting Lenin
on the agrarian question. The crucial issue of the debate concerned
land reform. "Lenin ... wanted the ownership of all land to be vested
in the central goverment."^^
Petersburg was attired in vernal green by the time Gastev returned.
Several years later he described the contrast he experienced between
the beauty of nature and the city on the one hand and the despair of
the Russian workers now that all their hopes of revolution had been
dashed to the ground;
I remember that morning in May. The sunlight danced; silvery
dewdrops dripped from the leaves; birds twittered in the gardens and
the life of the street hummed all around. The coolness of the fresh air
made you want to inhale in greedy breaths. And ... was it really true

that on this morning beautiful Nevskij Prospekt was being tread by
maUcious, exhausted people reeking of liquor?^^

Already by the end of May he was back in Kostroma, where he
appeared at secret meetings and reported on the decisions of the
congress in Stockholm. He dwelled in particular on the question of
land reform, emphazising the importance of arousing the peasants to
true political awareness. It was decided to send agitators to the
countryside, and Gastev himself went to the Makarevo district some
65 miles northwest of Kostroma. In June 1906 a district party
conference was held in Moscow. The police succeeded in fulfilling
Minister of the Interior Stolypin's order to arrest all the leading
revolutionaries in attendance. On 8 June Gastev was put in the
Butyrka prison,receiving a short while later his second sentence of
exile, which this time was 3 years in the northern province of
Arxangel'sk. After only a month he fled abroad, again to Paris and
Geneva. We have no information on this period, but he seems to have
returned very soon to Russia. He was at any rate in Kostroma by
November.
In connection with the strikes in 1905 the struggle between the
police/military and the workers had hardened to the extent that the
latter began to form special armed combat detachments. So called
military-technical bureaus were established to train workers in such
arts as sabotage and the procurement of weapons and ammunition.
These detachments were placed under direct Party control. When the
Party coffers began to be drained, the groups were dispatched, on
specific orders from above, to rob banks or simply plunder.
As early as June Gastev had been elected the ideological leader of
the combat detachment in Kostroma, for which duties he assumed the
cover-name Spiridon. The executive leader of the group was
M.S. Kedrov (who later became known for his cruelty as an officer of
the Ceka in the Arxangel'sk area). Gastev's activity in the group
must, however, have been brief. Towards the end of the year a
conflict arose within the technical bureau which led to the disbandment of the detachment.Gastev was evidently charged to report the
fact to the Central Committee. This meant that he visited Lenin, who
at the time was in Terijoki on the Gulf of Finland. Lenin responded to
the news with the order that combat detachments were not to be
disbanded. On his way back Gastev was arrested in Petersburg and

thrown into the Kresty Prison; he allegedly managed to send the
message from Lenin to Kostroma by smuggling it out on a cigarette
paper.
*

Gastev's first wife, Anna Ivanovna Vasil'eva, must have been a
significant figure in his life during these hectic years. From a
working-class family in Moscow, she was an energetic and colorful
woman revolutionary. They probably became acquainted in Rostov
in late 1905, when Gastev was agitating among the artillerymen. She
seems to have been precisely the sort of woman that Vasihj in
Prokljatyj vopros dreamed about, a woman with whom he could
"share joy and sorrow" and above all a woman who would join him in
his struggle for a new world. According to a letter from Anna
Ivanovna to Gastev which was intercepted by the police, they were
married in early 1906. The circumstances, however, were hardly
conducive to quiet marital life. Anna Ivanovna was as active as
Gastev in the revolutionary movement. She propagandized among
the soldiers, cutting her hair and donning a uniform in order to share
the life of the conscripts. She was finally arrested in Rostov for
disseminating forbidden literature. The police succeeded in finding
more incriminating evidence against her and in the summer of 1906
she was banished for five years to the province of Jakutsk in eastern
Siberia. She fled in October and with the help of the Moscow party
committee escaped to Western Europe. In early 1907 she returned to
Russia and settled in Petersburg, where she was finally reunited with
her husband. Their son Vladimir was born in January 1908. As
Gastev never gave any information about his personal life, we do not
know whether Anna Ivanovna and their son also went to France in
1910 or whether they lived together in Paris. Anyway, she was later
arrested in Russia for political activities and not released until the
revolution of 1917. By that time she and Gastev appear to have
separated. He remarried in 1918. In 1938 Anna Ivanovna was again
imprisoned during the Stalinist terror, only a few days before her
former husband. Her subsequent fate in prison is unknown, but she
never returned.^^
Gastev lived in the Russian capital for about three years
(1907-1910). He arrived there on the way back to Kostroma from
Lenin and was arrested - if the information is correct - but he must

have succeeded in eluding the poUce after a short time. In the spring
of 1907 he met his wife again and got a job on an assembly Une in a
factory. At this time he was very disillusioned with the revolutionary
movement of 1905-1906. Judging by his later articles he blamed the
failure on the system of party politics, by which a small group of
full-time functionaries imposed their will on the masses. Having been
for several years a professional revolutionary and faithful member of
the Bolshevik faction who obediently followed orders from the
Central Committee of the Party, he now reoriented himself politically
by withdrawing from the Social-Democratic Party and moving close
to the syndicahsts.^^
Syndicalism came to Russia via France. The intermediaries were
two of Kropotkin's followers, Maria Korn and Gogeliia - Orgeiani,
who in the first issue of Xleb i Volja in 1903 advocated a general
strike, which the syndicalists regarded as the most effective weapon
for destroying the capitahst system.The events of 1905, in particular
the general strike in October, they interpreted as "syndicalisme
révolutionnaire". The meaning of the term in France was that
workers gave first priority to the struggle for concrete economic
improvements. Syndicalists took an independent attitude toward all
political parties maintaining that they themselves were capable of
realizing the social revolution and of constructing a socialist society
based upon trade unions ("syndicat" in French). This appealed to a
man like Gastev, who had always been interested in practical results
such as improved working conditions, better wages, health insurance
and the like.
For some reason the Russian censorship allowed the printing of
syndicahst literature immediately after 1905. The main works
published were translations of the most important French treatments
of the subject by Pelloutier and Lagardelle.^^ Syndicalism as a
movement reached the peak of its influence in France around 1906. It
is probable that a reading of this literature and Gastev's personal
experience (in Russia and in France) induced him to become involved
in the trade-union movement in Petersburg. Trade unions were a
relatively recent phenomenon in Russia, due to the fact that Russian
industry was itself comparatively young and that most of the
industrial workers had their roots in the countryside. During the year
of revolution membership in unions increased to about 250,000.
The Petersburg Metal-Workers' Union was founded in April 1906,

calling itself "Professionarnoe obscestvo rabocix po obrabotke
metalla".^^ Its first meeting attracted some 2,000 workers from
various factories who elected an organizational bureau. M.I. Kalinin,
later President of the Soviet Union, was among the organizers. When
Gastev joined in 1907 there were about 13,000 members. By the time
he left Petersburg in the spring of 1910 this number had grown to
some 80,000. Like the French "syndicats", the Russian unions were
non-party organizations. This did not mean that they were apolitical.
The trade union movement published a journal. Professionalnyj
sojuz, to which the Metal-Workers' Union sent a first trial issue of its
own publication Rabocijpo metallu (The Metal-Worker) of 22/61906.
Pubhshed under different names to evade the censor, it continued to
be published until 12/6 1914. Gastev contributed to it under the
pseudonym A. Zorin.
During this period in Petersburg Gastev was still wanted by the
police and was forced to use assumed names. He was arrested at
trade-union meetings several times, but was released when his
passport was found to be in order. His path was crossed by the
notorious poHce spy Roman Malinovskij, who was a metal-worker, a
founder of the Metal-Workers' Union, and its secretary from 1907 to
1909. Malinovskij was one of the regime's best spies, operating as an
agent and reporting on meetings and other events arranged by the
workers."^ It is probable that Gastev was arrested on the basis of
information provided by Malinovskij. In the foreword to the fifth
edition of PRUGastev writes that he had had "misunderstandings for
many years" with him. The conflict between the two men probably
began already in the executive committee of the union.
The employment situation was not an easy one, and Gastev was
forced to change jobs a number of times. He worked as a
lathe-operator and even as a tram driver. At times he was
unemployed. S. Dreyden notes in his book Muzyka-revoljucii the
interesting fact that during the years 1908-1909 Gastev took part in
the songs and music that were included in the educational activities of
a workers' club. His experiences from this club may have influenced
the organization of "Rabocij klub" in Paris in 1911."^^
During the years 1907-1909 in Petersburg Gastev does not seem to
have been very active as a writer. We have only found five
contributions in 1909 to the newspaper Edinstvo ("Unity"), one of the
successors to Rabocij po metallu ("The Metal-Worker"). All but one

dealt with trade-union questions. 1910, when Gastev became a
correspondent for the journal Zizn' dlja vsex (ZDV) (Life for
Everyone)y marks a new period in his life, in which he consciously
tries to evaluate his experiences among his fellow-workers and in the
factories.
Several of the articles to ZDV complete Gastev's biography from
the Petersburg period. Two of them are about his work on the
tramway, which evidently was something new and interesting for
him. (The last contribution to Edinstvo was a sketch about it.) "Iz
dnevnika tramvajscika" ("From a Tram-Driver's Diary") written in
Paris in 1910,"^^ provides an impressionistic portrait of Petersburg
viewed from the driver's seat of a streetcar. Gastev drove on Hne 2,
which ran between Novaja Derevnja on the Viborg side to Nevskij
Prospekt. He describes the technical details with obvious relish:
[...] with the motors whirring mightily you cut through the crisp air
saturated with the fragrance of fresh greenery. Slowly, quietly, as if on
velvet, you drift onto the Stroganov Bridge and rein in the car on the
slope. A stop. And after it, ignoring the protests of the overdressed
passengers and disregarding safety precautions, I switch on both
motors at once; with a terrible lurch and bursts of sparks, I take off as if
I had been stung by a bee down the twisting lane of Kamennoostrovskij Prospekt.

One notes how fascinated he is by his command over the humming,
roaring, dangerous machine. He is thrilled by speed, yet the cityscape
and the suburbs with Turgenevian country estates make him almost
lyrical. He drives past the Aleksandrov Garden, and before him
looms a giant creation of modern technology - the Troickij Bridge.
He is filled by a kind of mystical elation as he hears the engines
straining to pull the "seven-hundred-pood" cars up on the bridge. As
early as this we can hear the voice of the bard of the machine and
technology:
I switch the motors on maximum almost from the beginning. They lift
the 700-pood cars with a kind of fateful stubborness; before we reach
the top I reduce the current a few octaves. It is as if someone very large
struggles in a sealed vacuum and buries his mighty, heavy, methodical
groaning deeper and deeper within him.

The joy of this work vanished rather quickly, however, and after a
month he felt exhausted, worn out by lack of sleep, weary of the
eternal trips down the same streets past the same poles. It got so bad
that he even began counting these tramway poles in his sleep.
"Damned idiocy", he calls it. Gastev cites one of his fellow workers
who is also suffering from this tedium:
Is this life really going to drag on for years and decades? After an
excruciating day of work you sleep like a log. The next day you get up
again to break your back for Mr. Capital. And again, and again, and
again. [...] There is only the hum of the motor, which also seems to be
saying out loud: "And again, and again, and again . .

It is interesting to connect these impressions with Gastev's utterances
some ten years later, when he had become an advocate of the Taylor
system. The worker, he said then, must be like a living machine,
well-prepared, well-organized, swift and effective; no thoughts of
monotony must trouble his life and work:
In the machine and instrument
everything has been calculated and adjusted.
We shall do the same with
the living machine - man.
Mankind has learned
To manufacture things.
It is time we learned
The thorough manufacture of men.'^^

This change of attitude toward work and the worker began, as we
shall see, already during Gastev's three-year stay in Paris.
The story "V tramvajnom parke" ("At the Tram Depot") was
written in 1913 and published in installments in Pravda (See
Appendix A.).'^ It is based on a real event, an accident which
happened when Gastev was working in the tramway repair shop on
Vasilij Island in Petersburg. It consists to a large extent of dialogues
in which each character is distinguished by his typical words and turns
of phrase. The bright forces of spring contrast with the life behind the
fence of the depot, the management is set in opposition to the
workers. New methods had been introduced to rationalize and
increase efficiency, and the work force had diminished as a conse-

quence. "Almost like the Taylor system", comments one apprentice
workman. There is mention of the necessity of industrial safety
measures, accident insurance and an interment fund. Accidents,
catastrophes and death are a recurrent gloomy theme in his literary
work. They belong to the inevitable lot of the worker in capitaUst
society.
It is obvious from a couple of articles in ZDV that Gastev tried to
analyze his own political position and the development of the Russian
working class from the time before the 1905 Revolution until 1910.
The most detailed analysis is in the article from August 1911, under
the heading "Rabocij mir" ("The World of the Worker"). The first
part, "Faith", deals with the period before and during 1905, the
second, "Despair", treats of the mood in Petersburg after the failure
of the revolt, and the third, "Experience", turns to the contemporary
situation among the workers in Russia and the West and the
experiences they have gained from the events of 1905. Thus the work
is structured on a dialectical scheme consisting of thesis, antithesis
and synthesis.
Belief in a revolution that would radically alter life and society was
prevalent before and during 1905. According to Gastev this belief
bore a certain resemblance to religious faith:
They awaited the mighty hurricane of the people; they did not know
what to call it, but they deeply believed in it. This faith was the soul of
the movement. The workers greedily snapped up words which they
understood poorly, but they knew that something was moving,
something was crumbling; they sensed their strength and straightened
their backs. It seemed as though there was nothing ahead of them that
could not be taken, nothing that could not be conquered.

This faith and elation prevented any clear formulation of the goal.
The masses demanded vague intimations, "a cloud of unclear, not
fully articulated hopes", symbols. This very lack of concreteness is
the distinguishing characteristic of rehgion, Gastev notes. The masses
also needed a leading figure, an idol: "... someone of remarkable
intellect, an authority, who possesses irrefutable truths; they needed
someone with power - the power to promise them new future
worlds". There is nothing surprising in the fact that Gastev's
evaluation of the period is bound to religion, as such connections
were typical of the time.

At about the turn of the century a new religious consciousness is
observable among Russin intellectuals, who took their inspiration
from V. Solov' ev, L. Tolstoj and F. Dostoevski]. The current went
by the name of bogoiskateVstvo (God-seeking). Alongside this
tendency, which found its most prominent representatives among
writers, there was a group of socialists who aspired to satisfy the
spititual needs of the revolutionary youth. It was above all Gor'kij
and Lunacarskij who laid the theoretical foundations of a current
known as bogostroiteVstvo (God-building).'^^ They sought a masspsychological counterpart to rehgion that could be adapted to the
industrial collective. Socialist religion would make the man of the
future a god, a "superman". Bogdanov remained cool toward
"God-building", but as Grille observes' "Das Bemühen um ein
Führungsinstrument für die Manipulation grosser Menchenmassen
oder "Kollektive", über die Steuerung und überhaupt die "Organi
sation" menschlicher Emotion liegt ebenfalls bei Bogdanov v o r " . I n
this respect Gastev was a pupil of Bogdanov: as we have seen already
in the story Prokljatyj vopros of 1904, control of the emotions was
essential to him; this would include the organization of all aspects of
human life. "To organize" was a key-word for both of them.
The boundless pessimism which followed upon the joy of struggle
in 1905 and the so-called time of reaction are the subjects of the
second part of the article, "Despair". Gastev expresses himself here
in an untypically personal manner. He had also been a behever and
seen everything destroyed; he had lost his faith, especially in parties
and pohtics:
An icy shudder of disenchantment with parties, politics and organi
zations pierced the hearts of all like a knife. Bitter quarrels arose.
Finally no one gave a damn about anything [...] There was no faith in
anything or anyone.

He paints a grotesque picture of Petersburg as it apperated to him in
the spring of 1906, after his return from Stockholm. Desperate,
exhausted people stagger down magnificent Nevskij Prospekt.
Miserable, Ustless, they commit suicide in the Neva and in the
Fontanka and Mojka Canals, they throw themselves from tall
buildings onto the pavement, shoot themselves, take poison, even
hang themselves on the crosses in the cemeteries. Suicides became so
common that the newpapers finally took notice of only the most

"interesting" cases. Those who did not seek death sought obhvion in
alcohol or sexual orgies. The same motifs- pessimism, a yearning for
death side by side with an ecstatic thirst for life - abound in the
Russian literature of the time, figuring in the works of L. Andreev,
Arcybasev, Blok, Brjusov, Sologub and others.
Gastev repeats and varies his impressions of people who pass from
rapture to the verge of despair. The style and rhythm of his prose
fluctuate between long periods, on the one hand, and short
exclamations, questions, and apostrophes to the reader. His language
has a tendency to become highflown, and much of his imagery is
borrowed from the symbolists:
Those hopes, those hands reaching up to the heavens, to the
unexplored height of life, that faith in the worlds and temples of
happiness of the future. And suddenly . . . the crash, the ruthless
collapse of all hopes and temples. Like gigantic landslides crashing
down from the towering mountains into the abyss, hundreds and
thousands of people were seized by blind despair and rushed into the
yawning depths of death. They charged over the rostrums of the
orators, over the altars, through the smoke of the incense, smashing
everything to smithereens!

"Opyt" is the little of the third section. The Russian word opyt has
two meanings, signifying both "experience" and "experiment".
Gastev regarded practical work in organizations, unions and coope
ratives as a laboratory where one also gained experience. Only
through opyty says Gastev, can a new world for the workers be born.
He has obviously felt the influence of Bogdanov's theories of
organization."^^
Gastev distinguishes several different types of workers. There is
the resigned idealist who grits his teeth and is silent; there is the
experienced party man who has lost faith in everything and now
represents a kind of moral indifference in which all is permitted; there
is the inquisitive worker who attends lectures and participates in
study circles. All of these types belong to the vanguard of the working
class, but the disillusioned ones are a danger to the movement. The
man of the future was not to be found among representatives of the
avant-garde. The forerunners of this new human type must be sought
among ordinary workers, not among the skilled, "conscious" ones. It
is interesting to note that later on, for instance in his writings in 1918
and 1919, this became characteristic of Gastev's prototype of the new

Russian man. He probably had the impression that this ordinary
worker was more receptive to molding, training, "organizing".
Furthermore, the majority of the working class were of this type.
According to Gastev, most workers had a sober, realistic view of
the world. The questions that aroused lively debates in the literary
salons were of no concern to them. They found such issues false and
deceptive. Gastev observes that the contemporary worker had no
religious problem. There was no room in this life for God-seeking or
God-building.
Finally he draws attention to a typical trait of the ordinary worker's
everyday labor, namely its automation, its rhythmical regularity, its
repetitiveness. It is the same kind of observation he made as a tram
driver in Petersburg (see p. 27):
At 7 AM the piercing whistles begin to sound in the big factories, most
of which are located on the outskirts of the city. These giant iron
anthills have begun to move and roar. And toward them from different
directions there stretched enormous processions of workers, most of
them grave and silent, rarely exchanging more than a word or two with
their comrades. They walk quickly, almost at a run. They are used to
leaving for work together at the same time every day.

He underscores the joylessness, the dreariness of the workday and
reacts negatively to the monotony. (Gastev's short story "Vesna v
rabocem gorodke" ("Springtime in the Workers' Town") from 1911
and its probable prototype Maksim Gor'kij's Maf (The Mother)
begin in a similar way.) How could Gastev later change his attitude to
factory labor so drastically?
Gastev started contributing to ZDV in early 1910. There is reason
to ask why he chose just that journal. He had at that time developed
to the point where he no longer could tolerate the limitations imposed
by affihation with a particular party. ZDV must have appealed to him
because of its independence, and perhaps he also felt a kind of respect
for its initiator, the publicist Vladimir A. Posse (1864-19??), a
many-sided intellectual and physician who reckoned anarchism,
syndicalism and the cooperative movement among his many inte
rests."^^ The first issue of ZDV appeared in December 1909, after
which the journal continued to publish 12 substantial issues every
year until September 1918. It included a variety of literary, artistic,
popular scientific and social subject matter. Popular scientific books
in various fields and Russian and foreign literary classics were

published as supplements from 1911 to 1916.
Responsibility for ZDVwas entirely in Vladimir Posse's hands. He
writes in his autobiography that he hoped the journal would become
intrumental in creating a "readers' cooperative":
In founding Zizn' dlja vsex, I set myself the goal of creating a
cooperative or society of consumers of intellectual values [...] The
readers and subscribers would be fostered to become conscious
members of the cooperative. The management, the contributers and
employees and the subscribers would be united by the journal or
newspaper into a single friendly family.

Posse has also decribed his first meeting with Aleksej Gastev (it must
have taken place in late 1909 or at the very beginning of 1910).
The life of the workers was treated by A. Zorin. I remember how a
short, curly-haired blond man arrived at the editorial office. His
swollen cheek was bound in a white handkerchief, but his face was
nevertheless pleasant and intelligent. Handing me a packet of sheets
filled with the handwriting of an intellectual, he said:
"Couldn't you think of printing this? I work in a factory. If you like
what I've written here, I'll regularly send you descriptions of the life of
the workers".
Zorin looked like a typical intelligent. I read his manuscript, entitled
"The World of the Worker" and subtitled "Moods of the Day". It was
lively and vivid, yet the style was that of an intellectual. At the same
time, however, it was obvious that the author really did work in a
factory.

Posse goes on to say that he did not learn Zorin's real name until two
years later. He says that Gastev depicted the French workers as ably
as he had the Russian. Commenting on his writing he notes:
He wrote with enthusiasm, freely; he never forced the fact to fit a
theory. His conclusions were vitally pertinent and instructive.
Although he wrote a great deal, he was not verbose but concise. I
included everything he wrote without any cuts.^^

Posse had made a considerable contribution to a cooperative
organization in Petersburg called "Trudovoj sojuz" ("The Union of
Laborers"), where he expressed views that must have appealed to
Gastev.
Beginning with the February issue of 1910, Gastev wrote more or

less regularly for the journal until October 1913.^^It is evident from a
questionnaire in the journal addressed to the readers that his reports
enjoyed considerable popularity. In issue 12 of 1911 there was an
editorial marking the third anniversary of ZDV. The original policy
of the pubhcation was once again declared to be an impartial
reflection of the thoughts and feehngs of the working people. With
this aim in mind, men close to the soil as I. Vlasov, P. Motorin and
Sellonik were selected to voice the views of the peasants. A similar
aspiration is evident with regard to the workers, "whose thoughts and
feelings are so vividly expressed by A. Zorin, who has himself experi
enced both faith and despair, but has in turn gained experience".
Certain readers had wondered whether Zorin really was a worker
rather than an intelligent, to which the editors replied that he was both
a factory worker and an intellectual. An intellectual, however, who
had not abandoned the people but remained in their ranks: "This
intelligentsia of the people Ç'narodnaja intelligencija") is just
beginning to come into being, but it holds the guarantee of Russia's
renewal and regeneration."
By the time of his last contribution to ZDV in 1913. Gastev had
returned to Petersburg from Paris and was writing for se\ eral other
publications, among them Pravda.

3.1. The Proletarian Colony in Paris
(1910-1913)
Describing his work as a tram driver in 1909, Gastev remarks how he
would long for Europe as he approached the crest of the Troickij
Bridge and gazed out over the Neva:
I immediately switch off the motors, set the brakes on maximum, and
admire the blue Neva rushing fearlessy to the sea. Young and full of
life, the river rushes into the distant, mysterious, fog-shrouded
expanses. I feel I want to "look into Europe" across the gulf; I always
remember the West, its life, its struggle [...]"^

In May 1910 he was able to fulfill his wish and once again set off for
Paris, the city that had been his goal already in 1904 and 1906. This
time his stay there would be for three years.
He used the name Ivanov as previously. It is uncertain where he
lived in Paris - probably near Place d'Italie, since most of the Russian
workers' colony resided in that district. He worked as a metal
craftsman in various French factories,^ and for a short while he was
also a taxi driver. He continued to contribute to journals in
Petersburg, and for a time he was employed on a regular basis by
Parizskij Vestnik. Various accounts in the Russian émigré press
testify to the fact that Ivanov-Gastev made a significant contribution
to the Russian workers' colony. He was active in the Russian section
of the Metal-Workers' Union and became the first secretary of the
politically independent Workers' Club. During this period his hterary
interests revived and he began writing short stories and poems in
prose. Several of the works later pubHshed in PRU were written in
Paris. In connection with that activity he became a member of the
association for proletarian culture organized by A. Lunacarskij and
F. Kalinin.
Very httle has been written about the émigré Russian workers in
Paris before World War I. As the colony was the milieu in which
Gastev lived and worked during these years, it seems appropriate to
digress briefly on the proletarian emigration and its cultural activities.
When the political reaction began in Russia in 1906-1907, the
resulting emigration was made up mostly of workers who had been
blacklisted by the Oxrana for participating in strikes and demonstra
tions. This wave lasted until about 1913-1914, when conditions for
sociaHsts in Russia were eased somewhat. It spread throughout

Europe, to America and even to Australia. ' A great many workers
settled in Paris, the main reasons for the choice being perhaps
historical: it was the site of the revolutions of 1789,1830 and 1848 and
the Paris Commune of 1871. Other important considerations were
the fact that work was available and wages were higher than in
Russia."^ Also, Russians seemed generally to get on better in France
than anywhere else in Europe.
At the beginning of the 1910s Paris had some 3 million inhabitants.
It was considered to be the cultural capital of the world and for that
reason attracted artists and writers from all over the globe. The
number of Russians in Paris was relatively large - in the Seine
department alone they comprised 50,000 persons of a population of
600,000 in 1911. From 1 January 1912 to 1 May 1913, less than one
and a half years, 7,724 Russian citizens were registered as immi
grants. Of the 3,595 foreign students at the University of Paris in
1911, about half were Russians.^ There are no statistics on the
proportion of workers in the Russian colony in Paris. At the turn of
the century most of these were Jewish artisans, who tended to settle in
as
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Map of Paris around Place d'Italie

an area around Rue des Rosiers. They were followed by skilled
industrial workers - typographers, mechanics, metal-workers - who
founded their own trade unions closely tied to their French
counterparts. It was here that the workers were afforded an
opportunity of observing syndicalism in practice.
The Russian proletarians gathered near the Latin Quarter in a
district with its center at Place d'ltahe. Their meeting-places were all
situated within an area on the Left Bank in the 5th, 13th and 14th
arrondissements.
A glance at the map shows how concentrated the activities were
geographically. Point 1) Salle Prolétarienne, 76 Rue Mouffetar
(lectures and workers' club meetings were held there); 2) Salle
Alcazar, 190 Avenue de Choisy (south of Place d'Italie, a lecture
hall); 3) The Russian hbrary, 63 Avenue des Gobehns; 4) the Russian
lunchroom, 53 Rue la Glasière (it served 200 immigrants daily); 5) the
Russian Workers' Club, 12 bis Rue de la Reine Blanche. Further, the
Salle Utilité Sociales, which was often used as a lecture hall, was
located not far from Place d'ltalie at 94 Boulevard Auguste
Blanqui.
The Russian colony had additional facilities for its educational
activities. There was the excellent Turgenev Library, the Free
Workers' Library and the Société Russe. Institutions of higher
education had also been founded, such as École des hautes études
sociales (Vyssaja skola social'nyx nauk), where Gastev probably
studied in 1904, the Collège hbre des sciences sociales (Svobodnyj
universitet) and the Main People's University (Glavnyj narodnyj
universitet).
The Russian-language newpapers published in Paris were a very
important factor in the lives of the Russian émigrés. Often rather
short-lived, they represented various political factions. Among the
most significant for the proletarian colony were SociaVdemokrat,
Golos social'demokrata, Znamja truda, Obscee delo, Proletarskoe
znamja, Rabocaja gazeta, Rabocaja zizn\ Buduscee and Parizskij
vestnik (abbrevated PV below). The last is of particular significance
because Gastev wrote in it and because it contains a wealth of
information on the workers' colony.
The first issue of PV appeared on 19 November 1910. The editorial
of the New Year's issue 1911 emphasized the political independence

of the newspaper and its ties with Russia. It promised "to hold high
the banner of struggle against falsehood and evil. To the utmost of
our abilities, we shall respond to all the demands, all the groans of our
long-suffering native land". Thus keeping abreast of developments in
Russia was one of the newspaper's chief tasks, as was the expression
of opposition to the regime: "The Days of Freedom and then the
Days of Hope flashed by hke a mirage, and once again Russia is ruled
by lawlessness, the crudest egotism, contempt for the masses,
ignorance of their suffering, neglect of culture, of knowledge and of
human dignity." One of the constantly recurring headUnes in the
paper was "Searches, arrests, trials, reprisals", under which detailed
reports were given of the Oxrana's persecution and sentencing of
political opponents in Russia. Editorials dealt most often with events
"in the Motherland". For natural reasons, however, a good deal of
space was devoted to events within Russian émigré circles in Paris and
the rest of France. An effort was made to be as well-rounded and
neutral as possible, and attention was given to both intellectuals and
workers. A recurring "Chronicle" dealt with news in the Russian
workers' colony. Subsections had titles hke "Among the MetalWorkers", "The Workers' Club", "The Bureau of Labor", "The
Literary Circle". Gastev, under the pseudonym A. Zorin, contribu
ted regularly to it in May and June of 1911, writing four long articles
on trade-union questions. While on the staff of PVy the syndicalist G.
Xrustalev was editor-in-chief. Xrustalev was a Jewish lawyer and
former Menshevik who had served under his real name Nosar as
chairman of the Petersburg Soviet in the fall of 1905. Gastev may
have been influenced to become a regular contributor by the fact that
his syndicalist views coincided with those of the editor-in-chief.
Among the events which drew the Russian colony of workers and
intellectuals together, the most significant were the lectures or talks
("referaty") and discussions. Talks were delivered by political
leaders of all shades - Mensheviks, Bolsheviks, Anarchists, SocialistRevolutionaries, Syndicalists - and by persons belonging to no
particular party. The political struggle for Russia's future may be said
to have had its center in Paris in the early 1910s. The most prominent
figures in the various revolutionary parties and organizations had
gathered there. The innermost Bolshevik circle, for example,
consisted of Lenin and about 35 others. There was a group of some 50
active anarchists gathered around Maria Korn and Orgeiani. The

conditions for meaningful discussions and exchanges of opinions
existed, though all too often the tendency to become isolated in
special poUtical cliques and coteries could not be overcome.
For the most part, the Russian workers' cultural activities took the
form of circles and evenings arranged by the Workers' Club and the
Bureau of Labor. Lunacarskij was a central figure. He held lectures
on art and literature, several of his plays were staged, and on certain
occasions he himself read excerpts from them. In the fall of 1910 two
of Gor'kij's plays, Ν a dne (The Lower Depths) and Cudaki
(Eccentrics) were performed in Russian. Other productions included
Ovcarki (Sheepdogs) by Skitalec and Cest (Honor) by L. Andreev,
which were given in February 1911. Otherwise, there was apparently
very little contact between the worker's colony and the circles of
Russian artists, musicians and writers who stood on the political
sidelines or were of a non-socialist poUtical persuasion. The only
persons who could move with ease between the groups seem to have
been A. Lunacarskij and L Érenburg.
Nothing of the glittering life of Paris can be glimpsed in the
"sketches" Gastev sent to ZDN. He was totally immersed in the
reality of "Rabocij mir" ("The World of the Worker"), which may
have seemed drab to others but obviously fascinated him. His daily
routine consisted of waking at 5:00 AM, a trip on the Metro and a
brisk twenty-minute walk to the factory, and a long working day. He
returned home for supper around 8:00 PM and then went to activities
in the Metal-Workers' Section, the Bureau of Labor and especially
the Workers' Club, or to lectures, which usually began at 9:00 PM.
His existence was considerably harder than Érenburg's bohemian
life, which was passed in walks along the Seine, visits to second-hand
bookstores, cafés, museums and theaters, and conversations with
Russian émigré writers.
When Gastev arrived in the summer of 1910, there were between
300 and 400 metal-workers employed in different parts of Paris. The
majority worked for French firms, where their wages were regulated
according to a scale established by the French union. There were also
15 or 20 Russian workshops, however, which did not observe the
French agreements and employed only Russian workers. Partly
because of the low wages paid at these smaller firms, the workers
organized themselves in the Metal-Workers' Section affiliated to the
central French union. Founded in July 1910, the original membership

of the section was only 40. Plans were made to publish a newspaper
together with the typographers, but the project foundered on
disagreement as to who would be permitted to contribute to the
publication. It was decided that only trade-union members would be
permitted on the editorial board. This meant that prominent party
functionaries were excluded. The question of interference by the
politicians in the affairs of the workers was one which Gastev took
seriously. He devoted a polemical article in PV to the subject,
describing how party representatives had attempted to transform the
Metal-Workers' Section and the Bureau of Labor into propaganda
organs.^ Gastev's contempt for political manoeuvring was in keeping
with his syndicahst leaning.
Evidently inspired by the French Bourse du Travail, Russian
workers organized their own Bureau of Labor in the fall of 1910 to
render assistance to newly arrived immigrants and to the unemplo
yed. It may reasonably be presumed that Gastev was involved in the
Bureau already at an early stage as a representative of the
metal-workers. The primary task of the Bureau was to function as a
labor exchange. In a report covering the period 1 January to 1 May
1911 it was noted that 105 persons had sought assistance through the
Bureau. The annual report for 1911 published the results of a
questionnaire given to the appUcants (546 responded): 90 % of those
registered with the Bureau were persons who had lived in Paris 3
years or less, 80 % were Russians or Russian Jews, 75 % were
between 20 and 30 years of age, 20 % were heads of households, 45 %
were skilled workers (of which 1/3 were reckoned as white-collar
workers or "intelhgentsia") and about 2/3 of the applicants spoke
little or no French.
The Bureau of Labor was also involved to some extent in social and
cultural activities, organizing various soirées or "evenings". On 4
November 1911, for example, there was a "Major Artistic Soirée",
and on 11 May 1912 an evening arranged jointly with the Metal
workers' Section was devoted to French poetry. Lunacarskij gave
the introductory speech, and there were performances by the
folk-singers Montegus and Doublier and the poet Jehan Rictus.^ On
30 November 1912 a ball was held in the Salle du Grand Orient de
France at 16 Rue Cadet.
Gastev's main concern during this period was the Independent
Workers' Club, founded in 1911 in the Salle Prolétarienne at 76 Rue

Mouffetard. A narrow, winding street on the heights overlooking the
fifth arrondissement which had a fine revolutionary tradition as a
stronghold of Communard resistance, it now became another central
area for the Russian workers of Paris.^
There was a long-felt need to provide some sort of organization for
those who were not politically active, for many had begun to tire of
the traditional party coteries. All Russian manual laborers would be
granted membership in the Club regardless of their pohtical views.
The first general meeting took place on Sunday, 11 September. It was
attended by about 200 persons, and a lively debate arose on the
question of membership for people such as intellectuals whose work
could not be classified as manual. It was resolved that members
should be manual laborers, a proviso that was henceforth to become
an important point in the statutes of all such workers' organizations
(for example, Proletkul't). It was decided that the main objective was
to be cultural and enUghtenment work aimed at uniting the workers'
emigration. Certain of those present, however, considered it more
important to teach the Russian émigrés about life in France and
acchmatize them to French society. Club activities were to include
lectures, discussions, and excursions to museums and other points of
interest. The establishment of an aid fund was also suggested. At a
later meeting on 1 October the statutes were adopted and a secretary
and a treasurer were elected. Gastev (under the name Ivanov) was
chosen secretary. Meetings were to be held at least once a month. It
was suggested that only trade-union members be admitted, but this
proposal was rejected after a long discussion. In January 1913 the
Club moved to permanent quarters at 12 bis Rue de la Reine
Blanche.
In early 1912 various special groups initiated activities in such areas
as the study of the labor movement, art, social currents, SocialDemocracy, and hterature. According to an introductory brochure,
the literary group set itself the goal of "developing the creative
writing talents of the workers belonging to the Club". The art group
gathered each Wednesday in the premises of the cooperative at 94
Boulevard Auguste Blanqui. An alternating lecture series was
presented by Lunacarskij (on the origin of art) and Érenburg (on art
history). Museum excursions were arranged on Sundays: Érenburg
led one tour to St. Chapelle and Notre-Dame; other visits were made
to the Louvre and to the Museum of Arts and Crafts. Oddly enough.

Érenburg does not mention this in his memoirs. He recalled
performing similar services for Russian tourists visiting Paris but had
nothing to say about the workers' educational enterprises. It is
natural to suppose that as secretary Gastev was at the center of these
activities. "The Chronicle" in PV mentions only one lecture by
Gastev (Ivanov) himself on 6 January 1913 on the topic "The First
Congress of the United French Cooperative Movement".^
The fact that two literary circles were founded in 1912 testifies to
the interest of the Russian émigrés in literature. One, "Literaturnyj
kruzok" ("The Literary Circle"), had a broad membership, accep
ting Russian émigrés regardless of their class-origins or political
views. Lunacarskij, Érenburg and the proletarian poet M. Gerasimov were frequent speakers there. Lunacarskij was a binding link to
the other circle, which was devoted exclusively to proletarian
literature. It may be regarded as an outgrowth of the literary section
of the Workers' Club.^^ On 2 November 1912 Lunacarskij announces
in PV the founding of the circle calling itself "Proletarian Culture",
whose stated goal was to further the cultural creativity of the
workers:
[. . .] Working-class intellectuals are writing short stories, poetry,
essays of literary criticism and philosophical sketches. All of this
remains in their closets, occasionally being read by 3 or 4 comrades. At
the same time, however, the literature of the workers cannot help but
contain profoundly original features, it cannot help but be of interest
first of all to the proletariat itself and secondly to all educated and
thinking people.
The "Proletarian Culture" circle intends to publish collections of
the creative works of proletarian writers. The circle urges workingclass writers not to be inhibited by the fact that their manuscripts may
be unpolished but to submit them. The circle welcomes the works of
writers of all currents [. . .]A11 manuscripts will be carefully filed, as
the circle hopes eventually to establish something along the lines of a
museum of proletarian culture [. . .]

The collection of proletarian writing which Lunacarskij spoke of was
apparently never published. (Two years later the collection Sbornik
proletarskix pisatelej edited by Maksim Gor'kij appeared in Peters
burg, and thus the idea survived in this form.)
Fedor Kahnin (a metal-worker and friend of Gastev's), who was
one of the founders of the circle and succeeded Lunacarskij as its

secretary, made another proposal in a letter to PV on 22 March
1913:
[. . .] Only workers are allowed membership in "Proletarian Culture".
The circle sets itself the task of organizing the literary movement
developing spontaneously among the workers. For this purpose,
"Proletarian Culture" intends to publish a journal which will include
the most vivid writing of the workers [. . .]

Such a journal was evidently never published either. In his letter
Kalinin placed much more emphasis than Lunacarskij on the class
struggle. He also underscored the great difficulties a worker
encounters when trying to express his experience or attitude in
writing, particularly in a capitalistic society, where the outer form the "package" - meant more than the contents. Finally, Kalinin
lamented the fact that the initiative for such a circle was taken outside
Russia and expressed the hope that the idea would take root at home.
This is undoubtedly the embryo of the Uterary section of the future
Proletkul't.
We know for certain that Gastev participated in this proletarian
circle, and he may even have been one of the founders. In the
foreword to the fifth edition of PRUhe mentions that he first read his
short story "Vesna v rabocem gorodke" ("Springtime in a Workers'
Town") before what he calls "The League of Proletarian Culture".
Other participants of the group were Pavel Bessal'ko, Mixail
Gerasimov, P.L Lebedev-Poljanskij and Robert A. Pel'se.^^ Unfor
tunately, very little material is available on this Hterary circle, and its
history remains to be written.

3.2 Gastev's journalism
As Gastev has left no letters and very few personal accounts of his
life, the only way to follow and evaluate his development during this
period is through his articles and small Uterary output in Paris. He
wrote over 20 articles, mostly for ZDV. The prose of these articles is
generally extremely matter-of-fact, even somewhat dry. His style is
powerfully concise, he has a large and varied vocabulary and a certain
preference for learned expressions. The influence of socialist poUtical
literature is noticeable. He rarely allows himself the expression of any
personal feehngs - the ascetic trait that we have noticed before - but
when he does his style can suddenly become romantic and highstrung,
betraying a strong influence from symbohsm.
Gastev consciously limits his horizon: depictions of nature, for
example, are almost totally absent from his writings. The art,
literature and sights of foreign countries interest him only from the
perspective of the labor movement. He has a predilection for
summarizing his observations of individuals as generalizations of a
type, a category, or a people. His outlook is thoroughly collectivistic.
The striving after order and method that would become pronounced
after 1920 at the Institute of Labor in Moscow is noticeable already
here. Bogdanov seems to have had the same disposition. Grille notes:
" 'Statistik' und 'Zuordnung' könnte man die Brillengläser nennen,
durch die Bogdanov jederzeit auf das 'ihn umgebende Milieu'
geblickt hat".^^ A similar observation might be made of Gastev,
though with a certain reservation for his poetical effusions. The time
in Paris seems to have enhanced not only his appreciation of the
collective and the collective worker but also his interest in machines
and the "machinization" of work procedures. His ideas about what
the future Russian worker should be Hke, conceptions that he
elaborated later in Russia, are first formulated here.
With respect to content, Gastev's publicistic writings between 1910
and 1913 may be classified as follows: 1) Travel sketches, 2) France,
3) Paris, 4) Factories, 5) Machinism and the New Man, 6) the
Working-class Woman, and 7) Russia (the last having already been
discussed on pp. 26-31).
The first travel sketch was written after Gastev arrived in Paris in
the spring of 1910 and deals with his observations during the trip from
Petersburg. He does not explain why he went abroad, noting simply

that "circumstances willed it". It is quite clear, however, why he
chose France and "its heart" Paris: "Our entire proletarian
romanticism is full of beautiful dreams of France". He considers it to
be the most interesting "laboratory" in the world, where new Hfe
styles and organizations were being tested. His desire was "[...] to
penetrate as deeply as possible into the very core of this life, both
within and beyond the boundaries of my profession. I want to try not
only to observe, not only to learn, but actively to work there".
Gastev's pecuharly limited sphere of interests becomes obvious in
this sketch. The labor question occupies his attention so thoroughly
that he does not bother to share any other impressions gathered
during the trip. In Finland he visited Viborg, Helsinki and Turku, but
his only observations concern the People's Houses - their organiza
tion, building costs, dues paid by the workers. The hewed stone in the
People's House in Helsinki is for him a gigantic monument to labor
and the Finnish national spirit. He ventures a portrait of the Finnish
worker:
[. . .] he is taciturn, tactful, stubborn [...] The Finn speaks almost
without any gestures. As he listens to his opponent he nods his head
slightly, [ukaet], answers almost dispassionately. In a conversation
with him you will not catch any of the ambivalence that is typical of, for
example, the French. This amazing self-control, which is very
prominent in proletarian types, seems to be saying: "Here, at any rate,
you need not fear any treachery!"

His impression was that Finnish culture was more highly developed
than the Russian and that it had a healthy influence on the Russians
working and living in Finland.
Gastev had visited Stockholm as early as 1906 as a delegate to the
Social-Democratic Congress, and on this trip he returned to the
building - the People's House - where it was held. He observed that
the poUtical atmosphere in Sweden was rather strained after the
recent General Strike. During the train trip south to the Continent he
met a group of Swedish metal-workers who were returning from a
congress on 1 April. They had language problems, but with the help
of a bottle of whisky they discussed the ideological struggle between
syndicalism and social-democracy.
It is obvious from the sketch that Gastev reluctantly admired
German efficiency but felt no sympathy for the regimented "land of

iron and blood" and its pretensions to world domination. In a
comparison between Paris and Berlin on his return trip to Russia
three years later,he observes considerable differences. Paris is a city
full of life, with busy streets, while Berlin is cold and rigid, always
silent and serious. The French are characterized by livehness, quick
decisions, enthusiasm alternating with black despair, deep emotional
involvement in the issues of the day, while the Germans are
circumspect and impassive. German industry is organized like a
military barracks. Germany's noble philosophical brow is hidden
behind the Prussian helmet of contemporary German society. Even
the monuments in Berlin are to helmeted kings and kaisers, generals
and soldiers. He sees the dirigibles hovering over the city as other
manifestations of militarism. The roar of aircraft engines and the
whine of their propellers are the alarming rumble of a new god of
war.
He visited two workers' institutions, the central Trade-Union
Building and the Metal-Workers' Building, and these made a quite
different impression upon him. He was greeted with warmth,
soUdarity and camaraderie. He was pleasantly surprised by the
extraordinary and conscientious hygiene he encountered every
where. In a passage that exemplifies his growing love of the machine,
he pauses to provide a description of a new rotary printing press in the
Metal-Workers' Building:
One rotary machine is of impressive size, complexity and speed. There
are so many levers, transmission mechanisms and gear-wheels, they
operate in so many different ways, their interaction is so complex, that
one is tempted to say that this is not a machine but a whole machine
world.

Gastev's articles on French domestic politics testify to a thorough
knowledge of local conditions. He gives a detailed account of the
conflict between sociaHsts and syndicalists. The factors which most
clearly decided Gastev in favor of syndicalism were its antipolitical
and antiparlamentary features and its emphasis on immediate
improvement of the workers' economic conditions. He deplored
interference in the affairs of the Russian émigré workers on the part
of the professional politicians. By 1910, the struggle of the French
workers for economic reforms had not achieved any tangible results,
and apathy and skepticism were consequently widespread. Syndica-

lism as well underwent a certain decline. Gastev's solution for the
future lay in closer cooperation between the labor unions and
consumer societies, and he suggested that they establish funds to
cover strikes, accidents and loans, possibly in connection with the
Bureau of Labor.
One of the high points in Gastev's commentaries on political life in
France is a description of a meeting held to protest an announced
execution. Seldom does Gastev's style attain such intensity as in the
following account of a speech by the "tsar" of eloquence, the sociaUst
leader Jean Jaurès:
Aging, already gray, he calmly steps onto the platform [. . .] "This is a
crime!" he said, and these words were not the phrase of a judge, but a
categorical, irreversible condemnation. He says that far from being
executed or imprisoned, Durant should immediately be set free. "Free
him!" He wants to add something, but the crowd in the arena cannot
contain itself and cuts him off with a burst of applause. Indeed, no logic
or proof is needed. Things are the way Jaurès says they are, and
nothing more need be said [. . .] Jaurès gradually raises the pitch of his
voice, higher and higher, as he speaks of the execution, the innocent
Durant, mothers and fathers; he darts about the platform, rises to his
full height and gazes above him, as if appealing to someone great and
nameless. Soaked with sweat from the exertion, he beats his breast,
tears his clothing. He ascends to dizzying heights, the man is no longer
visible, there is only the roar of his immense, titanic voice rushing into
the heavens. .

The conclusion of the quoted passage is reminiscent of hnes in one of
Gastev's best known poems in prose, "My rastem iz zeleza" ("We
Grow out of Iron"), written 1914 in Petersburg. (See pp.80-83
below.)
There is actually only one milieu which Gastev describes in any
detail in his depictions of Paris, namely the factory. He writes
surprisingly Uttle about such things as the life of the workers, their
housing conditions and social intercourse. Descriptions of French art
and contemporary literature and the beauty of Paris are totally absent
from his articles. It was not until he had returned to Petersburg in
1913 that he wrote a comprehensive article on "The Russian
Workers' Emigration in Paris", which dealt mostly with the
organization of various unions.In its conclusion he summarizes the
types of workers living in exile in Paris: 1) workers who have been

entirely assimilated into French reality, from which they have
absorbed "a great deal of the light-heartedness and flippancy of the
street", 2) those who are completely unable to adapt and who are
"eaten by the worm of pessimism and curse their past, hate the
present and do not expect anything of the future", 3) those who
distrust all organizations and movements and have retreated into
their families or personal lives, and 4) a Uttle group for whom
emigration has not been in vain, a group which has studied and
actively participated in the French labor movement. These, he says,
will bring back to Russia a rich and varied proletarian experience.
As a contrast to his reports of the industry workers, however, he
once includes a scene from the life of the bourgeoisie, especially the
small merchants and the rentiers. There is a touch of Zola in the
passage, which is also reminiscent of the "physiological sketches"
that appeared in Russia in the 1840s. He observes the same features
as in the milieu of the workers, namely the connection between the
rhythm of life and the clock, the regulated patterns of behavior, the
routines. These small merchants "go to bed regularly every evening
at 10:00 and after a just and deep sleep, at 5 or 6, they wake up
automaticaly without an alarm-clock" and he continues to describe
with a certain irony their daily work, which consists, for instance, in
selling vegetables.
How did GasteV treat his most important topic: the factory? His
view of conditions there is extremely negative: work is like penal
servitude, the workers are hard pressed by demands for a high tempo,
punctuality and precision. The atmosphere is gray and joyless. The
factory is cold, the walls are thin and drafty. The workers are enslaved
by their machines, "their soulless, cold, but eternally moving
machines". The foremen are everywhere, even checking the toilets
(otherwise the only place where one can feel some "personal
immunity" according to Gastev). Such constant registration and
supervision together with the frightful tempo create" a terrible
"mystique" (strasnuju "mistiku") that is very characteristic of
Western capitalism".The worker trapped in this slave labor wants
to cry out in desperation for "Freedom, Equality and Brotherhood".
Gastev's negative attitude appears in a number of passages from this
period (1910-1912). For instance:
Gold for the owner pours automatically from the trough, the machines
work automatically, even the people work like automatons. This

eternal motion creates such an oppressive hypnosis and such work
habits that it has given rise to a kind of tacit affirmation of order [...] It
is as if someone strong were pressing and breaking the cooled stream
of steel lava, as if people, cowed into submission by its thunder and
bulk, stuck to it like flies and forgot about their own existence. There
are no cries of pain, no reminders about justice - there is only force,
cruelty, death.

At 6:55 AM the whistles blew for the first time. At 7:00 sharp they
sounded again, at which time it was strictly required that work begin.
The worker had to punch in (the American system), and arriving late
by as little as 30 seconds resulted in the loss of a half hour's wages. The
first half of the day shift lasted until 12:00, when the whistles blew
again, announcing a 90-minute lunch break. The 10-hour workingday (Saturdays as well) continued until 6:30 PM.
In the article "Stariki" ("Old Men") of 1912, he portrays some
older, worn-out workers to illustrate the destructive effect of the
factory on human beings. He describes a 70-year-old emery grinder, a
60-year-old crane operator and a lathe operator who had worked at
the factory for 42 years. The article is full of compassion and
indignation at the unhealthy conditions at the factory. This is
particularly pronounced in his portrait of the grinder, whose long
term of service has given him lungs filled with emery dust and a
racking cough.
Gastev's view of the factory here is of course similar to that
expressed by Russian proletarian poets from 1890 onwards and by
such prominent Russian writers as A. Kuprin and L. Andreev. From
the Marxist point of view, however, it was not the factory and the
machines as such but rather capitalistic exploitation which demeaned
man and turned him into a mere "mechanical appendage". But only
one or two years later, in 1913, Gastev writes with enthusiasm about
work in the factories of a future collective community free from
capitalistic oppression. In the poem in prose "Gudki" ("The Factory
Whistles") from 1913 he greets their wail as "the song of the future",
"the morning hymn of unity", summoning all to work at the same
time.
The crucial question for Gastev was how to evaluate the
automatization of the worker. We have observed that as a tramdriver he himself reacted very negatively to the monotonous routine
of the work, but he could not be blind to the fact that human behavior

included many fixed movements and ingrained habits. In Paris he
becomes more and more convinced that the rhythm of the machines
influences the factory workers, transforming and automatizing them
over a long period of time:
The man in the blue shirt of the worker is only an automaton who can
perhaps still (partly, of course, not completely) be replaced by a
mechanical automaton. But man himself at the factory - is he not a
robot? Has he not adapted not only his muscles but even his
psychology to the simple, regular rhythm of the machine

Observing his comrades in the factories, he was struck by the many
similarities in their movements, thoughts and psychology. And
already at this time (about 1911) he reaches the conclusion that
"machinism'' (a word borrowed from the French which denotes the
operation of machines and figuratively signifies a mechanical
soullessness) levels the proletariat:
Since this rhythm is uniform, since machines are related to each other
through their mechanical structure, their "spirit", is it not clear that
the proletariat reared by the machine must and will also grow up as a
quantity that is in the highest degree not only determined but levelled,
uniform?^®

He has seen how each man organizes his work in the same way as
everyone else, starts his machine in the same way, lubricates with his
left hand, operates the controls with the right, watches the process
with the same unblinking gaze, spits to one side when he lights a
cigarette. . . Differences in temperament play scarcely any role at all.
The workers dash home after work, go to bed at 10:00 sharp, awake at
the same hour, kiss their wives goodbye at precisely 6:15. They give
their children as much attention as their strictly regulated schedule
permits. How many children do they have? One or two, not more.
The norm is dictated by experience, by the family budget, and by
comfort. In one of his visions of the future Gastev suggests that the
children of the proletariat will no longer need names, but will be given
numbers instead:
As in the maternity ward, they will be designated by numbers: 1,2, and
so on. There will be no possibibility of confusing them: they will be
born, so to speak, according to a predetermined estimate, not as in our
present-day Mother Russia, where parents can say "God blessed us
with children, but neglected to give us any money".

He prophesies that in as Httle as 20 years the new generations of
workers will have lost all individuality. Machine-automatization and
overall leveUing will be a matter of course. The reactions and feelings
of all will be strikingly similar.
The question arises whether one should welcome or curse such a
development. Gastev says that there are two possibilities: either the
proletariat will be oppressed as a class, in which case the psychology it
has developed as a consequence of machinism will make it a
submissive tool of the ruhng classes (its "herd instinct" ("stadnost"')
will in that case contribute to its subjugation) or this impersonal
proletarian mass will use its collective enthusiasm and power to create
a new world. The latter is Gastev's cherished goal. He is convinced
that a new type of man, and with him a new proletarian culture, are in
the making. He concludes his article "Sila masinizma" ("The Power
of Machinism") of 1911 with this lofty picture of the future of the new
collective man:
He will know of no personality or individuality. His message will be a
passionate aspiration toward distant, unheard-of worlds, his song will
be an impersonal, joyous epic, his work will be self-oblivion, and his
thirst for life will attain a titanic force. Where will there be any room
for geniuses, where will there be any sort of elevation above others,
ambition, evil, egotism? After all, in that world there will be no
personal, lyrical, "intimate" cultures. The harmonious chords of mass
creativity will constantly give birth to desires, they will educate and
foster the man who is continously renewing himself. It will be possible
to want him passionately, we can strive toward him with inexpressible
vigor, he can be attained, but it is impossible to give concrete birth to
him, he cannot be made an individual, he cannot be given a personal
name. In their mad, joyous search for him no one will remember or be
aware of themselves. All they will know is the one, objective, great,
growing, thrilling world of harmony felt by all. This beautiful, this
marvellous thing can be created by the modern force of machin
ism!

Machinism with its mechanical automatization of routines can thus
become a positive force in a collective society. Individuahsm will be
an alien phenomenon. Formerly egotistic, ambitious and evil, man
will become unselfish, altruistic, good and harmonious. Gastev is
evidently dreaming of a world of harmony that will function like a
superb machine, with no disturbing psychological differences.

Two years later Gastev had to some extent modified his view of the
evolution of the working class. In the article "V poiskax" ("Sear
ching")^^, where he soberly addressed the problems of the labor
movement, basing his observations on his own personal experience,
he expressed disillusion with the results obtained thus far and was
very sceptical about future prospects. Gastev doubted whether any
compact organization can be created for different kinds of workers
whose only common denominator was the fact that they were
employed in the same industry. He did not beheve that industrial
workers were revolutionary at heart. His bitter experience had taught
him that they lacked the spirit of struggle and self-sacrifice, and that
most of them were only concerned with feathering their own nests.
The intelligent worker educated himself and gradually withdrew from
the ranks of his fellows. The "conscious" worker's horizons were
broader, but he usually lacked the strength to counteract the law of
least resistance in order to struggle for a better society. Gastev's
conclusion was that the working class consisted of a mediocre,
narrow-minded and egoistic mass. He no longer harbored any
illusions. He scourged the leaders of the workers' organizations, who
often looked upon their posts as mere stepping stones in their
personal careers. He predicted that this transition from worker to
functionary would be greater in the future and that the bureaucracy
would expand while the masses would continue to work like oxen,
exhausted by long working-days and insufficient food and sleep. He
deplored the fact that a minority decided everything. It consisted
often of persons who left the workshop floor long ago and have now
become unaccustomed to heavy physical labour. They no longer
understood the feelings, troubles or indignation of the workers.
In order to create the New Man, said Gastev, the morals of the
present human race, especially the morals of the working class, must
be transformed. There was otherwise no use in dreaming of a
revolution. By poor morals he meant above all the bourgeois way of
life, which was dominated by egotism, envy and materialism. The
sphere in which this activity of transformation must be concentrated
was the factory and the cooperative. A new comradely morale must
be forged through difficulties and pain - "nothing great has ever been
born without pain" - at the very place where man was being
exploited. This was where the seeds of the New Man must be sown.
The passage concluding the article is an ecstatic prophetic vision,

wishful thinking which deviates sharply from the down-to-earth
reahsm in the rest of the work:
Then a new mysterious stranger would appear at the factory, an
unnamed epic bard of the struggle for a new and profound
understanding of the human soul; the verses of his song would be sung
by millions of voices spontaneously, without any prearranged plan.
Music would be born - nameless, moving, enormous poetry . . . Great
art would throb in the depth of the class marching toward liberation;
present-day man would feel cramped in the old, tattered clothes of his
too prosaic world. Joyously, perhaps at times not without suffering,
but with a suffering that is great and shared by all, we would give birth
to a new, as yet unheard-of people who are proud, great, superior to
ourselves.
That which has never yet happened would then come to pass:
millions of people would begin living by the marvellous thought of
giving birth, giving birth at any price. For the first time in the history of
the Earth they would give birth to a man who in suffering, in death and
destruction, through the mass effort of the great collective, would
subdue the old, blood-spattered, grief-soaked world.

The two visions of the future (of 1911 and 1913) do not really
contradict each other. Gaste v dreams in both of a collective society
imbued with harmony and free from disturbing individuality and
egotism. In the first instance the goal can be attained, he thinks, by
the help of machinism, which will ultimately level the proletariat. In
the second article Gastev is disillusioned by his experiences among
the working class and is now convinced that the proletariat must
undergo a moral transformation before the collective stage. Tradi
tional Christian moral values - unselfishness and diligence, for
instance - undoubtedly figure in the background. These are quite in
keeping with Gastev's personahty: he placed heavy demands on
himself and those around him. We will see that in Gastev's later work
for a new society the positive effects of machinism (according to him)
and the demand for a high moral standard, assume great im
portance.
Gastev's thoughts on the need for a new proletarian moral outlook
included a concern for the working-class woman. He wanted a change
in the social position of women on the whole, but he focused on the
widespread prostitution among working-class women.It was a
question that must have been discussed in proletarian émigré circles.

Aleksandra Kollontaj gave two lectures on sex and sexual relations in
Paris (1911 and 1913). Gastev evidently had some contact with her, as
her visiting card was among his papers confiscated by the police in
February 1914. His approach to the problem, however, differs from
the conventional Marxist one. In his opinion, working-class wives and
daughters were exploited by the workers themselves, and this fact
had been muted by both the working-class parties and the women's
organizations, who attempted to put all the blame on capitahsm and
the bourgeoisie. He calls the party leaders Hars. It is not "pitiable
reformism" to attempt to remedy these evils. He doubts that
prostitution will disappear together with the capitalist social order.
He considers that working-class women are in general mistreated by
their husbands. The worker regards his woman first as a mistress and
secondly as a servant. Gastev hoped that women would increase their
influence in the trade unions and especially in the cooperatives,
where they were in fact the real support of the movement, even
though all the leading positions were occupied by men. To improve
their lot, however, women must be educated.

4. Petersburg and Siberia (1913-1917)
In the spring of 1913 Gastev returned to Petersburg after almost three
years in Paris. On the way back he visited BerUn, reporting on the
situation in Germany in an article in ZDV (see p. 45 above). He was
arrested at the Russian border. The publicist Vladimir Burcev had
warned him in Paris already that the Oxrana knew of his trip.^ Only
his skillfully forged travel documents saved him from a long prison
term. In the foreword to the fifth edition of PRUGastev notes that in
1913 he was put in a detention cell in Petersburg. Although paper was
very scarce, he used his time there to write. Energetic and ever alert,
it was typical of him to take advantage of every spare moment for
some creative activity. After his release he was unable to find work in
Petersburg. The situation in the factories was uneasy just then, with
high unemployment and frequent strikes.^ He therefore went to
Terijoki in Finland, where he got a job at the factory "Novyj Ajvaz".
Shortly afterwards, however, he returned and managed to find
employment at the large "Siemens-Halske" industrial complex. This
job did not last long, either. In early 1914 he was betrayed by a
provocateur and arrested, after little more than six months of
freedom in Russia. This short period, however, was very active, and
Gastev produced a number of both literary and journahstic works. It
was during this time that he became a frequent contributor to Pravda
and Metallist. He continued contributing to ZDV until October, and
also wrote articles for Zavety and Vestnik kooperacii.
Most of the prose works, poems in prose and poetry later included
in the section "Romantika" in PRU were first published in 1913 and
1914. Some had been written already in Paris. As he himself put it, he
attempted in these works to "depict the uneasy and romantic period
experienced by the proletariat during 1912 and 1913".^ It was here
that he first "unsealed the lyricism of the Labor Movement"^. His
shift to fiction seems to have resulted from a need to find a different
and perhaps better way to enlighten and influence his comrades at the
workbench."^ His works of this period dealt with strikes, the deficient
conditions of the Petersburg proletariat and the struggle against
capitalism. A contribution to the first collection of proletarian writers
(Sbornik proletarskix pisatelej) is typical of this type of story.
"Utrennjaja smena" ("The Morning Shift")^ is about a group of
young workers at a factory who initiate a strike action one morning

despite resistance on the part of their older comrades. The new
generation, the hope of the future and the coming revolution, is
symbolized in a rather conventional manner by such words as
"morning" and "dawn". The factory, on the other hand, is depicted
in the darkest colors. There was nothing unusual or outstanding in the
way GasteV treated this story. A few poems in prose dating from the
same period are much more interesting, as with respect to form and
symbols they differ from other proletarian hterature. These are first
of all "Basnja" ("The Tower") and "My rastem is zeleza" ("We
Grow out of Iron"). They will be considered in more detail in chapter
6 below.
Gastev was arrested in February 1914 and sent on 28 April to
Narym on the Ob' River, some 250 miles northwest of the Siberian
city of Tomsk.^ We have little reliable information on Gastev's life in
Narym. He was there together with another trade unionist, A.V.
Hol'zman, who in 1917 would be elected vice chairman of the
Metal-Workers' Union in Petrograd. Thanks to his many practical
skills, Gastev seems to have coped rather well, repairing things for
the local population, baking bread and teaching.^ He remained in
exile for over a year, during which time he had the opportunity to
polish some of his literary texts.^ He planned to flee, but in the winter
it was impossible to leave Narym. He was forced to wait until the
summer, when the Ob' became navigable and he could travel south.
In 1915 he managed to get to Tomsk, where he stayed for a while and
worked at a cold storage plant. He then went on to Novo-Nikolaevsk
(now Novosibirsk), where he was employed at various workshops
and began contributing to the Social-Democratic daily Golos Sibiri.
His first publication there appeared in the fall of 1916 over the
pseudonym A.Z.. The editor was N. A. Rozkov^, whom Gastev knew
from his early Bolshevik period and first term in prison. When
Rozkov resigned in the spring of 1917, Gastev succeeded him for a
short period as editor. While in Siberia, he published his remarkable
poem in prose "Ékspress. Sibirskaja fantazija." ("Express. A
Siberian Fantasy."), a vision of the future extolling the enormous
potential of the region (See pp. 88-93 below.). On 14 April 1917
Gastev printed a short autobiography in his newspaper. Certain
insinuations had probably been made about him, for he is clearly
attempting to justify his earher poHtical positions. He concluded with
the announcement that he would be leaving for Petrograd within a

few days to devote himself to workers' organizations there, and that
now for the first time in many years he would begin using his real
name, Aleksej Kapitonovic Gaste v.

5. Petrograd - the Ukraine - Moscow
(1917-1920)
Filled with enthusiasm and hope by the promise of a new society after
the February Revolution, Gastev arrived in Petrograd in late April.
He was now 34 and had a rich store of experience dating from before
1905 as a revolutionary, a metal-worker, a trade-unionist, journalist
and writer. For thirteen years he had been living under assumed
names.^ He had been sentenced to a total of ten years of exile: three
years in 1903, three years in 1906, and four years in 1914. He had in
various ways always managed to escape from his place of exile, so that
he had actually spent only 2 1/2 to 3 years as a prisoner of the
regime.
Upon his arrival he joined the Petrograd Union of Metal-Workers.
In his absence he had already been elected a member of the executive
committee. This was not surprising, as he had been on the board as
early as 1907. Appointments to various posts now followed in quick
succession. On 7 May he was unanimously elected to the board and
became treasurer. On 17 May he was elected a delegate for the
central factory committee of the Petrograd metal-workers, an
important position in 1917.
The All-Russian Metal-Workers' Union was founded on 27 June at
a congress attended by representatives of 33 local unions. A
provisional Central Committee was elected, and both Gastev and the
well known union organizer Aleksandr Sljapnikov became members.
This committee elected in its turn an executive bureau with
Sljapnikov as chairman, Ùrkin and Hol'zman vice chairmen and
Gastev general secretary. In the beginning all practical work seems to
have fallen to Gastev, and he demonstrated that he possessed
extraordinary organizational talents. He was of the opinion that the
workers' organizations should be structured along the same Unes as
modern enterprises. Already here, then, he was influenced by the
principles of scientific management. Gastev's fellow metal-worker
from Paris, Fedor KaUnin (secretary of the "Proletarian Culture"
circle and later active in Proletkul't), has described the organizational
work in Vestnik metallista} Gastev broadened the activities of the
union, disseminated information, wrote instructions, dispatched
instructors to the Urals, the Donets Basin and the Volga region,
answered countless letters and telegrams, sent representatives to

distribution centers to obtain fuel and metal, etc.
Gastev was very active during this year. He continued his
publicistic work, writing on trade-union and economic questions in
Vestnik metallista, Metallist, Moskovskij metallist and even in
Gor'kij's Novaja Zizn\ It is obvious from these articles that the
industrial development of Russia was his primary interest. Gastev
admired Western industrial efficiency, and was in this sense a
"Westernizer", even if his socialist schooHng enabled him clearly to
perceive the shortcomings of economic imperialism.^ His aspiration
was to get Russian industry rolling again and readjust it to peacetime
production. Industrial output in 1917 was still about 3/4 of the prewar
level, so the great debacle had not yet occurred. According to Gastev,
the most important instrument in the restructuring of industry was the
trade union. Regarding the situation in a broad perspective and
interested in the economic development of the country as a whole, he
was of the opinion that only the trade unions were capable of linking
together and coordinating the necessary reconstruction. As an old
syndicalist he set great store by the newly founded factory commit
tees, but he thought that their work should be restricted to their
enterprises and that they should be subordinated to the unions. The
committees would be in charge of the administrative, technical and
commercial organization at the factories themselves. At a higher
level, however, industrial planning and the distribution of resources
would be taken care of by the unions. In order to avoid power
struggles between the committees and the unions, all the members of
the committees would also be union members. He discusses these
questions in the article "Organizacionnyj plan sojuza".'*
In a communication to all local metal-workers' unions Hol'zman
and Gastev called for radical measures to increase production. Theirs
was a bitter medicine, containing provisions for strict labor regula
tion, the organization of a universal obUgation to work that also
included pensioners and women not occupied at home, the introduc
tion of production norms for miners, and the rationing of food in
proportion to the energy demands of particular occupations. They
also demanded that the unions be empowered to distribute labor
resources to different regions and enterprises as industry was
demobilized.^
These are in the highest degree demands handed down from above.
The factory committees were much closer to the workers and strove

to satisfy their personal aspirations. And it soon turned out that it was
no easy task in practice to delegate authority between the committees
and the unions. A series of questions presented themselves: how was
workers' control to be exercised, what was the relationship of the
soviets to the various organizations? The discussion of the solution to
these problems continued into the fall of 1917.
The trade-union leadership consisted of a kind of intellectual elite
of educated workers (to which Gastev belonged). This elite was at
first well disposed toward the Mensheviks and SociaHst-Revolutionaries, but after the October Revolution it moved in varying degrees
closer to the Bolsheviks. The Bolsheviks for their part had supported
the factory committees between March and October, regarding them
as a means of seizing power. The Decree on Workers' Control of 15
November altered this picture. Now the government wanted to
restrict the influence of the factory committees, combining the
workers' control at individual factories with a single powerful
governmental apparatus. As the Bolshevik trade-union boss Lozovskij put it: "We must emphasize clearly and firmly that the workers in
various enterprises must not believe that the factories belong to
them".^ The Bolsheviks now called upon the trade unions to serve the
new-born state and discipline the factory committees. Production was
to be organized and coordinated on a national scale.
The decisions were made at the All-Russian Congress of Trade
Unions, which was held for the first time on 7-14 January 1918 in
Petrograd. (The Constitutional Assembly had been dissolved on 6
January.) Margaret Dewar calls it "the most important event of that
period, from the point of view of the workers' organizations and their
subsequent relationship to the state".^ Gastev, of course, participa
ted in his capacity of general secretary of the largest trade union. The
congress was dominated by two important questions, namely the
division of tasks and authority between the unions and the factory
committees and the relationship of the unions to the new Russian
state. The Bolshevik majority succeeded in having its view adopted.
This meant in the first place that the factory committees were to
become trade-union organs. Secondly, the trade unions would in turn
gradually be subordinated to the Party. The trend in this develop
ment ran for the most part counter to Gastev's basic position. He
wanted a free trade-union movement that would be allotted the
important task of coordinating the industry of the country. His

protests on this account were probably the reason why he was not
re-elected secretary of the union, and from this point his position as
one of the leading figures in the Metal-Workers' Union begins to
weaken. Another important outcome of the congress was that
political neutrality was condemned. "The idea of 'neutrahty' is and
will remain a bourgeois idea in the trade unions."^ Also, strikes in
defense of the rights of the members were forbidden.
Such circumstances do not appear to have prevented Gastev from
working with his usual energy during the congress as a member of the
commission for the demobilization of labor resources. A paper which
he delivered there was presented in Professionarnyj sojuz. It
provides an idea of his radical plans for the reorganization of
industry, and their scale astonished even the Bolsheviks:
It turned out that all the bold plans for the complete restructuring of
Russia could only be realized with the help of the "powerful inrushes"
(Gastev's term) of foreign capital; in other words, only by completely
enslaving Russian industry to American, English and German
capitalists. When in the commission Gastev mercilessly unfolded his
picture of the complete reorganization of our entire industry and the
transfer of labor from one region to another, the worker Bolsheviks
became dismal.^

As to Gastev's poUtical profile during this period, he seems to have
had no formal connections with any party. He left the SocialDemocratic Party in 1907 (or 1908) and did not become a communist
until 1931 (See p. 115 below). Much of what happened during 1917,
however, corresponded to the syndicaUst ideas Gastev had embraced
as early as the end of the first decade. There was a general tendency in
1917 and 1918 to seek independence of all authority. This should be
viewed as a result of years of tsarist oppression, as people now finally
thought they had a chance to move and think freely. The same
aspiration may be observed in the early stage of development in the
factory committees and trade unions and within Proletkul't, which
wanted autonomy from both the government and the Party.
What was Gastev's relationship to Proletkul't? There is no
evidence that he actively participated in founding the organization in
Petrograd just before the October Revolution. As he was among the
first to show an interest in creating a proletarian culture, however, we
may assume that his attitude was sympathetic. He was probably

considered to be a supporter of the movement and a pioneer
proletarian writer. Most of Proletkul't's poets were several years
younger than Gastev, only Masirov-Samobytnik being of about the
same age (33). Aleksandrovskij was only 20, Gerasimov 28, Kirillov
27, Obradovic 25 and Poletaev 28. The fact that PRU was published in
1918 as the first in Proletkul't's series of Hterary publications is a sign
of the esteem in which Gastev was held. Many of Gastev's poems
were printed in the various journals of the organization. To this may
be added that his works were read and staged at a number of evenings
organized by the Proletkul't theaters in Petrograd and Moscow, and
that the agit-trains at the front during the Civil War had "Basnja"
("The Tower") and "My posjagnuh" ("We Have Usurped the
World") on their repertoire. Moreover, the journal pubhshed by
Proletkul't's Literary Studio in Moscow took its name, Gudki ("The
Factory Whistles"), from the title of one of Gastev's poems. The
reason why Gastev was not personally active in Proletkul't was
evidently that he was so busy with the trade unions and the
reorganization of industry that he simply had no time for any cultural
committments.
In the spring of 1918 Gastev pubhshed a 22-page programmatic
article entitled "Novaja Industrija" ("The New Industry")^ that we
can see as a continuation of his visions of the future of 1911 and 1913,
although it deals solely with the future of heavy industry.
The article is full of enthusiasm for technical progress. As he states
in the beginning "Our age should be called the age of triumphant
machinism". "Machinism" is an expression he used earlier and may
be paraphrased as "the spirit of technical progress". The characteris
tics of the new factories include speed, an even production,
standardization, and a new "technical spirit" (Gastev calls it
"engineerism" ("inzenerizm")) which strives for new inventions and
innovations. He predicts that the machines at the disposal of modern
industry will be so efficient that no personal or individual elements
will be needed any longer. The worker will adapt his movements to
the machine. The goal will be to labor collectively in a common
rhythm. It is this rhythm of work that ensures order and good
results:
We must fearlessly state that it is absolutely necessary for the
present-day worker to machinize his manual labor; that is, he must
make his gestures resemble those of the machine. [...] Only the

creation of a collective rhythm will provide the conditions for objective
leadership.

He believes in far-reaching changes in the industry of the future.
Machines will take over functions such as administrative work and
quality checks that were earher reserved for humans. He calls the
mechanical supervisor the "silent, anonymous iron self-controller"
("Molcalivyj zeleznyj anonimnyj samonadzor"). Factories will be
merged together in enormous complexes called "machine cities".
We are now in position to imagine how the machine is gradually
becoming the mighty lever of industrial production. By the machine
we envisage not only individual machines and instruments, but also the
machine of the workshop and, finally, the factory itself, which grows
into a gigantic machine. Machinism is gradually saturating not only the
purely industrial aspect of human life; it will fuse enterprises together,
it will permeate all areas of everyday life, it will give rise to the mighty
edifices which we boldly call machine cities.

Everything will be organized in detail and registered in diagrams:
"Technical diagrams are the general manometer of production".
The new industrial structure will mean a general equalization: the
differences in qualifications among workers will gradually be erased
as all work is classified in a single uniform category.Gastev
elaborated on this idea a year later in his article "O tendencijax
proletarskoj kul'tury" (pp. 66-70 below). But how was this new
industry to be administered? Gastev predicts technical councils in
every enterprise (he uses the old designation "kollegija"):
At the top of the industrial enterprise there will be a special staff of
engineers, designers, instructors and head draftsmen who will work
with the same regularity as the rest of the giant factory.

These upper-level administrators would punch in just like ordinary
workers and wear the same blouses as they. The gap formerly
separating the two groups would be abolished and social equality
achieved.
The prominence which Gastev grants engineers and designers was
a general tendency in the 19th and early 20th centuries, the Golden
Age of the inventor. It was beheved that all problems could be solved
by science and technology. The engineer is a hero in the fiction of
such European writers as Jules Verne,H.G. Wells andB. Kellerman.

In Russia, he has a similar role in the works of A. Kuprin {The Molox)
A. Bogdanov {Red Star dind Engineer Menni), and E. Zamjatin {The
Islanders).
Gastev suggests in conclusion that in the future there will be no
conflict between minorities and the majority. The entire stormy
debate on democracy will disappear as a "too human passion"
("sliskom celoveceskaja strast' ") of the past and be replaced by
competitions between different production factors. He believes that
the spread of machinism will result in an indissoluble union of "the
will of machinism and the power of human consciousness". This
would in effect mean that ordinary democratic voting would become
archaic and that new ways would be found to express what is best for
society.
Viewed against the background of stagnant industry, the lack of
raw materials, disintegrating labor discipline, disrupted communica
tions and the absence of qualified specialists and administrators,
Gastev's article seems extremely optimistic. It was wishful thinking
that had little to do with immediate reality. In his prose poems from
the same time he is even more expressive.
In March the capital of the country, and with it the executive board
of the Metal-Workers' Union, was transferred to Moscow. Gastev
seems to have remained in Petrograd, as he participated in the
celebration of the first anniversary of the founding of the union on 23
April. Shortly thereafter he and a colleague, V. Oborin, were
commissioned by the board to develop work norms at the large
factories in Sormovo near Niznij Novgorod (present-day Gor'kij).
Gastev spent two months there, probably May and June. Wage rates
and norms were among his favorite topics, and he wrote several
articles on the subject in 1917-1918. In connection with the crisis in
industrial production (which in 1918 decreased to one third of the
prewar level), the Bolsheviks' attitude toward the Taylor system and
piecework wage rates underwent a change. In mid-March Lenin
wrote of the need to improve labor discipline and increase the
productivity of labor, suggesting the introduction of piecework and
the application of the scientific and progressive aspects of the Taylor
system. His statement had been preceded by a heated discussion of
the issue among the trade unions. The Metal-Workers' Union and
Gastev advocated a new order à la Taylor. Already on 3 April the

Central Soviet of Unions came out in support of Lenin's line, which
implied a new labor poHcy: production norms would be fixed for each
worker and piecework rates would be introduced to raise producti
vity, although it was added that this was an emergency measure that
must not lead to exhaustion of the workers.
The first experiment with the new labor poUcy was conducted by
Gastev and Oborin at the Sormovo factories. The results are
illustrative of the difficulties that had to be dealt with. Wage norms
turned out to be less than satisfactory as a panacea. In spite of the fact
that the Sormovo factories were regarded as among the best in the
country, a steady decline in production was observable. The workers
came to their jobs an average of only 13 days in the month of May. It is
clear from the report that they resisted changes and decisions to
close down parts of the factories and transfer part of the labor force to
other sections. It must have been disappointing for Gastev to witness
how difficult it was to reorganize Russian industry in practice.
There is no information on Gastev's whereabouts during the
summer of 1918. He was presumably involved in experiments similar
to those in Sormovo. But times were chaotic as the Civil War began in
earnest. In the fall Gastev participated in a conference of metal
workers on wage rates. His speech there is quoted by F. Kaplan,
who refers to him as "the Bolshevik Gastev". As we have seen above,
this designation is inaccurate.
Later that fall Gastev went to the Ukraine. It is unclear, however,
whether he did so on his own initiative or on an assignment from the
union. While in Petrograd he had become acquainted with Sofi ja
Abramovna Grinbald, a young secretary in Lenin's office. She
became his second wife, and they travelled south together. They lived
for a time in Kiev, then in Nikolaev and a longer period in Xar'kov in
1919, finally settling in Moscow the following year.
Gastev's sojourn in Xar'kov was stimulating and productive in
many respects. He was employed at a large factory, "Vseobscaja
kompanija Élektricestva", where he continued with his study and
classification of various work-processes.^"^ He wanted to pass on his
findings to the new generation of workers, and to this end he
proposed founding a "social-engineering school". The plan was
adopted by Narkompros but was never realized due to the Civil War.
This project may be regarded as an anticipation of the institute he
began organizing a year later in Moscow.

It should be observed in particular that in Xar'kov Gastev had an
opportunity to devote himself to journahsm and literature. He wrote
several new poems in prose, published an expanded edition of PRU
and articles on proletarian culture and art. This activity should be
viewed against the fact that Gastev was appointed Commissar (i.e.
chairman) of the All-Ukrainian Art Soviet, which was founded in
Xar'kov in 1919. The Soviet was a kind of section within Narkompros, while structurally it resembled the Proletkul't organization. It
included representatives of literature, art, music, theater and film.
Gastev's closest colleague in the Hterary committee was the poet
Grigorij Petnikov.^^The hterary section published its own journal,
Proletarskoe Iskusstvo, and in the spring of 1919 prepared a collection
entitled Sbornik novogo inskusstva (published in 1920). It contained
poems by E. Guro, B. Pasternak, G. Petnikov, V. Xlebnikov, N.
Aseev, V. Majakovskij and A. Gastev, drawings by Bobrickij, V.
Piceta, Ermilov, Djakov and Kosarev, and articles by V. Rozicyn, F.
Smit and A. Gastev. This was the first time Gastev published together
with representatives of other poetic schools; most of the contributors
to the volume were connected with futurism. V. Xlebnikov, one of
the great poets of the period, was in Xar'kov in 1919, and later
commented favorably on Gastev's poetry (See pp. 101-102
below).
Revolutionary ecstasy was characteristic of the period; people
nurtured the hope that sociahsm would transform the entire world.
Such expectations were given expression in the Third International
(Comintern), which was founded in Moscow in 1919. In Xar'kov the
Art Soviet issued appeals and proclamations in an effort to arouse
enthusiasm and a fighting spirit. The proclamations, many of which
are reported to have been written by Gastev, were full of passionate
internationalism:
Comrades, workers and peasants, working people of town and village!
Across the Earth, from corner to corner of the world revolutions howl.
The war that was begun to delight the kings, the tsars, the presidents,
has become a tornado that tears down imperial palaces, burns royal
mantles, sends crowns flying and turns kings into dust. The world in
which everything seemed to be arranged so beautifully has collapsed
[...] And we want to be the newcomers; we shall lift the curtain from
the cities, the streets, the workshops, the bazaars [...] We shall
immediately set our factory of art humming. It is still equipped with its

old bearings and the teeth of its pinions are broken, but we will install a
new flywheel that will eclipse the old. Comrades! Raise high your
hammers to forge a new world

Gastev typically employs metaphors taken from industry to illustrate
his program. He underscores the need of a new verbal art. In his
poems from this period he strives for concentration and intensity (see
pp. 77-79 below).
Gastev's view of contemporary literature is developed in "O
novom iskusstve" ("On the New Art"), in the above-mentioned
collection. The tone of the article is moderate, and he does not
present any particularly new viewpoints. Of most interest is his choice
of writers to represent various currents. The classics are exemplified
by Maupassant and Ibsen in the West and by Cexov in Russia. The
arrival of the new art, he says, felt lika a "subterranean landslide".
Among its representatives he mentions London, Whitman, Wells,
Gor'kij and Kellerman.The characteristics of the new literature
included internationalism, a spirit of industriaHsm, a kaleidoscopic
depiction of the different sounds, social nervousness and dynamism
of society. One special contemporary theme was that of the engineer
and organizer, who appeared in the works of Kellerman, Wells and
others. (We have already noted how Gastev emphasizes the
importance of this group p. 62) He comments briefly and favorably on
futurism, mentioning only Marinetti by name, "Contemporary
futurism is a child of the street - the street of consumers, not the street
of producers". In his opinion futurism ignores purely social questions
and addresses itself to verbal creation {slovotvorcestvo), proclaiming,
quite in harmony with the world revolution in general, a Revolution
of the Word. Proletarian art is on its way, however, and it will give life
a new meaning, shaking the world with its exceptional dynamism and
"wholeness". Gastev concludes this article with the words: "We are
but the door-men. We still lack the strength to see its [the new art's]
marvellous advent, but its time has now come."^^
"O tendencijax proletarskoj kul'tury" ("On the Tendencies of
Proletarian Culture"), sometimes called Gastev's manifesto, has
been discussed and quoted more than any of his other articles. It
appeared in Proletkul't's main journal Proletarskaja kuVtura in
1919.'^
The central idea of the manifesto appeared already in the article of
1911 (see pp. 49-50 above), namely that the power of machinism {sila

masinisma) will transform and automatize the worker. As he
increasingly comes to function as a machine, individuahty will
disappear. Thus will the new, collective man be born, and a better
world and a new proletarian art will be created by the new collective
masses.
In the beginning Gastev acknowledges that his ideas are borrowed
from the West, particulary America. He mentions Taylor and the
new science of psychotechnique. In his opinion, in order to feel and
understand correctly proletarian culture one must be a kind of
engineer capable of analyzing in detail the new system of industrial
production, by which he means heavy industry, especially the
automobile and airplane plants in America and Europe. Gastev
regards these factories as huge "laboratories" (a word which in his
usage carries strongly positive connotations) in which the new culture
and psychology of the proletariat will be developed.
The introduction is followed by a long passage on the classification
of workers in contemporary industry. As a specialist on wage rates
and work norms in the Metal-Workers' Union, he possessed detailed
knowledge of the subject. His argument leads to a prediction about
the sophisticated mass production industry of the future. The new
machines in use there would demand such precision that it would no
longer be possible to rely on human sense organs. Rather, everything
would be run and regulated by delicate instruments. Consequently,
there would no longer be any need for highly skilled workers. A
general category of workers with intermediate vocational training
(the third one in Gastev's scheme) would suffice. Work would be
completely standardized and free from any subjective element. The
worker would merely follow a set routine. It was on this group that
Gastev based his observations on proletarian psychology. He
maintained that these workers of the future would be so strongly
influenced by their mechanized labor that they would become like
cogs in a vast machine. Ultimately, the machines would govern the
workers: "Machines, no longer managed, will become managers'\"^^
This is the same idea that Gastev developed earlier in "Novaja
industrija" (see above p. 61).
"Machinism" in the new industry would mean a standardization of
the working pace: "Throughout the world work will be performed at
the same uniform tempo". This standardizing tendency would make
itself felt outside the factory as well, including social life, questions of

food and housing, aesthetic and intellectual questions, and would
even extend to intimate sexual relations. Not only the movements but
even the everyday thoughts of the man of the future would become
machine-like. The proletariat would acquire a "standardized psycho
logy" that would be uniform across the world. "In its psychology,
from one end of the world to the other, flow potent massive streams,
creating one world brain in place of millions of brains". It is evident
from the following passage that Gastev regarded this collective
unanimity as something desirable:
Granted that as yet there is no international language, but there are
international gestures, there are international psychological formulae
which millions know to use. It is this feature which imparts to
proletarian psychology a striking anonymity that permits an individual
proletarian unit to be classified as A, B, C, or 325,075,0, and so on. In
this normalization of psychology and in its dynamism lies the key to the
enormous spontaneity of proletarian thinking. [...] In the future this
tendency will make individual thought impossible and it will imper
ceptibly be transformed into the objective psychology of an entire class
with its systems of switch-ons, switch-offs, short circuits.

The mechanized collective lacks all individual features and has
become completely anonymous. "The soul is deprived of lyricism,
emotions are measured not by screams, not by laughter, but by
manometers and taxometers.Gastev speaks of the "iron mechan
ics" of the collective and of the "engineerism" of the masses, which
will transform the proletariat into an "unprecedented" social
automaton.
One is forced to ask how Gastev, with his obvious concern for the
fate of the individual worker and with his own clear-cut individuality,
could think that a future world of human robots was desirable. In the
discussion above of Gastev's articles written before World War I we
have seen that he considered various alternatives. As early as 1911 he
prophesied about a collective of undifferentiated workers, while in
1913 he shifted his emphasis to a future proletariat made up of
morally superior individuals capable of thinking and acting indepen
dently. In both cases the collective is a tremendous force that would
erase the contradictions of the old world and introduce harmony.
Gastev's experiences during the war and revolution and the
precarious situation of industry seem to have convinced him that the
best solution for the future was a rational, productive world that

functioned like an efficient machine. In that world the workers'
collective must be brought into harmony with technology and thus be
mechanized. It goes without saying that Gastev was deeply disap
pointed with the efficiency of the contemporary Russian workers. He
wished to transform them, infuse them with the capacity and
precision of the machine. As he expressed himself in one of his poems
in prose, he called for ("Zeleznyj demon veka s celoveceskoj dusoj, s
nervami, kak stal', s muskulom, kak rel'sa" ("An iron demon of the
age with a human soul, with nerves like steel, with muscles like
rails".He seems to have had in mind a kind of symbiosis between
human beings and the machine. Gastev's far-reaching ideas were
undoubtedly one of the sources of E. Zamiatin's dystopia We
(1920).
Gastev regarded dynamism, movement and rhythm as self-evident
components in this evolution. This is also apparent in his poetry,
which often depicts motion forward and upward. Catastrophes,
destruction and death are other inevitable elements. Nature has its
typhoons, earthquakes and floods, and the working class and industry
must likewise suffer misfortunes. Gastev seems to have regarded
these setbacks as something that must be tranquilly accepted;
acquiescence must become a feature of proletarian psychology:
The entire life of modern industry is impregnated with motion and
catastrophes that are at the same time set in a frame of disciplined
organization and strict regularity. Catastrophes and dynamism fet
tered by a grandiose rhythm - these are the fundamental, dominant
elements of proletarian psychology.

In 1911 Gastev looked upon proletarian art as "mass creation", the
product of the collective exertions of the masses. Everyone together
would create "an impersonal, joyful epic" that would play an
important role in the upbringing of the New Man. By 1919 he had
elaborated on the form a proletarian art would take. He maintained
that the new proletariat needed a new artistic style, a revolution in the
area of aesthetic devices. This he called "texnizacija slova" ("the
technicalization of the word"), by which he meant something
superior to the futurist's ''slovotvorcestvo" ("word-creation").
Words and ideas would come to have precise, technical meanings
devoid of nuance and emotional connotations, so that they could be
plugged in and unplugged as needed. In this art, he said.

[...] sound will not only be amplified but will gradually become
divorced from its living vehicle - man. Here we really begin to
approach a truly new compound art in which purely human
manifestations, the pitiful theatricals and chamber music of the
present day, will recede into the background. We are moving toward
an unprecedentedly objective manifestation of things, mechanized
crowds and a stirring, explicit grandeur totally free from anything
intimate or lyrical.

Gastev's last literary work, the cycle of poems Packa orderov (A
Packet of Orders), may be regarded as an attempt to create such a
new art (see pp. 93-98 below).
One may ask where Gastev got the inspiration and ideas for his
vision of the future world of the factory workers. For it should be
observed that he addresses only the proletariat. His own explanation
is that he was inspired by his observations of the development of
Western industry and influenced by the American engineer Frederick
W. Taylor (who had first been a factory worker like Gastev) and by
his study of the new science of psychotechnique.
Psychology had progressed rapidly since the beginning of the
century. In Russia studies had concentrated on the relationship
between psychological and physiological factors. There were several
prominent representatives of this kind of research: the pioneer was
I.M. Secenov (1829-1905), who laid the foundation for later
investigations into the physiology of work in Russia, the worldfamous Nobel Prize winner LP. Pavlov (1849-1936), who advanced
the notion of "conditioned reflexes", and V.M. Bexterev
(1857-1927), who studied cerebral behavior mechanisms. Applied
psychology, which adapted experimental findings to practical purpos
es, penetrated several areas, among them industry and labor
processes. This special field was named psychotechnique or industrial
psychology. One current studied human relations during work and
the individual's aptitude and suitability for a given job, while another
investigated the organization of the work situation, including the
position of the body, the arrangement of materials and tools, Hghting,
ventilation, etc., and strove for improvements that would lead to a
more rational utilization of working time. It was in this latter area that
Taylor was a pioneer. Psychotechnique experienced its big boom
during and immediately after World War I. A number of psychotechnical institutes were founded in Europe. Behaviorism, a current

of experimental psychology that dated from about 1913 in America,
was closely associated with psychotechnique. It maintained that
human behavior, like animal behavior, should be studied under
rigorous laboratory conditions. Such factors as reaction times,
achievment and motor skills were studied and inteUigence tests were
devised. The findings coincided with Gastev's own observations,
which explains why he placed such emphasis on the significance of
psychological factors in the evolution of the proletariat. Gastev
became one of the forerunners of psychotechnique in Russia. Like
later semioticians, he regarded man as "a mechanism that performs
operations on signs and sign sequences".
Gastev's "Tendencies" evoked a sharp reply from A. Bogdanov,
the ideological leader of Proletkul't, who answered him in the same
issue of the journal. Bogdanov criticized Gastev's vision of the future
for attaching too much importance to war conditions and the sort of
standardized production that was developed under them. His view of
the proletariat abounded in typical mihtary psychology, for the
collective envisaged by Gastev was a kind of barracks on the
Arakceev model.Bogdanov failed to comprehend how the middle
type of future worker projected by Gastev could ever find a place in a
sophisticated industry. He maintained instead that proletarian
culture was moving toward greater individuality, and that the typical
feature of the proletariat was its spirit of "comradely cooperation".
The implication of Gastev's ideas was that above this mass of identical
people lacking any particular psychological characteristics there
would have to be a governing authority. Who was otherwise to
develop industry and society? Bogdanov comes to the conclusion that
there would have to exist an educated class of engineers to guide the
mechanized collective. Indeed, Gastev himself had said as much in
"The New Industry".^^
His stay in Xar'kov was interrupted in the fall of 1919. The Civil
War was raging in the Ukraine, and Gastev and his wife were forced
to flee to escape Denikin's advancing army. In early 1920 they came
to Moscow, where he worked as a technical supervisor at the
"Élektrosila" factory. There he "plunged into an analysis of the work
of the automaton as the most perfect machine", and the idea matured
of estabhshing an institute for the study of work processes that would
"apply the tendency toward machinism to the construction of a
system for training workers in the most simple operations''.^^

The Central Soviet of Trade Unions supported a pilot project, and
in August the first work was organized on a very modest scale, an
experimental laboratory being set up in two small rooms in the Hotel
EUte in Central Moscow (The trade unions also had their quarters
there; it is now the site of the "Budapest" Restaurant). The research
staff consisted of five or six persons, most of them Gastev's friends
from his time in Petrograd. The institute was dubbed the Institute of
Labor. A year later, a decree from the Soviet of Labor and Defense
bearing Lenin's signature granted it the right to be called Central'nyj
Institut Truda (the Central Institute of Labor) or CIT.
This brings us to the period in Gastev's life when his theories were
tested in practice. During the following 18 years he abandoned
Hterature to devote himself entirely to 1) planning the industrial
development of the country (scientific management - in Russian
"naucnaja organizacija truda", abbreviated NOT), 2) research and
experiments concerning various aspects of factory work, 3) educating
a new generation of workers and instructors.

6. Poézija rabocego udara ("The Poetry of
the Factory Floor")
Poézija rabocego udara (PRU) was published in early 1918 as the first
volume in the Petrograd Proletkul't's literary series. The fact that
Gastev's work was chosen to head the series indicates that his
pioneering contributions to proletarian culture were highly regarded
in these circles. The editors' foreword abounded in the gushing
rhetoric so typical of the period:
Amid a sea of tears and blood watering the earth, amid the senseless
destruction of the material achievements of a dying culture, in the
torments and ecstasies of struggle, the working class, champion of the
world-wide reign of freedom, is erecting the edifice of a new culture, a
proletarian culture that must become universal.

In conclusion a passage was quoted from Gastev's "My rastem iz
zeleza" ("We Grow out of Iron") in which a hyperbohc symbol of the
entire working class demands that his voice be heard:
"Give me the floor, comrades, give me the floor!" In order that these
words, born of iron, shall ignite the hearts of all and be translated into
action, Proletkul't has taken upon itself the task of collecting and
uniting the proletariat's creative works and spreading them through
out the plants and factories.

The first edition comprised 151 pages. The foreword was followed by
the programmatic poem "My rastem iz zeleza", and the remaining
texts were divided into two untitled sections. The first included
Gastev's earUer poems and poems in prose, most of which were
written around 1913. With the exception of "Gudki" ('The Factory
Whistles") and "Basnja" ("The Tower"), which belonged chrono
logically to the first period, the poems in prose in the second section
were written between 1913 and the October Revolution.^
What were the characteristic features of PRU, what makes the
collection outstanding among the Proletarian poetry of the time? To
answer these questions we will briefly survey its contents, analyze
certain representative poems and finally give an account of the first
critical reception of PRU.
Our survey is based on the sixth and most complete edition of the
work from 1926. All of the hterary texts there were written before
1920, with the possible exception of ''Packa orderov'' ("A Packet of

Orders"), which appeared in Riga in 1921. The collection comprised
216 pages with two forewords. The literary texts were divided into
four sections I. "Romantika" ("Romanticism") deals with the
development and struggle of the Labor Movement, II. "Masina"
("The Machine") depicts the victory of industrialism and the working
class by means of various expressive metaphors ("Basnja", "Kran",
"Rel'sy", "Molot" - "The Tower", "The Crane", "Rails", "The
Sledgehammer"), III. "Vorota zemli" ("The Gates of Earth") shows
the world transformed by revolution, and IV. "Slovo pod pressom"
("The Word Compressed") presents the wholly technicalized world
of the future and its mechanized proletarian collective.
9 of the 21 texts in the first section are prose, 5 may be called poems
in prose and 7 are more traditional verse. Most of them were written
before World War I. In the foreword to the fifth edition Gastev notes
that "'Romantika' cried out the lyricism of the labor movement". He
also provides a brief account for the genesis of certain of the texts.
Most of them are set in old Russia and deal with the difficult situation
of the workers, their low wages, miserable social benefits and the
many strikes which marked the period before the war. The earliest
work is "Vesna v rabocem gorodke" ("Springtime in the Workers
Town"), written in 1911 in Paris.
In many of the prose works Gastev demonstrates that he has a
sensitive ear for the speech of the workers, ably rendering the
laconism and racy humor of their conversations. Especially "Vesna v
rabocem gorodke" indicates that he could have become a good prose
writer. The early works of a writer often contain themes, styhstic
features and tendencies that are developed and elaborated upon in
his later production. This is most certainly true in the case of this
story, in which Gastev uses a variety of styhstic devices: most notable
is his rhythmic prose, which is sometimes reminiscent of Gor'kij's. As
we have seen from Gastev's articles in ZDV, his attitude toward
machines and factories was negative as long as society was
capitalistic. In this story the machines and ovens are described as
living beings, hellish monsters that threaten to devour the wor
kers:
The fiery eyes of the monster of a boiler, which roared and seethed and
devoured air, shone from the stoking-hole through holes in the
furnace.
The mighty cylinders in the engine room were already choked, and,

as if coughing, released clouds of steam. The illuminated regulators
rollicked and danced infernally above them. The two connecting-rods
were locked in combat with each other; like the two pounding paws of
some titanic beast that shook and almost actually pulled down the
girders of the factory [...]
Nothing, nothing at all could be heard: all human sounds were
drowned in the thick lava of the iron roar, and it seemed that the whole
factory thundered imperturbably on over man, who perished in his
labor.^

Gastev's belief in the working class is apparent in several of these
early works. He emphasized that the human collective was a
potentially mighty progressive force, for example in "Zvony"
("Chimes") and "My idem!" ("We are Coming!").
The Futurist poet Nikolaj Aseev called Gastev "The Ovid of the
miners and metal-workers".^ This epithet seems to refer mainly to the
second section of PRU, "Masina" ("The Machine"), which contains
the most interesting poems about the coming industrial age. The
division is 54 pages long and consists of 14 works. Three of these
-"Gudki", "Basnja" and "Rel'sy" ("The Factory Whistles", "The
Tower" and "Rails") - were written already in 1913, "Ékspress" was
published in early 1916, and "My posjagnuli" ("We have Usurped
the World") in 1917."^ The others appeared for the first time in PRUin
1918. Except for "Zeleznye pul'sy" ("Iron Pulse-beats") which is
mainly prose, all the works may be called poems in prose. Over half of
the titles consist of a simple noun designating some concrete object
associated with industry: "Gudki", "Vorota", "Basnja", "Rel'sy",
"Kran", "Balki", "Molot" ("The Factory Whistles", "The Factory
Gates", "The Tower", "Rails", "The Crane", "Girders", "The
Sledge-hammer"). Four titles refer directly to the collective: "My
posjagnuli", "My vmeste", "My vsjudu", "Nas prazdnik" ("We
have Usurped the World", "We are Together", "We are Every
where", "Our Holiday"). This also applies to "Moja zizn"' ("My
Life"), since here the expression signifies the entire working class:
"Umerlo moe vcera, nesetsja moe §egodnja, i uze b'jutsja ogni
moego zavtra" ("My Yesterday has died, My Today is on the move,
and the fires of My Tomorrow are already burning").
"Gudki", a eulogy to the collective and its work, introduces the
section and sets its tone. The factory whistles no longer call the
workers to slavery: "Éto pesnja buduscego. [...] -Éto utrennij gimn

edinstva!" ("It is the song of the future. [...] -It is the morning hymn
of unity!") Seldom has any Russian writer, Gor'kij included, so
forcefully emphasized the positive necessity of labor. One of the most
common images in proletarian poetry is that of the smith with his
sledgehammer, symbolizing both heavy labor and the strength of the
worker. In Gastev's poetry it stands for the labor of the collective: a
million hammers fall at the same time, setting the entire world
vibrating.^ There was power and beauty in their uniform move
ments.
Another theme is the radical change which man undergoes in the
workers' collective: the laborer becomes a part of the factory, almost
literally fusing with the machines:
Tolpa idet novym marsem, nogi ulovili zelenyj temp.
Ruki gorjat, im nel'zja bez dela, im ne terpitsja bez molotka, bez
raboty. [...]
K masinam!
My - ix rycag, my - ix dyxanie, zamysel.
(The crowd steps in a new march, their feet have caught the iron
tempo.
Hands are burning, they cannot stand idleness, they cannot be without
a hammer, without work. [...]
To the machines!
We are their lever, we are their breathing, their impulse.)^

Or the process goes in the reverse order: the machine becomes Hke a
human being, only more powerful. Its example influences miUions of
workers:
Ves' kran slilsja, spajalsja, nasel v sebe novuju kalenuju metaliceskuju krov', stal edinym cudoviscem ... s glazami, s serdcem, s dusoj i
pomyslami.
(The whole crane flowed and fused together, found in itself new red hot metallic blood, became one single monster... with eyes, with a
heart, with a soul and thoughts.)^

"Zeleznye pul'sy ("Iron Pulse-beats") is a prose work which seems to
lie outside the thematic boundaries of the section, as it is partly set in
the Petersburg financial world of 1913. Gastev was very interested in
the manipulations of high finance.^ Most of the story, however, deals
with a strike. There we find once again Gastev's singular view of the
roaring factory and its relationship to the workers:

And the factory cut loose completely. It furiously beats out its iron
dances. Its metallic roar and whisper have infected the entire block.
And there is an alluring passion in this maelstrom of fire and
machinery. [...]
There is a soul in these cold machines, a soul in the running
transmissions, in the groaning windows, in the gurgle and hiss of
furnaces, in the clang of the blows, and the soul is whole and
harmonious and it has drawn everything, everything — living people
and inert iron — into the unbroken noisy cavalcade of work.^

These texts about machines, factories and the collective are full of
emotion and expressiveness. "The sentences are short and highly
rhythmical, and frequent use is made of hyperbole", as one critic
points out.Such themes are obviously very dear to Gastev and he is
evidently anxious to persuade the reader of their urgency. One gets
the impression that in these works Gastev opened up the floodgates
of his otherwise so reserved personality. The poem "Ékspress" - the
longest in the section "Masina" - is different. It is a Utopian
panorama of future Siberia, but industry and technology play an
important part even there (See pp. 88-93 below).
The third section, "Vorota zemli" ("The Gates of Earth"), has to
do with the Revolution. Gastev says that there the ideology of the
machine blends with the ideology of social romanticism.^^ This
section was added to PRU in the third edition (1919) and consists of 11
texts, all in the form of poems in prose. Some of these were published
in journals in 1918: "Oratoru", "Cudesa raboty", "Manifestacija",
"Most" ("To the Orator", "The Wonders of Work", "The Demon
stration", "The Bridge"). The title "Vorota zemli" contrasts with the
religious notions of the "Heavenly Gates" and "Gates of Hell" of the
old regime, and seems to suggest that Paradise on earth would now be
created for all. Faith in the World Revolution is expressed in a
number of poems, such as "Arka v Evrope" and "Goroda i ljudi"
("The Arch in Europe" and "Cities and People").
Gastev's style in this section is marked by an increasing verbal
economy. V. Percov attributes this to the influence of the futurists.
Moreover, the syntactic structure differs from that of his earlier
poems in prose. Many of the works consist of extremely short lines. In
"Most", for example, which contains a total of 430 lines, 1/3 have
only one or two words. A little over half the lines in "Goroda i ljudi"

contain no more than three words, which results in a profusion of
stops. In the latter poem there are 125 periods in 109 lines. Single
words followed by a full stop are piled one upon the other. Animate
and inanimate are mixed arbitrarly in these catalogues:
Kartocki. Instrukcii. Kolesa. Ustanovsciki. Tokarja. Pozarnye.
(Cards. Instructions. Wheels. Regulators. Turners. Firemen.
Repetitions of a single word are another typical styUstic trait. In
"Most" there are 17 double and 16 triple such repetitions: "Udary,
udary, udary. / Pozary, pozary, pozary.".^^ This may seem to
contradict Gastev's striving for concentration, but the device is
evidently used to increase intensity. Words are divided into syllables
and consonants are prolonged à la Majakovskij to achieve the same
effect: "Kanaty. Ka-na-ty. Ka-na-ty!", "Dy-s-s-ssu", "Tis-. . .ss-ina.".^'
Hyperbohsm is a more prominent feature of the poems in this
section than in "Masina"; it is combined with revolutionary
enthusiasm in a manner that was typical of both the futurists and
other proletarian poets. Gastev plays with geographical names (as do
Whitman, Verhaeren, Majakovskij and Xlebnikov). The Earth is too
small to express the magnificence of the Revolution; other planets,
the entire cosmos are drawn into the new process of creation:
Okeany zaljazgajut, bryzgnut k zvezdam.
Missisipi obnimaetsja s Volgoj.
Gimalai rinutsja na Kordirery.
- Rasxoxocis'!
Ctoby vse derev'ja na zemle vstali dybom i iz xolmov vyrosli gory.
I ne davaj opomit'sja.
Beri ee, bezvol'nuju.
Mesi ee, kak testo.
(The oceans begin to rattle, splash to the stars.
The Mississippi embraces the Volga.
The Himalayas hurl themselves on the Cordilleras.
- Guffaw!
So that all trees on earth would rear and mountains grow out of
hills.
Don't let it come to its senses.
Take it, the listless Earth.
Knead it, like a piece of dough.

In Gastev's vision, the whole world and all its people will participate

in the great transformation. The suffering that must result from these
violent changes does not give him pause. Catastrophes and the death
of milhons are an inevitable part of the process.
Trupy, teplye, rodnye . . .
Bud'te nam spalami.
Sdelajte ruki, esce rel'sy . . .
Ura, dve tysjaci v poezd.
Tri prekrasnyx na kry si.
Cto budet, cto budet.
K pod'emu.
My mcimsja po vas, blagoslovennye spaly.
(Corpses, warm, dear . . .
Be our crossties.
Make rails of your arms . . .
Hurrah, two thousand into the train.
Three thousand beautiful ones on the roofs.
What will be, will be.
Up the hill. We hurry along on you, blessed crossties.
Trinadcat' armij, na ryt'e mogil!
Milliony trupov na kranax, v mogily!
Cetyre batal'ona sumassedsix.
S xoxotom k mor ju.
(Thirteen armies, to the digging of graves!
Take the millions of corpses on the cranes, toss them in the
graves!
Four battalions of madmen.
Laughing to the sea.)^^

Perhaps the explanation of Gastev's appalling indifference to death at least in his poems - Ues in the ideas of collectivism. As Robert C.
Wilhams points out in an illuminating article: "It [collectivism] was,
first, a philosophical and quasi-rehgious notion of collective immortahty whereby individuals die, but the collective group, class, or party
is said to endure eternally
Gastev's last cycle of poems, Packa orderov, was included in PRU
under the title "Slovo pod pressom" ("The Word Compressed")
beginning with the fifth edition, and will be analyzed below.
We have observed that the language and style of the various
sections of PRU tend to become successively more concentrated. As
to the content of the poems, we can note that man as an individual

becomes less and less distinct. The people in "Romantika" are
named, and their appearance, speech and actions described. As early
as "My rastem iz zeleza" (1914), however, the worker becomes an
anonymous collective symbol of gigantic proportions. In "Masina"
and "Vorota zemU" we encounter a new type of worker who has
entered into a kind of symbiosis with the machine. Finally, in "Packa
orderov" the individual vanishes completely in a huge anonymous
army of workers.
As to the influence of other writers on Gastev, traditional
proletarian poetry, A. Bogdanov's notions of labor and the collective
and of organized experience, and M. Gor'kij's revolutionary pathos
doubtless played a decisive role in his early development. Reviews of
PRU often mention Walt Whitman and Emile Verhaeren. Our view is
that Gastev's free verse shows the influence of Whitman and Gor'kij
in features such as rhythm, alternating long and short sentences,
rhetorical intonation, repetitions of syntactic units or certain key
words, the use of alliteration and triads, and catalogues. His global
perspective and faith in progress are also typical of Whitman and
Verhaeren. Verhaeren's influence was evidently the greater of the
two, however, in the sense that he and Gastev had a similar view of
the role of factories, machines, and the liberation of the working class
and also shared a fondness for generalizing myths and metaphors.
Gastev does not seem to have borrowed any formal features from
Verhaeren, however, for the Belgian's poetry was rhymed and stuck
to the old rules of versification. In Gastev's later poetry the influence
of the Russian futurists was, of course, considerable. It is interesting
to note that a modern poet Hke Boris Sluckij has a very high opinion
of Gastev's blank verse, considering him to be the only representative
of a form that has never really taken root in Russian poetry. "It was
Gastev and only Gastev who began to write "vers Ubre", and his
services to Russian poetry will not be forgotten.
Let us now analyze some of the poems in prose in PRU. The
selection is, of course, subjective. We have chosen poems which
describe the future development of the proletariat, as the Utopian
element is very strong in Gastev's work. For the texts see
Appendix B.
"My rastem iz zeleza" ("We Grow out of Iron") introduces the
collection and is perhaps Gastev's best known poem. It was written in

1914, when he was working in the big Siemens-Halske factory in
Petrograd. He notes about it that "the constructive power of the
factory was especially overwhelming".-^
The structural and dynamic center of the poem is the lyrical
narrator, the "I", who at the beginning is but one among many
workers in the factory, and his subsequent transformation. He
derives strength from the iron around him, straightens himself up and
grows into a giant who bursts through the roof of the building and
reaches up to the smokestacks. As a representative of the proletariat
he demands to be heard, shouting out his confidence in victory:
"Pobedim my!" ("We will triumph!"). Just like the worker in "My
rastem", the working class would rise and become master of the
means of production. Significantly, the poem begins and ends with
"We", for it is the collective which is the new force in history. As in
"Basnja" Gastev avails himself of images symbolizing upward
movement.
Iron as a symbol of the working class seems a natural choice, since
in the 19th century the metal became the most important material in
the process of industrialization. Without iron a proletariat would
never have arisen. Gastev broadens its meaning. If gold and silver
gave their owners beauty and riches and thus became a symbol of
capital, iron fulfilled a similar emblematic function for the working
class. The "poetry of iron" was a protest against the "poetry of gold"
(see p. 100 below).
The poetic form employed by Gastev lacked regular rhythm,
rhyme, and embellishments. Thus Hke the contemporary works of the
futurists, his poetry may be viewed as a challenge, "a slap in the face
of public taste". The vocabulary of the poem also violates usual
poetic language. Majakovskij spoke of introducing "the language of
the street" into literature. The prominence Gastev gives to technical
terms introduces "the language of the factory". The poem abounds in
"machines", "hammers", "joints", "furnaces", "girders", "angle
bars", "trusses". The word "iron" itself occurs no less than seven
times, acquiring the character of a magical incantation: "My rastem iz
zeleza, zeleznyj kovannyj prostor, vsju zeleznujii postrojku, novaja
zeleznaja krov', s zelezom postrojki, zeleznoe éxo, moe zeleznoe'\
Other proletarian poets followed Gastev's example, "iron" and
"steel" becoming prominent words in their poetry after 1917. Mixail

Gerasimov, for instance, wrote "Pesn' o zeleze" ("A Song of
Iron"):
V zeleze est' kovkost',
Provornost' i lovkost'
Est' V tancax mozolistyx ruk,
Est' tok V nasix zilax,
V zvenjascix zubilax,
Vagrankami spajannyj krug.

(In iron there is malleability, / There is quickness and agility / In the
dance of calloused hands, / There is electricity in our veins, / In the
clattering chisels, / A circle welded together by the cupola
furnaces.
Like Gastev, Gerasimov uses technical terms and syntactic
parallelism, but his verse is quite traditional in form. His use of
abstract nouns in -ost', which are very common in symbohst poetry, is
alien to the concreteness of Gastev's works. - In "Zeleznyj Messija"
("The Iron Messiah") Vladimir Kirillov borrows the symbolic giant
workman from "My rastem", but he also uses a traditional verse
form:
Vot on - spasitel', zemli vlastelin,
Vladyka sil titaniceskix,
V sume privodov, v bleske masin,
V sijanii solnc elektriceskix.

(Here he is - - the savior, the lord of the earth, / The master of titanic
forces, / In the hum of the wires, in the glitter of the machines, / In the
shining of electric suns.)^^
Most proletarian poets had recourse to a religious vocabulary, but
Gastev is an exception also in that respect.
UnHke most of Gastev's poems in prose, "My rastem iz zeleza" is
very short. Its brevity and its simple, easy to understand symbolism
have doubtless contributed to its popularity. It was eminently suitable
as agitational declamatory verse at political rallies during the
Revolution and Civil War. It may be compared in shortness and
rhetorical force with Gor'kij's "Pesnja o burevestnike" ("The Song
of the Stormy Petrel"), which was hkewise a popular declamatory
text between the revolutions of 1905 and 1917. In the strictly poetic
sense, however, there are important differences between the two
poems. Gor'kij's consists of a series of short paragraphs, each of

which contains a long sentence or a couple of short ones. Its rhythm is
markedly trochaic and thus reminiscent of the meter of Russian folk
poetry and songs. Sound symbolism is very important: "r" and
combinations of "r" and other consonants dominate the poem and
are meant to symbolize the power of the storm that is about to break:
"Burja! Skoro grjanet burja!" ("The storm! Soon the storm will
break!").
Gastev's poem consists of short sentences which are rhythmical
without clearly fitting any metrical scheme, and there is no conscious
use of sound symbolism. Whereas Gor'kij's long sentences generally
lack emotional dynamism (e. g. "Vot oxvatyvaet veter stai voln
ob"jat'em krepkim i brosaet ix s razmaxu v dikoj zlobe na utesu,
razbivaja v pyl' i bryzgi izmurudnye gromady.")-' Gastev makes
effective use of syntactic parallelism in his short sentences. These
brief sentences in rapid succession can produce a very expressive
effect:
Oni stremiterny, oni razmasisty, oni sil'ny. [...]
Vypiraju plecami stropila, verxnie balki, krysu. [...]
I ne rasskaz, ne rec', a torko odno moe zeleznoe. [...]
(They are impetuous, they are bold, they are strong. [...]
With my shoulders I push out the rafters, the upper beams, the roof.
[···]
And not a story, not speech, but only my iron [word]. [...])

The first line here contains three sentences, all of which have a
predicative adjective. The interesting point is that Gastev does not
attempt the usual type of dynamic intensification, which begins with
the shorter adjectives and ends with the longer and more sonorous
one. Instead, he begins with "stremitel'ny" and ''razmasisty" and
concludes with the simple "sil'ny". By following this reverse order he
seems to be wanting to say that the greatest power is inherent in the
simplest words, much as the strength of iron is greater than that of
gold or silver.
"Basnja" ("The Tower") was first pubhshed in the trade-union
journal Metallist in 1917,^'^but the poem was conceived four or five
years earlier, while Gastev was still in Paris. As he notes:
. . . the first flicker of it was in Paris, as I was confronted by the view of
the Eiffel Tower and the enormous, stirring constructions connected
with the Paris subway.

This statement may be set in a broader literary and artistic context.
Interest in the Eiffel Tower was great around 1910. Artists painted
pictures of it and poets wrote poems about it. Delaunay has three
compositions in the cubist style entitled "La Tour Eiffel". Chagall
shows it in "Paris par la fenêtre", and it is also prominent in La
Fresnaye's canvases. It was celebrated in Apollinaire's "Zone" and in
Blaise Cendrars' "Tour", which was written about the same time as
Gastev's poem (1913).
Words for different construction materials such as concrete, iron
and steel constitute one important semantic field in the poem.
Reinforced concrete and steel were much used around the turn of the
century for the construction of bridges, industrial complexes, towers
and skyscrapers. The then popular Jugend style called attention to
the building materials themselves, and this feature was further
underscored in the architectural expositions of the time. In Russia
this emphasis on materials - "the culture of material" ("kul'tura
materiala"), as it was called - is evident in the architecture of e. g.
Vladimir Tathn.^^
The poem emphasizes the labyrinth-like structure of girders in the
tower in a way that is reminiscent of cubist painting:
Rel'sy i balki vzdymajutsja kverxu, zmutsja drug k drugu, b'jut
i lovjat drug druga, na mgnoven'e kak budto zastyli krest-nakrest
V bor'be [...]
(The rails and the beams rise upwards, press close to each other,
beat and grasp each other, for a moment they seem frozen, crossed in
battle [...])

In this sense it may be said that "Basnja" is linked with the
avant-garde art and architecture of the period. It is at the same time
obvious that for Gastev the tower has a different function and
reference than for the avant-garde artists. The Bibhcal tale of the
Tower of Babel figures in the background, and Russian theater-goers
were familiar with tower symbohsm from such plays as Ibsen's The
Master Builder and L. Andreev's Kzvezdam (To the Stars).
At about the same time as Gastev conceived the idea for "Basnja"
he wrote an article in ZD which seems to explain the organization
of the poem. There he describes the development of the Russian
Labor Movement before and after 1905, dividing it into three
different stages: "Faith", "Despair" and "Experience". The same

strata may be distinguished in the poem. The first deals with the past
and uses mostly perfective verbs in the past tense and a narrator who
stands apart from the events being described. The introduction
sounds like the beginning of some frightening fairy-tale: "Over the
terrifying precipices of the Earth, over the abyss of the frightful seas".
The foundation of the tower is laid in a deserted landscape. The work
involves a battle between man and nature in which nature (zemlja —
"the Earth") is as animate as her adversary: "The Earth gobbled
them mercilessly". The workers finally win out and the foundation is
laid, but they have paid a terrible price in accidents, suffering and
death. The earth sighs and the graves moan under the weight of the
first section of the tower. This passage bears a resemblance to
Gor'kij's story about the construction of the Simplon Tunnel in
Skazki ob Itaiii (Tales of Italy) and Nekrasov's poem "Zeleznaja
doroga" ("The Railroad"). The image of the earth pressed down by a
tremendous weight is reminiscent of a motif in the bylina of bogatyr
Svetogor, who was so big and heavy that "the earth could not bear
him".
After a short period of despondency - a breathing space - work
continues: "Vysoko, vysoko razbezahs', do zuti vysoko ugol'niki,
balki i rel'sy." ("High, high, terrifyingly high soared the girders and
rails"). This passage is a eulogy to collective labor and the harmony of
unity, in contrast to the more unorganized work in the beginning. The
whole tower bustles with movement and activity, and comes alive
with shouting and singing. The mighty rhythm of collective labor is
conveyed through a rising triad, and the key word "zelezo" ("iron")
is repeated like an incantation:
Ix tam tysjaci. Ix million. Milliardy . . . rabocix udarov gremjat v ètix
otzvukax basni zeleznoj.
Zelezo - zelezo! . . Gudjat labirinty.
(Thousands of them are there. Millions of them. Billions . . . blows of
the workers thunder in these echoes of the iron tower.
Iron - iron! . . Roar the labyrinths).

The structure is crowned by a spire of steel that pierces the sky to
which men earher humbly prayed. This is the first stage of
construction. Now there is a sudden change of mood:
Dymkoj i mgloju byvaet podernut nas spil': èto cernye dni neudaci,

katastrofy dvizen'ja, éto uzas rabocej nevoli, otcajan'e, strax i
bezver'e . . .
(Our spire is sometimes enveloped in mist and darkness: these are the
black days of failure, the disasters of the movement, the horror of the
workers' enslavement, despair, fear and unbelief . . .)

Here Gastev is describing a period of reflection and suspicion which
calls into question the whole meaning of the project. The workers
have exerted themselves to the utmost and are now exhausted:
"ustalyx . . . obmanutyx . . . stroitelej basni." ("exhausted . . .
betrayed . . . builders of the tower.") The word "betrayed" is
noteworthy. The promises made them have not been kept. What
Gastev is probably referring to is the mood of the Russian workers
after the abortive Revolution of 1905. Even the leaders begin to
hesitate and doubt whether the entire project might not be only a
fantastic dream ("sny", "miraz", "greza"). As at the beginning of the
poem, there is only one reality left: the abyss. At this point occurs the
first personal pronoun in the poem ("pod nami" - "under us"), and
with it the poet abandons his position of passive observer and joins
the collective. The despair of many is so profound, however, that they
throw themselves down from the tower:
I, lisennye very, lisennye voli,
padajut vniz.
Prjamo na skaly . . . Na kamni.
No kamni, zestokie kamni . . .
Uèat!
(And, deprived of faith, deprived of will,
they fall down.
Straight to the cliffs ... On the rocks.
But the rocks, the cruel rocks . . .
Will teach them!)

The mood here quite distinctly recalls Gastev's description of
Petersburg in the spring of 1906 (se pp. 29-30 above). The cliffs and
stones symbolize hard reality or the established social order. There
are points of contact between this passage and Gor'kij's poem in
prose "Pesnja o Sokole" ("The Song of the Falcon") (1895), which
contrasts two attitudes toward life. One can cast oneself into the
unknown and soar up into the sky like the falcon, in which case
happiness is in the flight and struggle itself. On the other hand one can

crawl on one's belly like the grass snake, searching and yearning for
something better. Here as well "stone" is a key word which
symbolizes an unyielding, unchangeable reaHty against which human
lives and hopes are dashed.
The workers in Gastev's poem are now confronted by a choice:
they can either die or continue to work and strive upward:
Hi smert', ili tol'kQ tuda, tol'ko kverxu - krepit' i kovat', klepat',
podymat'sja i snova vse streit' i Stroit' zeleznuju basnju.

(Either death or else only there, only upward — to strengthen and
forge, rivet, arise and once again build and build the iron tower.)

At this point engines and machines are mentioned for the first time:
"the low song of the engine. The mumbling of the iron machine . .
What the workers must do now is to streamhne their labor with the
help of modern technology. An intense period in the construction of
the tower is initiated. Hope has returned as workers from all corners
of the globe are welded together by a new faith in their cause.
Experience has taught them that progress cannot be attained without
misfortunes. Gastev, however, feels no compassion for the victims.
The death of an individual is of little significance in the wider context.
"So what!" he says with an appaUingly indifferent shrug of his
shoulders (Cf. p. 79 above):
Pust' budut esce katastrofy . . .
Vperedi esce mnogo mogil, esce mnogo padenij . . .
Pust ze!
(So what if there are disasters ahead . . .
Many more graves, many more falls . . .
So what!)

The conclusion of the poem points entirely toward the new world of
the future. Here Gastev for the first time avails himself of rhyme to
increase the expressive force of the passage. The dominance of sharp
"i" vowels is evidently intended to underUne the image of the spire
powerfully thrusting its point into the heavens:
O, idi,
I gori,
Probivaj svoim spilem vysoty,
Ty, nas derzostnyj basennyj mir!
(Oh, go on.

And burn on,
Pierce the heights with your spire,
You, our audacious tower-world!)

"Basnja" enjoyed considerable popularity after the Revolution and
was often declaimed by soldiers at the front and at poetry readings in
the cities. The Proletkul't theater was fond of dramatizing poetry in
the form of choral speech or combinations of choirs and individual
reciters. "The Tower" was among the works on their repertoire, and
the director A.A. Mgrebov, who worked at the Petrograd Prolekul't
studio, has described one of those performances in 1918:
The reciter, naked from the waist up and dressed in a leather apron,
towered immobile above a pedestal surrounded with hundreds of
outstretched hands. He began to declaim Gastev's "Tower". The
chorus echoed and interrupted him by turns. Music played softly in the
distance, the stage was flooded in a crimson glow. "The struggle of the
working class" was symbolized by actors frozen in heroic poses
depicting the class struggle.

"Ekspress" was first published in the journal Sibirskie zapiski in
1916.^^ Gastev notes of the idea of the poem:
Siberia also made a profound impression on me, and while there I had
the opportunity to write "Express", which anticipates a new,
revolutionary colonization of Russia. A happy coincidence made the
work possible, as I was forced to spend about three months in the
Narym calaboose, where I both studied Siberian literature and
listened to the Siberians' extremely entertaining stories.

Separatist tendencies had been in evidence for some time in Siberia.
The Siberians' self-consciousness and their pride in the history,
vastness and wealth of the region had been growing since the end of
the 19th century. The great Russian dissident writer A. Herzen was
among the first to stress Siberia's great future potential. In his book
Tju/ma i ssylka (Prison and Exile) (1854) he described Siberia as a
land on the shore of the "sea of the future" the Pacific Ocean, a land
that bordered on the home of modern technology, America.1888
witnessed the founding of the first Siberian university in Tomsk. Such
nationalist and regionalist scholars as G. Potanin, N.M. Jadrincev
and M.P. Dragomanov in various ways championed the cause of the
region.^^ After the February Revolution all of this nationalist ferment

resulted in an attempt to establish a "Siberian Union of Free States"
with its own government and laws loosely bound to a Russian Federal
RepubUc.^^ It is evident from the poem that Gastev was sensitive to
these moods. Russia and Russians, for example, are not mentioned
anywhere. The poem is about the free Siberian people who deserve
sole credit for the successful development of the region.
"Ékspress" is Gastev's longest poem, comprising approximately 11
book pages. It is divided into twelve sections of varying length, the
shortest being only four lines and the longest running to one and a half
pages. The first part is a lyrical introduction which provides a brief
survey of modern Siberia - which etymologically means "the sleeping
country" - from the Urals to the Bering Straits. Siberia is sleeping
beneath "a brocade of snow". A new era, however, called "Novyj
god" ("The New Year") in the poem, is coming. The Northern Lights
are a curtain behind which a brilliant future impatiently waits to make
its entrance upon the stage. The air resounds with the blows of giant
sledge-hammers - "Strojat, strojat!" ("They are building, buil
ding!").
The main body of the poem is about the future. The poet describes
a trip on the express train "Panorama" across Siberia, from the Urals
to Irkutsk and then on a new line up to the Bering Straits. The train is
both reality and symbol: it rushes along over the vast expanses, past
cities and landscape, its movement symbolizing rapid technological
progress. Significantly, it runs from the Urals to the United States, for
the entire vision of Siberia's future throbs with the pulse of
America.
Communications, always of vital importance to Siberia, are an
important theme in the work. The train motif is connected with real
events. The Trans-Siberian Railway had attracted worldwide atten
tion upon its completion in 1903-1904. Since the turn of the century,
railroads and especially the major express lines hade been important
symbols in "le mythe du moderne". Blaise Cendrars, for example,
described a train trip across Siberia in his lyrical poem "La prose du
transsibérien" (1913), an eulogy to technology and internationalism,
though not a vision of the future as in Gastev's poem.^"^
As we ride through Siberia, we come first to Kurgan, "Kitchen of
the World", city of butter, bread and meat. The pride of the city is the
People's House, always a main point of interest to Gastev. The
building is four city blocks in area, with ten stories above ground and

ten stories below. The outer facade is entirely of glass. Above one
corner of the edifice is a high signal tower ("majak") with the
illuminated inscription "Edinenie" ("Unity"). The description of
Kurgan emphasizes the cooperatives, which are the mainstay of the
city's prosperity. The cooperatives did in fact play a significant role in
the Siberian economy around World War I. The architecture of the
place seems to be influenced by Fourier's phalansteries and Vera
Pavlovna's fourth dream in Cernysevskij's What Is to Be Done?^^
Buildings of glass as models for the future, of course, had already
been realized in e.g. the Crystal Palace in London and hade become a
kind of negative symbol of socialist society in the works of
Dostoevski]. The city is also of glass in Valerij Brjusov's story "The
Republic of the Southern Cross", and Evgenij Zamjatin would soon
use the same material in the houses of his dystopian novel
On the way to the next city the train passes through steppe and
tundra that have been transformed into the breadbasket of the world.
The fields are plowed and worked by enormous monsters of
machines, and the farm workers live in a new type of settlement: a
double row of houses laid out in a straight Hne for hundreds of miles.
The next stop is the "City of Steel" Novo-Nikolaevsk, a huge
industrial center bristling with thousands of smokestacks. It is known
as the"engine" of Siberia. Lines of transportation radiate from it in
all directions. The most important of these is the Ob' River, which has
been made navigable for large ships. The houses are arranged
geometrically in squares. A huge green garden is cultivated atop their
joined flat roofs.
Krasnojarsk, the city of research and learning (anticipating
Novosibirsk-Akademgorodok) possesses a university, museums, an
observatory and a siesmograph that can accurately predict earth
quakes. A splendid white tower distinguishes the International
Scholarly Congress Center, which is adorned with the flags of all
nations. At this particular moment a conference is in progress on "the
betterment of the human race though demonstrative sexual selec
tion". Along the nearby Enisej River may be seen miles of silhouettes
of ships under construction, for Krasnojarsk is also the "shipyard of
the world".
Next comes Irkutsk, the city of commerce, finance and communi
cations, headquarters of the central trade unions and home of the
International Stock Exchange. Above the city is a level of platforms

suspended in mid-air. On them are located the telegraph and radio
stations and the central trade-union offices. Each of these bears the
name of a metal, a chemical or the like: "Gold", "Radium",
"Oxygen", etc. A pictorial newspaper ("fotogazeta") containing all
sorts of news, even literary items, is published round the clock and
sent out across the world. The city is hypermodern, with all the latest
automation. The soundproofed railroad station is located under
ground and is operated entirely automatically. Moving sidewalks and
automatic elevators transport the passengers to the different levels of
the city. Three bodies are holding congresses in Irkutsk: the Siberian
trusts, the Siberian cooperatives, and the workers' international
(whose conference language is a combination of Russian and
American Enghsh).
The train swings north on a single-track line. We pass through
Bodajbo, a gold-mining town and exile colony on the Vitim River.
On one side chained convicts and deported Chinese, Africans,
Indians and Jakuts slave in the hellish dust and filth of the gold-mines,
while on the other side stand the shining residences of the rich. It is
the only passage in the poem where Gastev touches upon social
injustice, and it is remarkable that this compulsory hard labor is
reserved for non-whites.
Then follows Jakutsk, center of the paper industry, and the new
city Énergija (Energy), which distributes electric current from
Kamcatka, where all the volcanoes have been capped with steel and
asbestos to collect heat from deep within the earth and transform it
into energy. The city of Bering is the end of the line. Here a palace has
been built of amber from the sea. By means of mobile underwater
caissons it is possible to travel to the North Pole, and there are plans
to melt the snow of the Polar Cap by altering the course of the warm
ocean current, thus changing the entire climate of the north and
rendering the region fit for farming and gardening. From Bering the
train continues through a tunnel under the Bering Straits to Alaska.
In front of the tunnel stands a giant lighthouse, the tallest building on
earth, made of concrete, metal, paper and non-melting ice. The
construction brings to mind GasteV^s earlier "Tower":
Kazetsja, cto majak vse idet, vSe nastupaet k poljusu rastuscim
pamjatnikom celoveku, ego dvizeniju, ego vole.
(It seems as if the lighthouse is constantly moving, constantly

advancing to the Pole like a growing monument to man, his
movement, his will.)

The building of the tunnel has cost two thousand lives and is thus
reminiscent of Nekrasov's poem "The Railroad" and Kellermann's
novel The Tunnel. Thanks to the tunnel there is no longer any
boundary Hne between the Old and the New World. "The tunnel has
become a symbol of workers' unity". In half an hour the train arrives
in American Alaska and there the journey and the poem ends.^^
The poem fluctuates suddenly between detailed, matter-of-fact
visions of the cities of the future and purely lyrical passages
sometimes filled with rather unclear symbolism:
The Express is entirely of the Earth, entirely of man. It drills away, it
summons forth an unheard-of clatter of steel, the roll of subterranean
seas, the breath of lava.
Oh, it wants to cut through the entire Earth, exhale its hot breath
over it, surrender to it all its fiery passion; it wants to inspire it with the
demon of cold and the demon of heat and make them battle eternally;
it wants to drown man in metal, melt all the little souls into one big one,
it wants to infect the stones with a human voice and make the frozen
ground sing hymns to the fire.

The relentless forward-moving drive that characterizes the spirit of
another passage again recalls "The Tower":
Onward! Through the dangerous swamps, to the end, to the farthest,
farthest end!

Misfortunes occur during the trip, but the train rushes on, sometimes
assuming human traits:
It is covered with wounds, it is full of sorrow, but stern as iron, it has
hidden, buried all the pain of its fantastic road in its fiery heart [. . .]
rebellious, it sings, not at all of the past, not at all of the heavy,
heart-rendering hours, but of the joyful rises of the future and of the
slopes fraught with daring and risks.

The train becomes an almost human revolutionary. The fervor of the
description recalls Gor'kij. Another passage is reminiscent of
Gogol's troika in Dead Souls, the archetypal image in Russian
literature of fateful movement forward:
The Express rushes through the mountains, sweeps from peak to peak.

Whither, whither are you flying? What are these? Semaphores or
stars?

Surprisingly, there are no references to Russia, nor does Gastev seem
to be envisaging a socialist world of the future. The Siberia of his
vision has no central government, which of course accords with his
syndicalist ideas. The economic struggle being waged there is
between the cooperatives and unions on the one hand, and the
capitalist trusts, on the other. There is no mention, however, of wars
or weapons. The world has become internationalized and has entered
a new period of development. Man looks upon the exploitation of
natural resources as his self-evident right, and with the help of
technology he has become the master of nature. Enormous machines,
giant factories, and automation are important ingredients of the
poem, but surprisingly Uttle is said about the working class,
considering that nearly everything Gastev had written so far had dealt
with the proletariat. Future Siberia has in several respects become the
most important industrial and agricultural area of the world, being
the major producer of grain, meat and dairy products, steel, gold,
paper, ships and electricity. The world of finance has moved its
headquarters from Wall Street to Irkutsk. Gastev's main object in
writing the poem seems to have been to voice his enthusiasm and
optimistic hopes for both the future of Siberia and the internationa
lization of the world. It is a Utopia in the making. Gastev unfolds its
enormous potential.
The world which confronts us a few years later in "Packa orderov",
another of Gastev's contributions to Utopian literature, is of a
different nature.
"Packa orderov" ("A Packet of Orders") is Gastev's last publis
hed literary work, appearing in Riga in 1921. According to his second
wife Sofija Abramovna, he began working on it in Xar'kov as early as
1919. It is not clear why it was published in Riga rather than in
Moscow, where Gastev was living at the time. One explanation may
be the fact that there was an interest in Gastev in Riga, as may be
gathered from articles in the Russian newspaper Novyjpuf published
there."^Another may be the difficult publishing conditions in Russia
at the time.
In the foreword to the fifth edition of PRU Gastev commented
briefly on the intention of the poem. "Here I try to solve a verbal.

aesthetic problem: to find a new kind of short artistic report, which is
dictated by all modern life and stands under the sign of the economy
of the word.'"^^ Most of this statement of purpose derives from earlier
futurist jargon. When Gastev says that he wants "to solve a verbal,
aesthetic problem", he brings to mind statements such as Majakovskij's early interpretation of Cexov's works as "a solution of purely
verbal problems" ("resenie tol'ko slovesnyx zadac")/^His remark on
the "economy of the word" is also reminiscent of Majakovskij's
comment on Cexov's language, through which "bursts the hurrying
cry of the future: Economy!" ("probivaetsja spesascij krik buduscego: Ekonomija!")/^Majakovskij's statement, however, is in turn an
echo of Marinetti and the Italian futurists, who laid special emphasis
in their program on the "economy of the word". And the creation of a
genre of documentary "reports" or "sketches" ("ocerki") whose
content and form would serve to express the new age. This was a
dream the futurists in LEF would seek to realize throughout the
1920s.
Even though many aspects of the poem have been influenced by
both Itahan and Russian futurist theory and practice, PO is still an
original and remarkable work that has received surprisingly little
scholarly comment. It represents Gastev's attempt to realize the
"technicalization of the word" of which he spoke in Proletarskaja
kuVtura in 1919, where he declared: "We are moving toward an
unprecedentedly objective manifestation of things, mechanized
crowds and a stirring, expHcit grandeur totally free from anything
intimate or lyrical". (See p. 69-70 above.)
As the title indicates, PO is in the form of a packet of orders. These
are orders in the industrial sense of a command to supply goods, but
often they are also expressed in the form of military orders. The first
order, for instance, begins and ends with well-known words of
command: "v serengu", "smirno", "zamri" ("Fall in!", "Atten
tion!"). The cycle is divided into ten such orders, each one numbered
in military or bureaucratic fashion: 01,02,03, etc. They are of varying
length, from two to twenty-three lines, comprising a total of 151
lines.
The first remarkable feature of these orders is that they are more
Uke technical instructions or schemes of labor operations than
ordinary stanzas or short poems. Order 02, for instance, gives a series
of such operations in a factory:

κ stankam.
Vstat'.
Pauza.
Zarj ad vnimanija.
Podaca.
Vkljucit'.
Samoxod.
Stop.
(To the machines.
Stand up.
Pause.
Supply of attention.
Feed.
Contact.
Shunt.
Stop.)

All orders have a similar structure, i.e. each line is a syntactical unit
ending in a full stop. Generally each line consists of an order. In more
than half of all cases the order is expressed by means of a noun phrase
(a noun in the nominative or an oblique case or together with a
preposition, for example: "Samoxod.", "Rukami, grud'ju. "k
vostoku."). There are a few imperatives and in the remaining cases
the order is expressed by an infinitive, which is typical of usage in the
armed forces and in industry; for example: "Vstat"', "Vkljucit"'.
There is in fact not a single finite verb-form in the entire poem. The
verbal economy of the orders corresponds to the precision, speed and
efficiency of the labor processes in the world of the future as Gastev
saw it. At the same time it should be noted that this verbal economy
conforms to Marinetti's technical manifesto of futurist literature of
1912, which in order to create "a style with speed" prescribed the use
of the infinitive instead of finite verb-forms.'^'^ This idea was later
borrowed by the Russian imaginists.'^^
The influence of futurism also makes itself felt in derivation.
Already in "Vorota zemU" Gastev uses neologisms, mostly com
pound nouns, of a type demanded by Marinetti in his technical
manifesto. Similar nouns were of course also invented by other
Russian poets, expecially Esenin.'^^The following may be cited as
examples from "Vorota zemli": "silaci-cudesa-masiny-basni", "plugi-ixtozavry", "kolty-muzykanty", "masina-stanok-karusel"', "pro-

zektory-pozary". The neologisms in PO are for the most part
"compressed" technical terms in the form of compound nouns:
"cuguno-polosa-vzgljady", "snarjadpolet", "agitkanonada", "trudo-ataki-èkstra", "kvartalo-tank", "mozgomasiny", "kinoglaza",
"elektronervy", "arteronasosy", "ciklovioloncel"'. The three verbal
forms "inzenerit"', "olosadit"', "ogortanit"', however, should also
be mentioned, as they resemble Majakovskij's neologisms.
In other words, the poem is a remarkable blend of technical
description and futurist poetry, of technical objectivity, military
precision and Utopian dreams of the future/^ There is a fascinating
correspondence between form and content which has no counterpart
in either Russian or Italian futurism.
PO is supplied with a special foreword and technical instructions
(see Appendix B p. 152). Gastev says there that mankind is in a state
of uneasiness and expectation, waiting for a signal. The chaotic
situation of the present allows us only a faint glimpse of the future.
The technical instructions describe how the poem is to be read: "in
regular segments, as if they were being fed into a machine". The
reading is to be without any "pseudo-classical bombast" ("loznoklassiceskaja pripodnjatost"') or "pathetic flourishes" ("udarnye
pateticeskie mesta"). Words and phrases are to follow one upon the
other at the same speed. The poem is to resemble a libretto of actual
events. Order 05 may be read parallel with orders 01-04 and 06-09,
after which order 10 is recited by only the first reader.
Let us first examine the central order 05 more closely. The first two
lines seem to say that the past has been discarded once and for all.
From now on humanity will concentrate on working for the future:
"Millions, into the hatches of the future./Billions, get a firmer grip on
your tools." But man must first be transformed — both his thoughts
and emotions must be systematized and organized. "Katorga"
("forced labor") and "kandaly" ("fetters") are words that are firmly
rooted in the history of the working-class movement and occur in
many prerevolutionary proletarian poems. "Inzenerizm" is one of
Gastev's favorite words; here he has derived a verb from it and aimed
it at the petty bourgeoisie. In his usage it means the exactitude,
rational behavior and functional solutions characteristic of the
engineers, who were truly the men of their age. Mathematical
precision will become necessary in physical movements and even in
language, which will be normalized and uniform throughout the

world. Literature and the emotions will be smothered. Propaganda,
however, will remain and even be amplified by means of tunnels that
have been converted into megaphones. The sky has been made red in
order to intensify work efforts. Technology is working at maximum
capacity; the machines have become humanized, as is evident from
such neologisms as "mozgomasiny" ("brain-machines"), "kinoglaza" ("cinema-eyes"), "élektronervy" ("electric nerves"), "arteronasosy" ("artery pumps").
The remaining eight orders that are given parallel with 05 mostly
concern special areas in this rational world of the future, where
people have more or less become robots. Here follows a short
summary. Order 01 is very interesting. 40,000 men are Hned up in a
row. To check that the row is absolutely even a shot is fired down the
hne 10 mm from the first man's forehead. Thirty men who are too far
forward are struck and discarded ("Ijudi v brak"). One group of the
remainder is dispatched on a mission to the east, while others set off
in the opposite direction, toward the west. Thus before work can
begin military order and discipline must be established. 02 describes
how certain operations are learned and drilled in a factory.In 03
doctors are summoned to the ranks in order to raise the people's
"temperature" or enthusiasm even more. At first only small groups
and sections are involved, then larger and larger units, entire cities
and states. The whole thing ends in an all-out agitational broadside
("Agitkanonada. Trudo-ataki-èkstra."). In 04 cities and residential
areas are put into perfect order. A "package of 20 blocks" is set on
caterpillar-treads and wheels and compressed into a kind of
"block-tank" ("kvartalo-tank"). The workers are rewarded with a
thousand extra calories. In 06 the world becomes an orchestra playing
in harmony: "Asia tuned to re. America is a chord higher." In 07 the
perspective expands to cosmic dimensions as different parts of the
world communicate with each other, the sun is switched on and off,
people are repaired and rejuvenated, and flying stations are set up in
space 80 miles from the Earth. 08 clearly mentions a kind of time
machine or time carousel whirling at "one million centuries a
second". In 09 there is a war game which uses weapons such as
brainwashing, hypnotic rays, nitrogen gas and spatial disorientation.
The exercise ends in a command adressed to the women demanding
that they immediately give birth to new children to replace the people
that have been lost. The final command 10 is a military order of the

day given after a completed maneuver or battle: 600 cities came up to
the mark, 20 did not and must therefore be discarded ("v brak").
Significantly, it was not until the breakthrough of cybernetics in the
1960s and a rise in the popularity of science fiction that PO began to
be regarded as a poetic vision of the future that in principle, at least,
had been confirmed on many points. The poet S. Kirsanov
observed:
The work reminds me of a fantastic proton-synchrotron accelerator
chamber, or perhaps better, a space control center from which we
follow and maintain contact with ships departing into the cosmos, a
room full of thousands of computers and thousands of watchful eyes;
levers are set in motion half a million kilometers from the control
panel.

The Critical Reception of PRU
The reviews of the book in 1918 were generally favorable. In Vestnik
zizni M. Torov noted that Gastev was the most original and talented
of the Russian proletarian writers, and he found the title of the
collection to be very typical.
Gastev's factory or plant embraces the whole world; he is in love with
his "dear factory", which is "flooded with sunlight". As he enters its
yard he dreams of the future transformation of the entire planet into a
single giant factory filled with the "storm of labor".

He emphasized that Gastev was primarily a prose writer and that his
poems were conventional stylistically and less clear than his prose. He
considered "Ja poljubil" ("I Fell in Love") to be the best poem,
thanks to the power of its imagery and its marked, solemn rhythm,
which seemed to echo the blows of a "roaring sea of wheels and
rollers". In the next issue of Vestnik zizni Torov gave PRU new and
longer review. He described the little book as the first cornerstone in
the edifice of proletarian literature. Each page bore witness to the
unwavering power and precision inherent in proletarian conscious
ness. It would be difficult, he says, to find a better symbol for this
intrepid revolutionary force than the tower, whose spire pierces the
sky worshipped by the men of the past. The roots nourishing Gastev's
artistic creation are anchored deep in the proletarian milieu in which
he was shaped as a metal-worker. At the center of his poetry, serving
as the source of his inspiration, is the factory, which will transform life
and lead the proletariat to victory. Torov observes that Gastev's
element is motion: long characterizations, introductions and static
descriptions are conspicous by their absence. Everything is compres
sed, dynamic and bursting with action. Even the rhythm of Gastev's
prose is "gusty", full of movement and tension.'^
The same issue of Vestnik zizni contained an article by the well
known socialist critic V. Price entitled "Poézija zeleznoj rasy" ("The
Poetry of the Iron Race"). Price reviewed three collections of
proletarian poetry: V. Kirillov's Stixotvorenija (Poems), S. Mala§kin's Muskuly (Muscles), and Gastev's PRU. Of the three, the critic
considered that only Gastev had correctly interpreted the soul of the
proletariat. Kirillov echoed bourgeois poetry, Malaskin borrowed
from Whitman and Verhaeren, while Gastev had created an original

style "forged of iron and steel".Later in the Moscow Proletkul't
journal Tvorcestvo Price claimed that if Gastev continued in the same
vein he would become a truly great proletarian bard. The reason for
his success lay in his remarkable ability to unite two contemporary
tendencies, the one typical of the capitahsm, industrialism, techno
logy and science of Western Europe and America, the other
characteristic of the dynamic growth of the Russian proletariat. No
other poet had matched Gastev's talent for combining these two
currents. In Gastev's eyes, says Price, Russia is transformed into a
second America of industrial and technological miracles, cities of
skyscrapers, blooming oases recaptured from barren deserts, steel
rails girding the universe.
Comrade Gastev's poems are not only a hymn to industrial and
technological progress, but also a hymn to the machine and to
machinism; indeed, as he himself put it once, they are "the triumphant
song of forged metal". A true futurist, he sings not of the moon, or of
the nightingale, or the field or the forest, but of rails, and cranes, and
sirens and hammers, electricity and iron.^^

The critic was interested almost exclusively in the content of the
collection, and he was the first to note Gastev's obvious famiharity
with the rapid technological evolution of the Western world.
E. Bogat'eva reviewed PRUin an article entitled "Poézija zolota i
poèzija zeleza" ("Poetry of Gold and Poetry of Iron") in the
Petrograd Proletkul't newspaper Grjaduscee. She compares Andrej
Belyj and Gastev as representatives of two different aesthetic
currents: the former exaggeratedly underlined the dead past in an
affected, artificial form while the latter opened up new roads. She
notes that the poetry of iron was a protest against the past, against the
poetry of consumers, the poetry of gold and ornaments. In conclusion
she declares that the poetry of gold is dead and that Belyj is its
talented gravedigger. But she gives a warm welcome to Gastev as a
forerunner of the poetry of iron - the poetry of the future.
Pedor Kalinin, one of the most prominent champions of proleta
ri a n culture, w r o t e a review of P R U in Proletarskaja kul'tura.^^ H Q
was even more critical than earlier commentators of Gastev's style,
which he felt had been borrowed from the symbohsm and impres
sionism of bourgeois writers. The best poem, "My rastem iz zeleza"
("We Grow out of Iron"), was original with respect to content, but its

form had been taken from Whitman. Kahnin made special demands
on form:
Form, whose content is conveyed by means of the inner life of
production, must be as well proportioned and inexorably precise as the
logic of the machine, which dominates and reworks the actions of the
proletariat, infusing them with its own clearness of purpose. Proleta
rian form must completly conform to the rigorous, precise, scientific
principle upon which the struggle of the proletariat is based.

V. Pletnev was the first to compare Gastev and Verhaeren.^^ He
emphasized at several points that the two poets were not comparable
aesthetically. Verhaeren was a genius of global dimensions who
depicted capitalist industry, whereas Gastev was "a trail-blazer of
proletarian poetry, a pathfinder". His comparison with Verhaeren
does not treat questions of form, but concentrates on similarities in
their choice of industrial and technical themes. He notes the
difference in their positions: Verhaeren lacked Gastev's deep
penetration into the psychology of the proletariat. He viewed
everything on the surface, as if it were a mere theatrical spectacle,
speaking of the masses as "the people" and "the crowd". For Gastev,
however, they represented a collective "we".
The futurists are known to have valued PRU highly. Several of
Gastev's colleagues in the All-Ukrainian Art Soviet were futurists, as
were most contributors to Sbornik novogo iskusstva (See p. 65
above). The first positive comments from that quarter came in two
short articles by Velemir Xlebnikov published in 1920. Xlebnikov
obviously accords Gastev an exceptional position among the prole
tarian poets:
This is a fragment of the workers' conflagration in its purest essence; it
is not you and not he, but the firm "I" of the conflagration of the
workers' freedom, it is a factory siren stretching forth a hand from the
flames in order to remove the wreath from Puskin's weary brow leaves of pig-iron melted in a fiery hand.^^

Here Xlebnikov both lists the typical features of Gastev's poetry
(fire, hardness, the factory, iron, freedom for the workers, move
ment forward) and indicates the sources from which the new poetry
must take its inspiration if it was to draw abreast of Puskin.
Xlebnikov takes up an important question in "O stixax" ("About
Poems"), namely can work-songs only be written by factory workers?

This, of course, was one of the most hotly debated issues in
Proletkul't. Xlebnikov notes that the very fact that Gastev left his
workbench gave him a perspective on labor that enabled him to
create his visions of a future world; one could portray a part of reality
without actively participating in it, an opinion which ran counter to
the prevalent view.^^
The first really unfavorable review appeared in 1924 in connection
with the publication of the fifth edition. The critic, I. Ezov, was of the
opinion that when the volume was first published in 1918 it was
received as new and fresh. Gastev's muse, however, was no longer
inspiring, but had flashed by like a meteor and disappeared from
proletarian poetry. The new edition was merely an expanded
repetition. Ezov thought it represented a decline in the purely
aesthetic sense. Already in the early texts, however, the fundamental
shortcomings in Gastev's poetry were obvious; his turgid, bombastic
style damaged even the best works like "Basnja" ("The Tower").
The poems in the third section, "Vorota zemli" ("The Gates of
Earth"), Ezov regarded as a rather pale imitation of futurism, and he
found nothing of aesthetic value in "Packa orderov" ("A Packet of
Orders"), which he characterized as an unsuccessful attempt at
verbal economy. He concluded with the comment that the book
would be improved if most of the stories in prose were deleted, as
Gastev was even less talented as a prose writer than as a poet.^®
Such critical appraisal of Gastev's works must be viewed against
the background of the general shift in attitudes toward proletarian
poetry that occurred among the critics around the middle of the
1920s. Now, it was felt, the age demanded more reahsm. An article by
G. Lelevic in 1925 is illustrative. The most important themes in
proletarian poetry, he noted, were urbanism, industrialism, collecti
vism and revolution, but the vast majority of proletarian poets
treated these motifs abstractly. As two typical examples he cited
Gastev's "My rastem iz zeleza" ("We Grow out of Iron") and V.
Kirillov's "My" ("We"):
Gastev's excellent poem is indissolubly fused with urban machine
culture and conveys the might of his class, but to do so it employs an
extravagantly abstract figure of a worker who grows higher than thé
factory walls, sets his shoulders against the ceiling and, thrusting his
head through the roof, cries: "We shall triumph!" This is all extremely
flattering to the might of the proletariat, it is vivid and powerful, but of

course it does not at all give a realistic picture of the actions and
experiences of today's worker.
To conclude this survey we can quote the criticism expressed by V.
Percov in an article in Novyj Lef in 1927 after the appearance of the
sixth edition of PRU. His impressions were mixed; he noted that
Gastev's works combined an "unprecedented industrial pathos" with
"naivety and bad taste". On the one hand Gastev was unquestionably
an innovator, and this new poetry of his, "the poetry of concrete
sentences", was a mighty hymn to industrialization. At the same
time, however, it represented a dead end, an extreme example which
instead of generating new and living poetry was a step on the way to
the disintegration of art.^
Thus the opinions about Pi? t/between 1918 and 1927 progressed
from enthusiastic to mostly negative and then finally settled
somewhere between the two extremes.

7. Moscow (1920-1938)
Gastev was about 38 when he began to organize his Institute of Labor
in Moscow. His stern countenance, pince-nez, little mustache and
crew-cut (in certain photographs he bears a striking resemblance to
the American engineer Frederick W. Taylor) easily create the
impression of an inhumanly demanding and extremely reserved man.
Contemporary accounts describe him as strong-willed and energetic,
"a tightly wound steel spring"^ who was admittedly exacting in his
relations to others, but also friendly and considerate. He had a
reputation as an excellent speaker and a harsh debater, a man who
was never at a loss for words.^ He especially admired the skill of
sportsmen and circus artists and greatly enjoyed watching perfor
mances of jugglers, acrobats and magicians. He regarded their
dexterity as a result of practice, proof that the muscles and reflexes
could be trained to perform phenomenal feats of precision and
agility. He was himself very nimble with his hands.
Already in 1912, Gastev had come into contact with Scienific
Management {Naucnaja organizacija truda, abbreviated NOT), a
notion that was discussed a great deal in both the capitalist and
socialist press of Europe and Russia on the eve of World War I. Even
before the War, there were 8 factories in Russia which in various ways
had begun to apply such methods. NOT aimed at raising productivity
through a scientifically planned organization of industrial labor. The
ideas came originally from America and especially Frederick W.
Taylor (1856-1915), who had himself begun his career as a
metal-worker. As early as 1881 he had made his first time-study of a
work process at the Midvale Plant Steel Company. The same year he
won the American National Doubles Championship in tennis. In
1911 he published a summary of his findings entitled The Principles of
Scientific Management. In its practical applications it came to be
known as Taylorism or the Taylor system, by which was also meant
time-studies and the setting of piecework wage rates. The American
methods came into general use during World War I as a means of
raising productivity in the munitions industry. The workers and the
trade unions in Russia opposed the Taylor system, but in April 1918
(see p. 63 above) it was decided to introduce piece-work and set
production norms for each worker.^ Gastev was among the most
enthusiastic advocates of this change. From his observation around

1911 that man becomes automatized in industry he went on
eventually to develop a plan for deriving benefit from the phenome
non. Like Taylor, he was convinced that the worker could learn and
be trained to execute work operations more effectively and economi
cally. Thus Gastev combined the aspiration to train high-quality
cadres of workers with that of achieving a thoroughly planned
industrial economy. His entire earlier activity may be seen as moving
toward and preparing him for this final contribution. His program
during the subsequent years was given concrete form in his creation of
the Institute of Labor, which he himself described as his last work of
art, "[...] at one and the same time a scientific construction and a lofty
artistic legend for which everything I had done previously had to be
sacrified.'"^
At first, while the project was quartered in the Hotel Ehte in
Moscow, the available resources were extremely meager. Just how
modest they really were may be gathered from a letter of 21 October
1920 in which Gastev asked the Institute's parent organization, the
Central Trade-Union Soviet, for aid:
However, very valuable members of the Bureau have been forced to
abandon their work due to the fact that I am unable to guarantee them
housing or even provide them with a bare minimum of footwear. I
have one colleague, a man who has made extremely valuable
contributions, whose shoes literally lack soles, and none of my fellow
workers has a room.^

The first studies were of the use of simple tools such as the hammer,
the sledgehammer and the chisel. The motions involved in hitting and
applying pressure were the areas of greatest interest, and various
work operations were photographed and diagrammed. It is thus quite
logical that the Institute should take as its emblem a hand holding a
hammer in different positions against a background of a coordinate
grid. Studies were expanded when the project moved to more
spacious quarters on Ulica Petrovka 24. The growth of CITs
assignments can be followed through Gastev's writings. Starting with
motion studies and training in the most effective and least tiring way
to perform a given work operation, the Institute soon went on to
tackle the problem of educating a whole generation of workers.
A conference on Scientific Management was organized in Russia in
early 1921. Its initiator was Leo Trockij, who was in charge of
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developing the guiding principles for the industrial economy. Four
lines of thought emerged at the conference: there were the
"production workers" (proizvodstvenniki) represented by railroad
workers and engineers in the war industry, the "biological" Hne
supported by physiologists and psychologists (for example, Acadmicians V. Bexterev and O. Ermanskij), the "sociological" position of
S.G. Strumilin, A. Bogdanov and M. Fal'kner-Smit, and the "pro
fessional" current, which counted the Institute of Labor among its
representatives. Gastev delivered a speech on production entitled
"How to Work". In a later summary he noted that the most
interesting observations came from the production workers, while he
found the proposals of the biological and sociological groups to be
vague and "of a purely humanitarian character".^
The situation in the country in the early 1920s was chaotic, and
hunger, unemployment and iUiteracy presented enormous problems.
As late as 1924 there were 1,400,000 unemployed, and of these only
24 % had any vocational training. (Out of a population of 117 million,
78 million were still illiterate) The main thrust of CITs activity at this
point was to provide vocational education. Approximately 500,000
workers were given intensive courses to become masons, fitters
lathe-operators, and so on. 20,000 instructers were trained at the
same time. It was of the latter that Gastev's most bitter opponent,
P. Kerzencev wrote in 1924:

CIT proposes to turn out the aristocrats of the working class, the
priests of Scientific Management [...]
Oh,Taylor, it is you! The CIT people have learned well your approach
to the worker - from on high, with money in your fist, with obscure
formulas and a distrust of his consciousness.^

In 1923 and early 1924 the newspapers and journals carried a lively
debate on the goals and raison d'être of CIT and the principles of
vocational training. The critics of the Institute, who called themselves
a group of Communist activists interested in NOT, were for the most
part members of the Council of Scientific Management (Sovnot)
which was subordinate to the Commissariat of Workers' and
Peasants' Inspection (Rabkrin). They were primarily opposed to the
primitive training and vocational instruction being offered at CIT,
maintaining that Russia must instead concentrate on developing a
modern industry. Not enough importance, they said, was attached to
human, psychological factors; the worker was exploited for a single
goal - to raise production - and this transformed him into a simple,
unreflective and stupid instrument. One of the central points in
Gastev's views, the mechanized collective, was thus the target of
criticism. Gastev was not slow to answer in CITs journal Organizacija
truda (which began publication in late 1921), in a brochure entitled
"Vosstanie kul'tury" ("The Cultural Uprising"), in Krasnaja nov\
Pravda, and other newspapers and journals. His chief opponents in
the debate were Ja. Satunovskij, I.V. Burdianskij and P. Kerzencev.
In his article "Novyj russkij celovek" ("The New Russian Man")
(1923) A.V. Lunacarskij also gave certain support to the views of
these critics.®
In the final conference, which took place on 10-16 March 1924, it
turned out that the Party (represented primarily by V. V. Kujbysev,
the Chairman of the powerful Central Control Commission) suppor
ted CITs program and Gastev's ideas. Relieved^ Gastev later
presented his viewpoint at the conference in Organizacija truda^ He
comments dryly on certain of the theses of the final resolution having
to do with how the task should be tackled:
[...] the theses place particular êrtlphasis on the need for raising the
intensification of labor. Here, of course, there are going to be a lot of
arguments about whether this intensification of labor simply means
driving the workers hard or whether it is the result of a pecuUar type of

training which allows people to make more movements with relatively
less energy. Even resting is something that must be learned; you have
to learn how not to exhaust yourself [...]
Here the theses do not spare those who try to wriggle out of this
problem; this in our age, when a mere 10 versts from Moscow the
population wears bast sandals and where in the villages a nail is valued
like a miracle-working icon.

The result, therefore, was that the continued development of
Scientific Management in the Soviet Union was mostly based on CITs
findings and training. Gastev could feel confident of his position
when he headed a Soviet delegation of seven at the International
Congress of Scientific Management that was held in Prague a few
months later. America was represented by a delegation of 40, among
them one of the pioneers of Scientific Management, Lillian M.
Gilbreth.i^
CIT and its branches throughout the country estimated that by
1938 they would have trained about one million workers. The
German writer Ernst Toller, who visited CIT in 1926, has given a
vivid description of how training there actually was organized:
Im Zentralinstitut der Technik, ΖΙΤ genannt, versucht man bei
kleinstem Kraftaufwand die grösste Qualitätsleistung zu erzeugen.
Um dieses Resultat zu erreichen, hält man die Mechanisierung jeder
einzelnen menschlichen Bewegung für erforderlich. An etwa hundert
grauen uniform gebauten Tischen arbeiten hundert uniform gekleide
te Frauen und Männer. Das graue Gewand soll Frauen und Männer als
Geschlechtangehörige neutralisieren. Man sieht keine Aufseher. An
Stelle des Aufsehers steht auf dem Tisch eine Maschine, die bestimmte
Summ- und Knarr-Laute gibt, Wortbefehle ersetzend. In vier
geschlossenen Reihen marschieren die Arbeiter in mihtärischer
Ordnung auf, jeder bleibt vor seinem Tisch stehen. Das erste
Knarrzeichen der Maschine ertönt. Jeder Arbeiter tritt an seinen
Tisch. Ein zweites Knarrzeichen. Jeder Arbeiter ergreift sein Instru
ment. Das dritte Knarrzeichen. Jeder Arbeiter beginnt zu arbeiten.
Im Anfang der folgende Rhytmus: eine Minute Arbeit, zwei Minuten
Pause. Später: Zwei Minuten Arbeit, zwei Minuten Pause. Auf der
letzen Stufe: fünfzehn Minuten Arbeit, drei Minuten Pause. Die
Haltung des Arbeiters vor seinem Tisch ist genau festgelegt, die
Fussteilung auf einem kleinen Arbeitspodium eingezeichnet [...] In
begeisterten Worten schildert mir Gastev, der Leiter des Instituts, die
bisher erzielten Resultate. Man hat durch diese Mechanisierung, die
in einer Zeitspanne mögliche Zahl der Arbeitsbewegungen verdreis-

sigfacht. Mir wird beklommen zumute. Das soll das Ziel sein:
Mechanisierung des Menschen, Ertötung all dessen, was als Schöpfe
risches in ihm lebt? Ich spreche über meine Befürchtungen. Gastev
lächelt. "Wir hoffen durch unsere Forschungen zu erreichen, dass ein
Arbeiter, der früher für einen bestimmten Zweck acht Stunden
brauchte, in Zukunft nur noch zwei bis drei Stunden brauchen
wird.

Besides offering an extensive training program, the Institute contin
ued its research and experiments, which were conducted in seven
laboratories on CITs premises; these were devoted to observation
and measurements (fiksacija), instruments, biomechanics, bioenergetics, psychotechnics, training pedagogy and social engineering.
The equipment, however, was rather primitive. Gastev was extreme
ly interested in the progress being made in these areas in other
countries, especially America. He even sent a letter of inquiry to the
pioneer of mass production of automobiles, Henry Ford. He was
curious about Ford's attitude toward the relationship between speed
and precision.!^
The didactic element is very prominent in Gastev's writings. As a
young man, it will be remembered, he had intended to be a teacher,
but he had instead become a political agitator whose task was to show
the workers the way to a better future. He wanted to change not only
the structure of society but also man himself. He was far from
satisfied with the Russian proletariat's work morale and perfor
mance. The demand for movement and change is also evident in
Gastev's poetry, which is generally exhortative and agitatory in
nature: "Let us walk, and run, and rush along in an avalanche of
labor", "Oh, go, /And burn/ Pierce the heights with your spire/ You,
our audacious tower worldAs he abandoned poetry in the 1920s
in order to dedicate himself wholeheartedly to the Institute of Labor,
the didactic emphasis in his writings became even more pronounced.
He harnessed his literary talents to the practical task of composing
articles and brochures intended to rouse the Russian people from
their lethargy and idle philosophizing and goad them into work to put
the country back on its feet again.In his opinion, the Russians had
certain definitive qualities: scepticism, unbelief, a proclivity for
passive reflection and waiting:
Every time even the most official question is asked we first of all reply:
"Huh? What was that?" And our first thought is not of action, but of

how to get out of exertion and action. "Well, maybe we don't need
that", "What will they say over there . .
That is, instead of simple
words: "will do", "yes", "no", we find a whole philosophy; it is not for
nothing that there are so many philosophers and psychologists in
Russia.

He alludes to the Oblomov mentality when he describes people who
passively wait for modern technology to solve their problems and
liberate man from the necessity of working:
. . . people wait like Oblomovs for a machine to come like saviors - a
machine that will eliminate the need for work skills or so called
muscular labor. [...] An enormous number of literary popularizers of
Scientific Management look upon the machine as Cexov's characters
gazed upon the "diamond sky" in Three Sisters^^.

What was first of all needed "to put wheels on this wagon that is
Soviet Russia" were strict rules and organization. In 1921 Gastev
published a little brochure entitled "How to Work" ("Kak nado
rabotat' "), containing CIT's basic program in the form of 16 rules for
the organization of a work task. They are simple, clear directives that
are applicable to practically any operation. Order, tidiness, cleanli
ness, planning and precision were important ingredients. The first
rule was as follows:
Before getting down to work, you must think it through, get a firm
mental grasp on a model of the finished piece of work and the entire
series of work operations leading to it. If you cannot think it all
through to the end, then think about the main points, and get the first
parts of the work down pat.

The instruction took up only a single page (See Appendix C).
According to Gastev a copy of it hung in the antechamber to Lenin's
office in the Kremlin.
He reacts against the slackness of contemporary pedagogy,
demanding strict discipline instead: "In the name of human freedom
and the human personality we are turning out loafers and savages.
Military organization and discipline are his models. He wants the
younger generation of workers to become an army, "the real
vanguard platoon of our countryGastev was not the only man in
the early 1920s to take his examples from the military. Contemporary
art, particularly the theater, emphasized the significance of disciplin-
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ed organization. V. Mejerxol'd, for example, thought that the
miUtary formation was the most rational form for organizing the
human collective. The staging of S. Tret'jakov's Zemlja dybom
(1923) made abundant use of disciplined group movements and
military formations. He noted: "The production as a whole is an
apotheosis of the Red Army".^°
Gastev still looks upon man as a machine that can constantly be
improved to function more efficiently; just as one can do for a
machine, one can calculate the amount of energy he needs, the best
fuel, the best patterns of movement. Man had to be "energized",
much as industry was to be electrified. "We must infect the people
with the demon of work and turn the USSR into the Devil of Energy.
Then we will triumph. More, then we will conquer the entire world".^
It was also important that people be channeled into suitable
occupations. Gastev was interested in the studies applied psychology
had made of vocational aptitude, and considered that a psychological
"sorting out" was necessary. This would mean that each individual
would go through six months of testing, after which he would be given
a psychological "passport" describing his aptitude for various
occupations.^^
Gastev's exhortations and proclamations abound in such key
words as "training", "organizational agility" (organizacionnaja
snorovka), "keenness of observation" and "inventiveness". "Trai
ning" (trenirovka, trenaz) is perhaps the most central. By that he
meant not only learning to use tools to save time and energy but also
physical movements in general. The body must be trained to become
supple and to react quickly, and this systematic training must begin at
an early age. He takes examples from the dance, acrobatics, and
sports:
The new age demands a generation with tempered nerves, strong
physiques and unreflective agility. To do this we must develop a
system of precise exercises. The rabbits of Durov's clowns are more
developed in this sense than contemporary man. [...] We must begin to
work with systematized training not at the age of 14 or 16, as is
presently permitted by the law, but perhaps at the age of 2, at least by
organizing special systems of games based on this principle.

He called this control of bodily movements "motorial culture"
(dvigateVnaja kul'tura), while he used the notion "biomechanics" to
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designate the study of such movements. On 11 June 1922 Gastev
published an article on this subject:
Our first task consists in working with that magnificent machine that is
so close to us - the human organism. This machine possesses a
sophisticated mechanics, including automatism and a swift transmis
sion. Should we not study it? The human organism has a motor,
"gears", shock absorbers, sophisticated brakes, delicate regulators,
even manometers . . . There should be a special science, biomecha
nics, which can be developed in refined laboratory conditions.

The following day Vsevolod Mejerxol'd held a lecture entitled
"Actor of the Future and Biomechanics". There may not be any
direct connection between the article and the talk, but it is
nevertheless clear that the experiments begun at Gastev's institute
had a counterpart in the training given the actors in Mejerxol'd's
theater. Mejerxol'd was of the opinion that the actor of the future
would have to coordinate his acting with production. Art should be
useful; it was not mere entertainment, but should help the workers
perform their jobs. The forms of theatrical art must therefore be

changed. The work of the actors was to be regarded as production,
and art would be based on scientific principles (exactly like Gastev's
experiments). The actor's material was his own body, which he must
train in order to master its means of expression. He must have
"precise movements that can aid him in the swift realization of his
task". Mejerxol'd pointed out that work bordered on art. If one
observed an experienced worker one could note the following: 1. an
absence of unnecessary, unproductive movements, 2. rhythm, 3. a
feeling for the body's center of gravity, 4. stability. In his view,
"Taylorization" was as relevant to the work of the actor as to any
other labor whose productivity one wanted to improve. Economizing
on time was a case in point. It was useless to waste hours on make-up
and costuming. The actors of the future would not use make-up and
would all wear "prozodezda" (a kind of overall of blue cloth). He
provided one extreme example: Taylorism in the theater would make
it possible to present as much in one hour as could presently be done
in four. Mejerxol'd also mentioned the name of the new cultural
current: constructivism. "Constructivism demanded of the artist that
he become an engineer".
It was Gastev's wish that the whole Russian people, young and old
aUke, be educated in the new technical spirit of the time (inzenernyj
ton). Consequently, the word "culture" as used by Gastev is given a
new meaning. It does not stand for spiritual values, but designates
instead man's ability to cope with practical everyday life, man's
technical skills. He thought that this should be valued as highly as the
intellectual training of the brain. "Not the teacher, not the
missionary, not the orator, but the fitter ("monter") - here is the
proper bearer and agent of culture in our country of workers and
peasants".He mentions Robinson Crusoe as a model for the new
culture, and urges the younger generation to perform "Robinsonian"
feats, that is, to go out as discoverers and inventors, colonizers in
their own country.^^ He imagines a future in which any schoolboy
"will on any machine be able to see what an abscissa is and what an
ordinate is, and, after having studied how to repair a radio, he will
intuitively be able to understand Einstein's theory".
Undeniably, Gastev's ideas were very much in the dominant spirit
of the 1920s, with its emphasis on practical things and everyday needs
and its insistence that even art should be useful. What is remarkable,
however, is that it was not Gastev who was shaped by the times, for as

we have already seen, the views he was now advocating had been
developed by him much earlier. In certain sectors it was instead
Gastev who put his mark on the times. His significance in industry,
technical training and the psychotechnical branches of science,
including biomechanics, should not be underestimated. We may
further simply note that in all his extensive activities he managed to
hold himself aloof from politics, and that his writings from this period
are almost totally free from political slogans. It was not until 1931 that
he joined the Communist Party, and by that time membership had
become more or less obUgatory for a man of his standing.
His significance for Soviet society in the 1920s and 1930s exceeds
the scope of the present study. Suffice it to say that Gastev was the
leader of CIT during the entire 17 years it existed.In the late 1920s
at the beginning of the great industrialization drive, Gastev was
naturally a central figure. He became a member of the board of the
Ministry of Heavy Industry in 1929. Three years later he was
appointed chairman of the Soviet Bureau of Standardization, and in
that capacity he participated in an international congress in Stock
holm on 8-22 September 1934 (his last trip abroad). When the
Stakhanovite movement began in 1935, Commissar of Heavy
Industry Ordjonikidze put Gastev in charge of training the new
workers' cadres.^® He was at this post in the fall of 1938, when he was
arrested and became one of the many victims of Stalin's purges.

Epilogue
On the night of 7 September 1938 Gastev was taken away by the
NKVD. His apartment at Petrovka 24, which was located in the same
building as CIT, was thoroughly searched and his papers were
confiscated. The following spring he was sentenced to ten years at
hard labor without contact privileges.^ CIT was closed in connection
with Gastev's arrest. A part of its archives, however, were rescued
and transferred to the Aircraft Industry Institute.
Gastev's first wife Anna Ivanovna had been arrested in Leningrad
a few days before Aleksej Kapitonovic. On 29 April 1939 his second
wife Sofija Abramovna was also arrested and sentenced to 5 years at
hard labor as "a member of the family of a repressed element". An
officer of the NKVD moved into their apartment.
Gastev's eldest son Vladimir (b. 1908) and his three sons from his
second marriage Petr (1921), Aleksej (1923) and Jurij (1928), all
suffered due to the fact that they were related to an "enemy of the
people". Vladimir, who was working as an engineer at a telephone
factory in Leningrad, was arrested on 23 May 1943 and sentenced to a
long term at hard labor. Peter was studying mathematics at Moscow
University. He had been exempted from military service during the
Winter War with Finland due to near-sightedness, but was drafted in
late 1942. As the son of an enemy of the people he was now
considered fit for combat duty. He was killed near Kursk in the
summer of 1943. Aleksej was arrested on 2 November 1941 and
sentenced to 5 years at hard labor. He had intended to begin studying
at the Leningrad Academy of Arts. After his release, and despite an
illness contracted in the camps, he took a degree in art history.
Among his pubhcations may be mentioned books on Delacroix and
Leonardo da Vinci. The youngest son Jurij was evacuated but
returned to Moscow in May 1943 to study mathematics at Moscow
University as Petr had done earlier. He was also arrested in early 1946
and sentenced to 4 years at hard labor. After his release he went on to
take a Candidate of Sciences degree in mathematics.^ It is above all
Jurij who has worked to have his father's books and other writings
published. Vladimir died in 1970, and Sofi ja Abramovna, who
struggled untiringly to preserve the memory of her husband and have
him rehabilitated, passed away in 1979. Aleksej is still living in
Moscow, and Jurij is presently in political exile in Paris.

The long procedure to have Gastev rehabilitated began in 1955.
Relatives, friends and earlier colleagues from CIT sent to the
Supreme Military Procurator a detailed petition^ which was approved
the following year. It was now also officially confirmed that Gastev
had died on 1 October 1941 at the age of 59.

Notes
1.2 Introduction
1. The first time Gastev was published after his rehabilitation was in PP
1959, pp. 148-187. Two editions of PRU have been printed in 1964 and
1971, PRU 1971 being the most complete. These books also contain
some of Gastev's non-fictional writings from the 1920s. The collections
of his articles based on his work at CIT are as follows: KNR, Kiev 1965;
KNR, Moskva 1965. Moskva 1972; TU, Moskva 1973. The 80th anniversary
of Gastev's birth was celebrated at Central'nyj Dom Literatorov in
Moscow on 22 October 1962. Chairman at the meeting was the proletarian
poet G. Sannikov. Speeches were made by Z.S. Papernyj, S.I. Kirsanov,
N.M. Baxrax, P.A. Arskij. V.O. Percov, A.M. Berg, F.N. Petrov, V.P.
Dolgusev, A. Dunin-Troickij (Stenogramma 11). The 90th anniversary
of Gastev's birth was celebrated at the same place on 10 January 1973
with the following participants: A.A. Surkov (chairman), V.O. Percov,
M.P. Zuravlev, I.M. Gronskij, K. Johansson, B. Sluckij, S.A. Luciskin,
Ju.A. Gastev, L.M. Suxarebskij, P. Zeleznov (Stenogramma III). No
centenary celebration was held.
2. TU 1973, pp. 159-163
3. Cf. the development of V. Tatlin's group in the early 20s (Gray, p. 244).
4. The French engineer and architect Jaques Lafitte (188Φ-1966) completed
the manuscript of his Reflexions sur la science des machines in 1911, but
this work did not appear until 1932. See Susliluoto, pp. 23-24.
5. Cf. Ε. Zamjatin's dystopia WE, written in 1920.
6. PRUmi, p. 14.

2. 1882-1910
1. The biographical materials pertaining to Gastev's childhood and
adolescence are very meager. He was himself extremely reticent about
his personal life. In the newspaper Golos Sibiri (April 1917J, in ESG
and in the foreword to the fifth and sixth editions of PRU he has,
however, given some brief particulars. The information about his parents
and brothers was obtained in personal interviews with his second wife,
Sofija Abramovna (who died in 1979). Other data are from a petition
which his immediate family submitted to the Supreme Military Procurator
in 1955 in an effort to have Gastev rehabilitated. Gastev indicated in
ESG (column 101) that he was born on 26 September, while in other
sources such as the BBS, the date is given as the 28th.
2. A local Suzdal' poet, Ivan Nazarov, has described his childhood and
friendship with Gastev in the autobiographical book Vstreci i pis'ma
(pp. 17-18). They grew up in an idyllic neighborhood with large cherry
orchards a short distance fron the center of the town. Its inhabitants
were mostly artisans - cobblers, tailors, hatters, painters, etc.
3. In ESG he notes merely that upon leaving primary school and completing
certain technical courses he moved to Moscow and entered the Moscow
Teachers' College. - He indicates 1901 for joining the RSDRP, while
1900 is the date given in the petition of 1955.

4. Ν. Dekteva and V. Talkerin 1962, the articles also contain an account
of the exile of another future proletarian poet, V. Kirillov, who was
banished to Ust' - Sysol'sk in 1906. For a short summary of the articles
see "Sredi èurnalov i gazet", Voprosy literatury 1, 1963, pp. 236-238.
5. With lyrics by the popuHst publicist and poet L.L. Lavrov (1823-1900).
It was at the time called simply "Novaja pesnja" ("The New Song").
6. Severnyj kraj was published more or less regularly as a daily newspaper
in 1901-1905 {RP, p. 29).
7. Gastev used the following pseudonyms: Dal'nij; I. Dal'nij; I. Dalekij;
Dozorov; A. Dozorov; I. Dozorov; Ivanov; A. Nabegov; Odinokij;A.
Odinokij; Andrej Odinokij; Vasil'ev; V-v; Zarembo; A. Zorin; A.Z.;
ant the following names for party work: Ivanov; Lavrentij; Nazarov;
Popovic; Skoropotesnov; Spiridon; Stepanov; Versinin. In Siberia he
used the names: Dobrovol'skij; Kurpis; Straumal. Cf. BBS, Vol. 5,
column 1160, whose list, however, is incomplete.
8. Frolov, pp. 36-37.
9. It was probably the "VysSaja skola social'nyx nauk" (École des hautes
études sociales, 16 Rue de la Sorbonne), founded in 1900.
10. Perepiska . . ., pp. 35-36, 83, 87-88, 129-130, 134-135.
11. Grille, p. 47: "Literarisch scheint das Vorbild in der Gestalt des
Rachmetovs in CernySevskijs Roman "Was tun?" seinen Ausdruck
gefunden zu haben: ein "Rigorist", der bereits mit siebzehn Jahren
begonnen hatte, sein Leben nach den Prinzipien strengster Arbeitsökonomie
einzurichten, der durch die Konzentration seiner Energie auf das
Notwendige - [...] und durch Meiden zweitrangiger Personen in wenigen
Jahren gründlichste Gelehrsamheit erworben hatte, die er restlos in den
Dienst der Allgemeinheit stellte. Gewisse Züge Bogdanovs erinnern an
diese Gestalt."
12. In Papernyj's speech commemorating the 80th anniversary of Gastev's
birth in 1962 (Stenogramma II 1962, pp. 5-6). Also in the introduction
to PRU 1964, pp. 7-8.
13. Stites, p. 188. This theme was also treated by the Russian proletarian
poets, e.g. M.P. Gerasimov, before and during the 1917 Revolution.
Gastev wrote on the situation of working-class women in relation to
prostitution in an article in ZDV 3, 1912 (see pp. 52-53 above).
14. Terent'ev, p. 112.
15. A useful Western work on the 1905 Revolution is Oskar Anweiler, Die
Rätebewegung in Russland 1905-1921, Leiden 1958. See also David
Lane, The Roots of Russian Communism, Assen 1969, particularly
Chapter 5, "The Structure and Activity of Social-Democracy in IvanovoVoznesensk" For a summary of the prelude, see Robert Eugene Johnson,
"Strikes in Moscow 1880-1890", Russian History 5, Pt. I 1978.
16. Fedorcenko, p. 137.
17. M.V. Frunze (later a famous military commander and appointed
Vice-Commissar of War in 1924) arrived from Moscow on 6 May. He
led the preparations for the strike, which began on the 12th immediately
after the workers received their wages. "When the strike was already
under way the professional revolutionary Aleksej K. Gastev arrived in
Ivanovo-Voznesensk" (Frolov, p. 35). Over two miUion workers
participated in strike actions in 1905. Of these, 640,000 were railroad
workers, 470,000 were employed in the textile industry, and 300,000
were metal-workers (Anweiler, p. 41).

18. Anweiler, p. 51; Frolov, p. 39.
19. Terent'ev, pp. 109-117. Gastev wrote a number of letters to Lenin that
now are located in the Party Archives at the Institute of Marxism-Leninism
in Moscow; most of them have not yet been published. Terent'ev writes
(p. 112): "A study of these letters and biographical materials made it
possible more exactly to determine the particulars of A.K. Gastev's
life, his contribution to the revolutionary movement of the Upper Volga,
and especially his role in the creation and activities of the Soviet of
Workers' Deputies in 1905". A letter from Krupskaja to the party
organization in Kostroma provides the key to the pseudonym "Popovic":
"I write at the same time to Propovic ..." The following words "to
Ivanov of Paris" were crossed out and replaced with "to Lavrentij"
(Terent'ev, p. 111).
20. Andreev, Ja. Ν., pp. 49, 53.
21. Anweiler, p. 52.
22. A.V. Dunin-Troickij, an old Bolshevik from Suzdal', gave an account
of Gastev's revolutionary activities in their native city at the gathering
held to commemorate the 80th anniversary of the poet's birth (Stenogramma
II 1962, p. 51).
23. Especially in ZDV 8, 1911, columns 1069-1084.
24. Regina A. Saceva, who has prepared the detailed notes to the 1964 and
1971 editions of PRU, reports in a personal interview that Gastev at
that time also participated in discussions of literary questions, Gor'kij
being one topic. As Stepanov he delivered a paper entitled "Dva
geroizma" ("Two Kinds of Heroism").
25. The police records are in the library of the Swedish Confederation of
Trade Unions (LO) in Stockholm.
26. ,"When the so-called "unity congress" met at Stockholm in April 1906,
it had a Menshevik majority: 62 delegates, as against 46 Bolsheviks.
This reflected fairly accurately the strength of the two factions at this
time [...] Lenin refused to reconcile himself to a position of inferiority:
maintaining that his opponents' majority at the congress was "artificial"
(Keep, p. 286). Cf. also Wolfe, p. 390. Central Russia, especially the
Upper Volga (which included Gastev's district of Kostroma) and the
Urals, was a Bolshevik stronghold.
27. Deutscher 1968, p. 94.
28. Ibid., p. 94. See also Protokoly cetvertogo . . ., pp. 49-50, 72.
29. ZDV 8, 1911, column 1075.
30. Rozkov, p. 59.
31. Several top Party leaders, e.g. Bogdanov and Stalin, were involved with
the combat detachments. These "fighting squads" or terrorist groups
became famous for their part in revolutionary struggle. It was from
them that Jack London got the idea for the combat groups in his novel
of the future The Iron Heel (1908), which in turn greatly influenced the
Russian revolutionaries. See Cohen, pp. 31, 396-397. Gastev was also
interested in London (see p. 66 above). On the organization of the
military-technical bureau see Frolov, p. 70.
32. Conquest, p. 195.
33. Andreev, Ja. Α., p. 67.
34. Information given by V.P. Dolgusev in his speech in Dom Literatorov,
Moscow (Stenogramma II 1962, pp. 49-50).
35. On Anna Ivanovna, see Frolov, pp. 59-69. During the Civil War she

continued her revolutionary activities, which included propaganda among
Denikin's troops. She was captured by the Whites, court-martialled and
sentenced to be shot. Only the advance of the Red Army saved her
from execution. After the Civil War she worked with the Petrograd
district party committee and later at the Leningrad consumers' union
and the factory "Élektropribor".
36. It is noted in BBS, p. 1161: "From 1908 through 1910 Gastev was active
as a syndicalist, and did not participate in party organizations".
37. See Paul Avrich, The Russian Anarchists, Princeton 1967, Chapter 3
"The Syndicahsts", and George Woodcock, Anarchism; A History of
Libertarian Ideas and Movements, New York 1962, especially the chapter
"Anarchism in Russia". Xleb i Volja was pubhshed in Geneva in
1903-1905, and was the first Russian-language anarchist newspaper after
Obscina of 1878.
38. Fernand Pelloutier, Istoria birza truda, S. -Petersburg 1906; idem, Zizn'
raboäix vo Francii, S. -Petersburg 1906; and Hubert Lagardelle, Revoljucionnyj sindikalism, S. -Petersburg 1906. Others were N. Lebedev,
Istoria sindikal'nogo dviienija vo Francii 1789-1907, Moskva 1908; and
several books by V.A. Posse in the series "Biblioteka Rabocego". For
a detailed bibhography on the subject see Wilhams 1980, p. 402.
39. See I. Deutscher, Soviet Trade Unions, London 1950, and A.M.
Pankratova (ed.), Istoria profsojuznogo dviienija v SSSR, Moskva 1954.
Before 1917 Lenin and the Bolsheviks were less interested than the
Mensheviks in trade unions.
40. See further Ralph Carter Elwood, Roman Malinovsky: A Life Without
a Cause, 1977. Elwood notes that as an agent of the Oxrana, Malinovskij
provided the police with hsts of pseudonyms, numbers of foreign
passports, locations of party meetings and storage-places for illegal
literature. Malinovskij gained Lenin's confidence in Paris 1911. In 1913
he became editor of Pravda in Petersburg (Gastev also worked on the
paper at this time). Cf. Wolfe, Chapter 31 "The Case of Roman
Mahnovsky"; Cohen, p. 13. In 1914 Malinovskij fled abroad and was
imprisoned for a time in a German POW camp. Papers documenting
his activity on behalf of the Oxrana were available for investigation
after February 1917. In spite of this he returned to Russia in 1918. He
was captured and executed in November 1918.
41. Drejden, p. 316.
42. ZDV 10, 1910, columns 63-72.
43. PRU 1971, pp. 245, 253.
44. It was placed at the head of the section entitled "Romantika" in the
1923 and 1926 editions of PRU. In PRU 1971, pp. 21-34.
45. Grille, p. 37, quotes A. Lunaèarskij's Ko vsem tovariSèam, Geneva
1910, in which the author writes: "Ich halte dafür, worüber ich mich
schon mehrere Male auf das entschiedenste ausgesprochen habe. Der
Soziahsmus ist eine besondere Art der Religion - ohne Gott, ohne
jenseitige Welt, ohne auch nur ein Gramm Mystik und Metaphysik zu
enthalten . .
46. Grille, p. 36.
47. See e.g. Susiluoto, p. 42.
48. Vladimir Aleksandrovic Posse studied medicine at the University of
Petersburg. Expelled for political activities, he went abroad in in 1889
and completed his doctorate in Europe. He returned to Russia in 1892

49.
50.
51.

52.

to offer his service as a doctor during the cholera epidemic. He Was on
the editorial board of the Marxist journal Novoe slovo in 1897 and
helped edit the journals Zizn' (1899-1901) and Novyj iurnal dlja vsex.
He was one of the founders of the cooperative organisazion "Trudovoj
sojuz" (1906-1908) which was closed down by Stolypin. He was the
initiator of the journal ZDV and lectured widely throughout Russia.
His brother Konstantin was professor of mathematics at the Univerity
of Petersburg.
Posse 1929, p. 449.
Ibid., pp. 453-454.
"Orthodox Social-Democrats consider us "harmful", as we conduct
propaganda for "the great cooperative movement in the name of
conquering production" [...] but we conduct this propaganda - and not
so much in words as by deeds - in the name of the fraternal unity of
men, in the name of obhterating the noxious greed for profit, in the
name of regenerating all mankind [...]" (Posse 1909, p. 327).
He wrote a total of 20 articles, all signed A. Zorin and most of them
under the title "Raboöij mir" ("The World of the Worker"). See
Appendix A.

3. The Proletarian Colony in Paris (1910-1913)
Gastev's Journalism
1. ZDV 10, 1910, column 69.
2. A. Gastev, "K tovariäöam-citateljam", Golos Sibiri 78, 1917.
3. The emigration to non-European countries was especially large. It has been
estimated that close to half a million persons left Russia between 1906 and 1910.
According to Robert C. Williams, the figure for the period 1890-1915 was
3,348,000. "Most of the New émigrés, nearly half of them Jews, settled not in
Western Europe but in the United States [...] The German census figures indicate
that [...] by 1910 there were 137,697 Russians traveling or living in Germany- over
half the total number of Russians in Western Europe." (Williams 1972, p. 20).
4. A. Zorin, "Parièskaja raboöaja emigracija", Zavety 6, 1913, p. 193.
5. According to news items in PV 12 (25 March) and 21 (27 May) 1911.
6. A. Zorin, "V novoj obstanovke", PV 21, 1911.
7. Jehan Rictus (1867-1933), popular poet in the tradition of Francois Villon. His
works include Soliloques du pauvre (1897).
8. Erenburg, p. 87, describes the street as infested with enormous rats. It is known
today for its many Greek restaurants. Nr. 76 is still used by working-class
organizations for gatherings, theater and exhibitions.
9. Gastev had attended the French Congress of Cooperatives in Tours. He describes
his impressions ih A. Zorin, "Ob"ediniternyj kongress francuzskoj potrebitel'noj
kooperacii", Vestnik kooperacii IV, 1913, pp. 46-53.
10. Gastev asserts that in his article in Zavety 6, 1913.
11. According to A.V. Lunacarskij "Vospominanija iz revoljucionnogo proSlogo"
(1919) in Lunacarskij 1968, p. 49. and Percov 1927, p. 76. TTie information about
R.A. Pel'se was given by Regina A. §aceva (see note 2:24).
12. Grille, p. 50.
13. This was a correct observation. The People's House in Helsinki was built of the
stone that had been hewn out of the foundation. Granite is something of a national
symbol.

14. Z D V 5 , 1913, columns 675-691.
15. ZDV 2, 1911, column 239. Jaurès made a similar impression on L. Trockij. See
Deutscher 1954, p. 187.
16. ZDV 2, 1911, column 228.
17. ZDV 7, 1910, column 146.
18. Z D V l , 1912, column 81.
19. The portrait of the old grinder recurs in the prose sketch "Sil'nee slov" in the
"Romantika" section of PRU.
20. ZDV 3-4, 1911, columns 391-396.
21. Ibid., columns 393-394. This idea of numbers instead of names was already
realized in a science fiction short story by Nikolaj Fedorov, Veèer v 2217godu. (An
Evening in the Year 2217), S. Peterburg 1906. It recurs in Gastev's article "O
tendencijax proletarskoj kul'tury", 1919 (see p. 68 above). It is an essential
element of E. Zamjatin's satirical dystopia We (1920).
22. ZDV 1, 1913, columns 78-93.
23. ZDV 3,1912, columns 449-457. Upon his return to Petersburg Gastev took up the
theme of the role of women in working life. In an article entitled "Zenscinaslesar"' ("A Woman Metal-Worker") in Metallist 13, 1913, he analyzed the
advantages and disadvantages of having women as factory workers. For them to
take such employment, production would have to be simplified and machinism
developed. Women should not choose heavy and dirty jobs that might threaten
their femininity. The sooner women participated in working-class organizations
the sooner they would be liberated from their slavery in the factory, on the streets
and at home. Gastev supports equaUty of the sexes. Here as in other questions he
has probably been influenced by Cernysevskij's What Is to Be Done?.

4. Petersburg and Siberia (1913-1917)
1. Vladimir Lvovic Burcev (1862-1940), revolutionary and publicist. In 1909 he
unmasked Azef, between 1911 and 1914 he was the pubhsher of the Paris
newspaper Budidcee. Before Gastev's return to Russia, Burcev warned him that
the Oxrana was expecting him. Bertram D. Wolfe notes: "Now warnings from
Burcev were no small matter, for he was a self-constituted, one-man counter
espionage agency. As some collect coins or stamps or feminine conquests, he
collected spies" (Wolfe, p. 597).
2. Gastev describes the situation in Russia in ZDV 7,1913, columns 1036-1054 and in
ZDV 10, 1913, columns 1454-1462. Further in several texts printed in the
"Romantika"-section of PRU: "Zvony", "Éti dni", "Osennie teni", "V utrennej
smene", "Ivan Vavilov", "Strejkbrexer".
3. PRU191\, pp. 12-13.
4. A. Gastev, "Pravda v rabocem kvartale", Pravda 99 (5 May), 1927.
5. M. Dozorov, "Utrennjajasmena", Sbornikproletarskixpisatelej, 1914, pp. 80-89.
In PRU under the title "V utrennej smene".
6. Narymskaja ssylka, p. 233. On the night of 14 February his apartment had been
searched, as it was suspected that the name he was using, Ivan Alekseev
Skorospesnov, was not his own. The police found some compromising letters and
several manuscripts in Gastev's hand entitled "Strikes in the Metal-Working
Industry in and around Petersburg", "Petersburg of the Workers", and "The
Workers' Intelligentsia". Gastev had denied belonging to any pohtical organiza
tion.

7. According to Gastev's second wife Sofi ja Abramovna.
8. The information given in the foreword to the 5th edition of PRU. In PRU 1971,
p. 13.
9. N.A. Rozkov (1868-1927) is mentioned in Williams 1980, p. 394, n. 16. See also
Rozkov 1925.

5. Petrograd - the Ukraine - Moscow (1917-1920)
1. See note 2:7.
2. KaHnin 1917, pp. 23-24.
3. The anarcho-syndicalists apparently had the same view as Gastev of industrial
efficiency. "The prospect of a new world centred around industrial production did
not repel them in the least. Indeed, at times they exhibited an almost futuristic
devotion to the cult of the machine. Theirs was the Westernizers' admiration of
technicological progress [...] (Avrich 1973, p. 10).
4. A. Gastev, "Organizacionnyj plan sojuza", Vestnik metallista 1, 1917,
pp. 33-39.
5. "Vserossijskij sojuz rabocix-metallistov", Vestnik metallista 1, 1917, pp. 51-53,
signed by Chairman A. V. Hol'zman and Secretary A.K. Gastev. Gastev appeared
several times in a discussion between metal-workers and representatives for the
factory committees in Petrograd on 15 October 1917 (Protokoly pervoj... 1918 a,
pp. 4-14, 18-20, 61, 66-67, 70-79, 82-83, 85-86, 89-90).
6. Quoted from the Swedish translation of Maurice Brinton, The Bolsheviks and
Workers' Control 1917-1921" (Brinton, p. 29).
7. It was attended by 428 delegates with voting rights, including 281 Bolsheviks, 67
Mensheviks, 32 non-party, 21 left, and 10 right Social-Revolutionaries, 6
Maximahsts, and 6 Anarcho-Syndicalists. (Dewar, p. 32) The article "Na s"ezdax
i konferencijax" (Professional'nyj sojuz 1, 1918, p. 9) gives slightly different
numbers and does not mention the Mensheviks. For further information see e.g. J.
Sorenson, The Life and Death of Soviet Trade Unionism, 1917-1928, New York
1969.
8. "Na s"ezdax i konferencijax", op.cit., p. 7. Gastev's contribution to the
discussions is recorded in Protokoly vserossijskogo... 1919.
9. A. Gastev, "Novaja industrija", Vestnik metallista 2, 1918, pp. 5-27.
10. In the fall of 1918 Fedor Kalinin commented on the article (op.cit.) and praised
Gastev's ideas ("Psixologija industrial'nogo proletariata", Protokoly pervoj...
1918 b., pp. 83-84).
11. After the turmoil of Civil War the importance of engineers and technicians
naturally increased. The Constructivists insisted, for instance, that the artist must
become a technician. "Are not the artist and the engineer united by the process of
work?" (Gray, p. 244). See A. Mazaev, Koncepcija "proizvodstvennogo iskusstva" 20-xgodov, Moskva 1975. On the alliance between the technical intelligentsia
and the working class see Susiluoto, p. 67.
12. Sormovskij bjulleten' 1918.
13. Kaplan, p. 187.
14. A. Gastev, Ustanovka proizvodstva metodom CIT, Moskva-Leningrad 1927 (in
TU 1973, p. 161).
15. Grigorij Petnikov (1894-?) poet and translator. Published together with V.
Xlebnikov the manifesto "Truba marsian", 1916 (in Literaturnye manifesty,
p. 83). He was one of the editors of the journal Puti tvorcestva. Later he settled in
the Crimea.

16. In PRU 1971, between pp. 128-129 (photocopy).
17. Jack London apparently had a great influence on Proletarian poets. P. Bessal'ko
wrote that it would not be an exaggeration to say that Jack London was of the same
importance for the second revolution as Maksim Gor'kij was for the first
{Grjadusëee 3, 1918). Bernhard Kellerman was known for his novel The Tunnel,
first published in Berlin in 1913.
18. A. Gastev, "O novom iskusstve", Sbornik, 1920, p. 16.
19. A. Gastev, "O tendencijax proletarskoj kul'tury", Proletarskaja kuVtura 9-10,
1919, pp. 35-45. (Partly in Literaturnye manifesty, pp. 131-136.)
20. Ibid., p. 42.
21. Ibid., p. 44.
22. Ibid., p. 45.
23. PRU191\, p. 120.
24. See Lewis K. & Weber H., pp. 254-266.
25. "O tendencijax...", op.cit., p. 44. It is a recurring theme in his poems, cf. for
example "Ba§nja", see also note 6:12.
26. Ibid., p. 45.
27. Ivanov, p. 76.
28. A.A. Araköeev, general (1769-1834), famous for his military colonies. They
combined the hard labor of agricultural life with the harsh discipline and lack of
leisure of army life.
29. Bogdanov 1919, pp. 46-52. Another critical article: Marija Fal'kner-Smit, "Ob
izucenii trudovyx processov (Otvet A. Gastevu)", Proletarskaja kul'tura 11-12,
pp. 38-47. All these discussions are excellently surveyed in Bailes, pp. 371-381,
and in Susiluoto, pp. 106-107.
30. TU 1973, p. 162.

6. Poezija rabocego udara (The Poetry of the Factory Floor)
1. The second edition of PRU was published in Petrograd in 1919 by Biblioteka
Proletkul't. It was cut to 47 pages, containing only 16 of the original 35 texts.
Among the deleted works were "Rel'sy" ("Rails) and "Ékspress". These cuts
were probably dictated by the paper shortage. The third edition appeared in
Xar'kov. It was expanded considerably to 215 pages, and divided into three
thematic sections. The last section contained new poems in prose written after the
Revolution. Drawings of industrial motifs by N.N. Kalmykov enhanced the
external design of the volume. In 1921 a fourth edition (erroneously indicated as
the third) was published in Saratov by the local Proletkul't. The volume was
identical with the second edition except for a foreword by Fedor Kalinin (a reprint
of an article, Kahnin 1918 b). A fifth edition of 5.000 copies appeared in 1923/1924
in Moscow. The pubhsher was VCSPS. It began with a foreword by Gastev,
sections I. and III. were expanded and a new section IV. was added containing the
cycle Packa orderov. The sixth edition of 5.000 copies published in Moscow in 1926
by VCSPS had another foreword by Gastev, but was otherwise identical with the
fifth one. That was the last edition in Gastev's hfetime.
2. PRU 1971, pp. 35-36. Boris Pil'njak may have been infuenced by these
descriptions (Alberg Jensen, pp. 317-318).
3. In the poem "Gastev" from the collection "Sovet vetrov" (1923). In 1963 Georgij
Marjagin called Gastev "The Ovid of the Machine Age" (Marjagin, p. 15).
4. "My posjagnuli" was published in Sbornik... 1917, pp. 111-113.

5. In a short film from 1969 entitled "Poèzija rabocego udara" rows of workers are
shown hammering in unison to the music of D.D. Sostakovic.
6. PRUmi, p. 120.
7. Ibid., p. 127.
8. It is, for instance, evident from his article "Novyj kapitalizm" ("The New
Capitalism"), Vestnik metallista 1, 1917, pp. 5-10, (mainly a review of a book by
the Austrian economist Rudolf Hilferding).
9. FRU 19Ί1, pp. 147, 152.
10. Alberg Jensen, pp. 317-318, who also gives a good description of Gastev's literary
output: "His own literary text might appropriately be called 'inzenerija masinnoj
romantiki"'.
11. PRU 1971, p. 13. A.V. Kulinic writes of these poems: "Today this machinemysticism looks like a satire on communism". (Kulinic 1967, p. 173).
12. PFU 1971 p. 213.
13. Ibid., p. 197.
14. Ibid., pp. 198, 212, 213.
15. Ibid., p. 211.
16. Ibid., p. 205.
17. Ibid., p. 207.
18. Williams 1980, p. 389. L.M. Färber, p. 71, comments on the frequency of death
and graves in Proletarian poetry: "Death (with its indispensable attribute - the
grave) does not frighten the Proletarian poets: onward, to the future - through
disaster; death is not a way out of life (in the way some Symbolist poets sang about
it) it is for the triumph of life [..·]"·
19. Boris Sluckij in Stenogramma III 1973, p. 11.
20. PRU\91\, p. 12.
21. FF, p. 189. A parody on Gastev's preference for iron was published in the journal
Gudki 1, 1919, p. 22. ("Zelezo, zelezo, zelezo").
22. Ibid., p. 233.
23. Gor'kij 1970, p. 7.
24. I. Dozorov, "BaSnja", Metallist A, 1917, p. 4.
25. PRU 1971, p. 13.
26. Lambert, p. 49. Tatlin later projected a tower as a monument to the Third
International (1920): "The antecedents of TatHn's tower are the reliefs that he
began to make in 1913 on his return to Moscow from a short trip to Paris [...]"
(Hultén, p. 107). The building of a tower evidently belonged to the "Mythe du
Moderne" or the "Mythe du progrès". In 1913 there were plans to construct a
"Tower of Progress" in Paris: "[...] le "Centre mondial", projeté à la veille de la
guerre par des architectes français sous le patronage de Hendrik Christian
Andersen, dans son centre devait être orné d'une "Tour du Progrès", haute de 320
mètres." (Bergman, p. 8).
27. ZDV 8, 1911, columns 1069-1084. See pp. 20-24 above.
28. Zolotnickij, pp. 302-303. In a speech held at the celebration of the 90th
anniversary of Gastev's birth, Izvestija's former editor-in-chief I.M. Gronskij
noted that in 1913 a shorter version of "The Tower" was spread among the workers
and that that text sounded stronger. (Stenogramma III, p. 5.).
29. Dozorov, "Ékspress. Sibirskaja fantazija.", Sibirskie zapiski 1, 1916 (Krasnojarsk), pp. 3-12. The subtitle "A Siberian fantasy" was later omitted in the
editions of PRU.
30. PRUmi, p. 13.
31. Quoted from Sibirskie zapiski 2, 1916, p. 74.

32. The geographer and ethnographer G. Potanin (1835-1920) was a member of
"Obâcestvo nezavisimosti Sibiri" ("The Society for the Independence of Siberia")
from 1865 to 1874. - N.M. Jadrincev (1842-1894), ethnographer.
33. Sibirskie zapiski 4-5, 1917, pp. 135-136.
34. Bergman, p. 12.
35. ÖernySevskij, p. 375.
36. Brjusov's story is to be found in Russian Literature Triquarterly 4, pp. 93-106.
37. Cf. the description of the harvest in CernySevskij, p. 376.
38. The shortest distance between Siberia and Alaska across the Bering Straits is in
reality 53 miles.
39. Gastev's almost prophetic insight in this poem is underscored in an article by A.
Voloienin 1963, pp. 24-25.
40. The Russian paper Novyjput', Riga 1921, published a series of articles by Gastev
under the title "Nauka o trude v Rossii", NoNo 63, 64, 65, 66, 67. In No 100 (5
June) two poems "Basnja" and "Pervaja pesnja"; and in No 237 (15 November) a
report on an anniversary of the student club where Gastev's poetry was
presented.
41. F/?t/1971, p. 14.
42. Majakovskij, p. 27.
43. Ibid., p. 29.
44. Trillo Clough, p. 49.
45. Nilsson, pp. 74, 78.
46. Ibid., pp. 5, 68.
47. In a favorable comment (in 1923) the prominent LEF critic Boris Arvatov pointed
out that Gastev's language was directly influenced by technology and production,
by the militarized atmosphere of the Civil War period and by newspapers and
advertisements, and that it totally lacked old-fashioned emotional pathos
(Arvatov, pp. 243-245). Another critic, P. Kul'tskij, wrote that the syntaxis the
poem followed "the principle of revolutionary Taylorization" (Gorn, kn. 9,1923,
p. 158).
48. "Xronometr" ("The Chronometer") is the first word of order 02. It has a clear ring
of Taylorism and its measurements of the speed and efficiency of various labor
processes. As Gastev wrote later in a brochure: "Not one assignment without a
time-limit, not one task without measuring". (Vosstanie kul'tury, Xar'kov 1923, in
KNR, p. 57.) Words and expressions denoting time thus have an important
function in the poem.
49. Kirsanov, p. 6.
50. Torov 1918 a, p. 48.
51. Ibid. 1918 b, pp. 113-115.
52. Friöe 1918 a, pp. 25-26, 28-30.
53. Ibid. 1918 b, pp. 17-18.
54. Bogdat'eva, p. 13.
55. Kalinin 1918 b, pp. 13-18.
56. Pletnev, pp. 24-32.
57. Xlebnikov, pp. 70-72.
58. Εέον, p. 10.
59. Leleviö, pp. 188-208.
60. Percov, pp. 75-79.

7. Moscow (1920-1938)
1. Gastev as described by the Proletarian poet G. Sannikov, Stenogramma II, 1962,
p. 3.
2. Petrov, p. 341.
3. On Taylorism and controversies on it in Russia see e.g. Rainer Traub, "Lenin und
Taylor", Kursbuch 43, Berlin 1976; Kendall E. Bailes, "Alexei Gastev and the
Soviet Controversy over Taylorism, 1918-24", Soviet Studies, Vol. 29, No. 3,
1977; Leonid Heller, "Zamjatin: Prophète ou témoin? Nous Autres et les réalités
de son époque", Cahiers du Monde russe et soviétique, 22 (2-3), 1981; Ilmari
Susiluoto, The Origins and Development of Systems Thinking in the Soviet Union,
Helsinki 1982, pp. 105-111; Judith A. Merkle, Management and Ideology: the
Legacy of the International Scientific Management Movement, Berkeley, Calif.
1980 (she does not mention Gastev, however).
4. PRU\91\, p. 17.
5. Γί/1973, p.8.
6. Gastev 1924 b, p. 38.
7. Ibid., p. 45.
8. See Bailes, p. 386-391; Susiluoto, p. 111. Lunaöarskij's article was first published
in Izvestija 53, 1923. Reprinted in A.V. Lunacarskij, Sobranie soéinenij, T. 7,
Moskva 1967, pp. 303-308.
9. Gastev 1924 b, p. 51.
10. CIT was represented by Gastev, Bernstein and Labutin. N.A. Bernåtein
(1896-1966) became a brilhant physiologist. He headed the laboratory for
biomechanics at CIT. He also developed some of the basic principles of
cybernetics. Lillian M. Gilbreth and her husband Frank were pioneer researchers
of Scientific Management in America, and followers of F.W. Taylor. They
specialized on time and motion studies. Frank B. Gilbreth died one and a half
months before the conference in Prague.
11. Toller, pp. 121-124.
12. KNR 1972, pp. 312-314. The letter from Gastev was dated 9 June 1928 and the
answer from the Ford Company 10 July 1928.
13. PRU 19Ί1, pp. 116, 123.
14. Later critics agree that Gastev's prose of this period is so vigorous and expressive
that it borders on art. (S. Kirsanov, in his speech at the 80th anniversary,
Stenogramma II, 1962, pp. 15-16; B. Sluckij, in his speech at the 90th anniversary,
Stenogramma III, 1973, p. 11.)
15. PRU 1971, "B'et éas", p. 248.
16. Gastev 1924 b, p. 50.
17. Gastev 1924 a, p. 11.
18. KNR 1972, p. 52.
19. Ibid., p. 40.
20. See Kleberg, p. 91. On Gastev's interest in the theater cf. S.A. Luciäkin's speech
at the 90th anniversary, Stenogramma III, 1973, pp. 13-14, and E.A. Petrov,
p. 340.
21. A. Gastev, Junost' idi, Moskva 1923, p. 34.
22. KNR 1972, pp. 51-52.
23. Ibid., p. 52.
24. Ibid., p. 45.
25. Mejerxol'd, pp. 486-489. Se also Christian Mailand-Hansen, MejerchoVds Thea
terästhetik in den 1920er Jahren, Kopenhagen 1980, pp. 86-97; Igor Il'inskij, Sam o

26.

27.
28.
29.

30.

sehe, Moskva 1962, p. 155; Karla Hielscher, "Was Meyerhold machte". Theater
heute 10, 1977, pp. 15-18.
PRU, p. 229. Gastev's ideas here are in tune with Lunacarskij's and Krupskaja's
proposals to create a Russian "labor school". The fundamental principle in the
labor school was that the child be educated through work, i.e. through living,
active processes.
A. Gastev, Junost' idi, op.cit., p. 35.
PRU\91\, p. 18.
There was no similar institution in the Soviet Union until 1955, when the Scientific
Research Institute of Labor was created in Moscow. (See Bailes, p. 374). On 23
July 1956 a meeting was held at that institution to discuss how the scientific findings
of CIT might be used. (Gastev's wife Sofija Abramovna and their son Aleksej
were present at the meeting), Stenogramma I, 1956. In 1962 the Academican A.I.
Berg published an article, in which he acknowledged the importance of CITs
research (especially the theory of goal-directed management of complex
processes) for the development of modern cybernetics (Bailes, p. 375).
The Stakhanovite movement was in line with Gastev's views. As early as 1923 he
had put forward the idea of a labor championship "in which a finely performed
labor operation will be honored with a decoration before thousands of professional
workers" (PRU 1971, p. 267; Bailes, p. 385). Gastev explains his view on the
movement in the foreword to a collection of articles (1936), "Organizacija truda v
staxanovskom dvizenii", KNR 1972, pp. 320-322.

8. Epilogue
1. "That ominous formula meant execution" writes Gastev's son Jurij, "Poet
raboöego udara", Russkaja mysV, No 3437 (4 Nov), 1982, p. 10.
2. Most of this information is from the article "Sud'ba 'niscix sibaritov"* (Pamjat'.
Istoriceskij sbornik, Vypusk pervyj. New York 1978, pp. 232-268) and from
personal interviews with Sofija Abramovna and Jurij Alekseevic.
3. Academician S.G. Strumilin and the poet N.N. Aseev, among others, added
favorable descriptions of Gastev's character and professional activity to the
petition.

Appendix A: Gastev's Published works 1903-1919
(For a nearly complete list of Gastev's writings from 1917 to 1938, see KNR
1972, pp. 463-476.)

1903 Vladimirskaja gazeta,
2,5,14,16,28, 30 March; 1, 4, 6,12,18,19,26 April; 7,20,23, 28,29,
31 May; 6, 7, 11 June
All this correspondence signed "Odinokij".

1904 Severnyj kraj (JaroslavF),
In May
I. Dozorov, "Za stenoj"
In Geneva at the end of the year:
A. Odinokij, Prokljatyj vopros.

1905 Kostromskoj listok (Kostroma),
15, 19, 24 June; 4, 16, 25 November; 4 December.
Signature: Dal'nij, A. Nabegov.

1906 Kostromskoj golos,
20, 27 January; 1, 2, 4, 7, 17, 24 February.
Signature: A. Nabegov, Vasil'ev, Zorin.

Kostromskaja rec\
30 March.
Signature: Vasil'ev.

Kostromskaja gazeta,
3, 7, 11, 17, 19, 28, May; 1, 8, 16, 21 June.
Signature: V-v, Vasil'ev.

1909 Edinstvo (Petersburg),
Nr 1, "Dvizenie sredi gorodskix sluzascix i rabocix".
Nr 2, "Birza Truda v Peterburge".
Nr 3, "Birza Truda v Peterburge" (sequel).
Nr 4, "Obostrenie krizisa i nasi zadaci".
Nr 12, "Sredi tramvajsöikov. Nabrosok".
Signature: A. Zorin.

1910 Nas puf,
Nr
Nr

4, "Kooperativnye kongressy. (Za granicej)".
7, "Vlll-j kongress mezdunarodnogo kooperativnogo sojuza".
Signature: A.Z., A. Zorin.

Zizn' dlja vsex (Petersburg),
Nr
Nr
Nr
Nr
Nr

2, "Rabocij
3, "Rabocij
5, "Rabocij
6, "Raboèij
Pariza)."
7, "Rabocij

mir. (Sovremennye nastroenija)".
mir."
mir. (S dorogi)."
mir. Po povodu francuzskix vyborov v palatu. (Iz
mir. S parizskogo zavoda."

Nr 8-9, "Rabocij mir. S parizskogo zavoda. ΙΓ\
Nr 10, "Rabocij mir. Iz dnevnika tramvajscika'\
Nr 12, "Sindikal'nyj s"ezd v Tuluze".

1911 Zizn' dlja v sex,
Nr 2, "Okolo girotiny".
Nr3-4, "Rabocij mir. Zavod i sindikat. I. Sila masinizma".
Nr 6, "Rabocij mir".
Nr 8, "Rabocij mir. I. Vera. II. Otcajanie. III. Opyt".

Parizskij vestnik /Le Messager Russe de Paris/,
Nr 20 (20 May) "K voprosu o legal'nyx cennostjax".
Nr 21 (27 May) "V novoj obstanovke".
Nr 22 (3 June) "Tragedija soznatel'nosti".
Nr 23 (10 June) "Pervye sagi vzaimopomosci".
Signature: A. Zorin
Nas puf
Nr 12, Pis'mo v redakciju.
Signature: A. Ζ.

1912 Zizn' dlja vsex.
Nr 1, "Rabocij mir. Stariki. (Otryvok iz dnevnika)."
Nr 3, "Rabocij mir. O zenscine."
Signature: A. Zorin

Vestnik kooperacii
Nr 1, "Socialisticeskaja kooperacija i sindikaty. (K voprosu o nejtralizacii. - Pis'mo iz Pariza)."
Signature: A.Ζ

1913 Zizn' dlja vsex,
Nr 1 "Raboj mir. V poiskax. Pariz".
Nr 3-4, "Rabocee dvizenie".
Nr 5, "Rabocee dvizenie".
"Rabocij mir. Berlin".
Nr 7, "Rabocee dvizenie. Rossija".
Nr 10, "Rabocij mir. Novyj Piter."
Signature: Α. Zorin

Zavety
Nr 6 "Parizskaja raboéaja èmigracija".
Signature: Α. Zorin.

Vestnik kooperacii^
Nr IV, "Ob"ediniternyj kongress francuzskoj potrebitel'noj kooper
acii".
Signature: A. Zorin.

Voprosy straxovanija
Nr 1, I. Dozorov, "Obezpecenie starosti".

Metallist
Nr 10, I. Dozorov, "Éti dni".
Nr 11, I. Dozorov, "Strejxbrexer".
Nr 13, Α. Zorin, "Zenscina-slesar"'.

Pravda
Nr 132, (11 June) I. Dozorov, "Zvony".

Rabocaja pravda,
Nr 8 (21 July) I. Dozorov, "V utrennej smene".
Nr 17 (1 August) I. Dozorov, "Vanjusa. (Iz sovremnnyx skazanij)".

Severnaja pravda,
Nr 15 (20 August) I. Dozorov, "Mysl"'.
Nr 24 (30 August) 1. Dozorov, "Strejxbrexer. (Rabocee skazanie)".

Pravda truda,
Nr 8 (19 September) I. Dozorov, "Malen'kij fel'eton. Rel'sy.
(Dumy na paravoze)".
Nr 10 (21 September) I Dozorov, "V tramvajnom parke. Rasskaz".
Nr 18 (1 October) I. Dozorov, "V tramvajnom parke. II."

Za pravdu
Nr21 (27 October) I. Dozorov, "Osennie teni".
Nr33 (12 November) I. Dozorov, "Duma rabotnicy".

1914 Metallist
Nr 1, I. Dozorov, "My idem".

Vestnik kooperacii,
Nr 11 Zorin, "U podnoz'ja melkokreditnogo perevala".

Zavety
Nr 1, A Zorin. "Rabocee dvizenie v 1913 godu".

Sbornik proletarskix pisatelej
s predisloviem Maksima Gor'kogo, SPb.
M. Dozorov, "Utrennjaja smena".

1916 Sibirskie zapiski (Krasnojarsk),
Nr 1, Dozorov, "Ekspress. Sibirskaja fantazija".
Nr 2, A. Zorin, "Narymskij kraj. (Bor'ba s dorogviznoj)".

Ezemesjacnyj zurnal (Petrograd),
Nr 2, A. Nabegov, "Kromesnaja t'ma".
Golos Sibiri (Novo-Nikolaevsk)
29 September; 5, 15, 16, October; 2, 16, 18 November; 3, 15
December.
Signature: A.Z., I. Dal'nij, Dozorov, A. Zarembo
1917 Golos Sibiri
Nr 1, A. Zarembo, "Na novyj god".
5,8,13,15,18,20,21,22,24,25 January; 4,7,8,19,25,26February; 4,

17, 23, 25, 29 March; 8, 16, 18, 20 April.
Nr 78 (April) Aleksej Kapitonovic Gastev (A. Zarembo), "K tovari§cam-citateljam".
Signature: A.Z. I. Dal'nij, Dozorov, A. Zarembo.

Vestnik metallista (Petrograd),
Nr 1, A. Gastev, "Novyj kapitalizm",
"Organizacionnyj plan sojuza",
"Vserossijskij sojuz rabocix-metallistov"
(together with Α.V. Hol'zman)

Moskovskij metallist,
Nr 6, Α. Gastev, "Tarif metallistov".

Metallist (Petrograd),
Nr 1-2, A. Gastev, "Regulirovanie promy§lennosti".
Nr 3, A. Gastev, "Ko vserossijskomu tarifu".
Nr 4, I. Dozorov, "Ja poljubil". "Basnja".
A. Gastev, "Vserossijskij sojuz metallistov".
Nr 5, Provedenie tarifa (tezisy po dokladu A.K. Gasteva).
Nr 6, A. Gastev, "Perexod ot voennoj promyslennosti k mirnoj".
Novaja zizn' (Petrograd),
14 (27) May A. Gastev, "Razgruzka Petrograda".
21 May (3 June) A. Gastev, "Novye problemy professional'nogo
dvizenija",
18 November (1 December) A. Gastev, "Petrograd razgruzajut".
Ob^edinenie (Moskva),
Nr 11-12, M. Dozorov, "Utrennjaja smena".

Sbornik proletarskix pisatelej (Petrograd)
pod. red. M. Gor'kogo, A. Serebrova i A. Capygina.
I. Dozorov, "My posjagnuli".

1918 Metallist (Petrograd),
Nr 1, A. Gastev, "Professional'nye sojuzy i zavodskie komitety".
Nr 2, I Dozorov, "Gudki".
Nr 4, A. Gastev, "K Godovscine Petrogradskogo Sojuza".

Vestnik metallista (Petrograd),
Nr 2, A. Gastev, "Novaja industrija".
Sekretär' Α. Gastev, "Cirkuljarnye pis'ma".

Po'ezija rabocego udara,
Aleksej Gastev (I. Dozorov), Petrograd, Izdanie Proletkul'ta.

Sormovskij bjulleten\Sormovo)
Bjulleten' izdaetsja pri blizajsem ucastii clenov C.K.
Sojuza Metallistov V. Oborina i A. Gasteva.

Grjaduscee (Petrograd),
Nr 2, Α. Gastev, "Basnja".
Nr 9, Α. Gastev, "Manifestacija".

Proletarskaja kuVtura,
Nr 2, A. Gastev, "Cudesa raboty".

Tvorcestvo (Moskva),
Nr 7, A Gastev, "Most".

Junyj proletarij,
Nr 1 I. Dozorov, "Vxod".

Ob'edinenie,
Nr 1-2, I. Dozorov, "Oratoru",
"My vmeste".
Nr 16, A. Gastev, "Zvony", "Basnja".

Rabocij'Ximik,
Nr2-3 I Dozorov, "Utrennjaja smena".

Vestnik ^anjavcev,
Nr 4, A. Gastev, "My posjagnuli", "Moja zizn"'.

Rabocij kraj (Ivanovo-Voznesensk),
16 August A. Gastev, "Vorota", "Basnja".
Vooruzennyj nar od
6 September A. Gastev, "Kran".

Zeleznyj puf (Voronez,
Nr 1, A. Gastev, "Rel'sy".
Proletarij (Penza),
Nr 1, A Dozorov, "Ja poljubil".
Vestnik zizni,
Nr 2, A. Dozorov, "Ja poljubil".

1919 Grjadidöee,
Nr 4, A. Gastev, "Na§ otrjad"
Nr7-8, A. Gastev, "Vesna v rabocem gorodke".

Po 'ezija rabocego udara
Aleksej Gastev, Petrograd, izd. vtoroe. Biblioteka Proletkul'ta.

Poezija rabocego udara, Xar'kov, izd. Vseukrainskogo otdelenija
iskusstv Kom. nar. prosv.

Proletarskaja kuVtura,
Nr9-10, A. Gastev, "O tendencijax proletarskoj kul'tury".

Puti tvorcestva (Xar'kov),
Nr 5, Aleksej Gastev, "Vyxodi".

Avangard (Kaluga)
Α. Gastev, "Starost'".

Izvestija vremennogo raboce-krest'janskogo pravitel'stva Ukrainy i
Xar'kovskogo Soveta raboÖix deputatov,
Nr 64 (9 March) A. Gastev, "Arka v Evrope".

Izvestija vseukrainskogo centraVnogo ispolniternogo komiteta soveta
raboâix, krest'janskix i krasnoarmejskix deputatov,
Nr 8 (21 March) A. Gastev, "Goroda i ljudi".

Izvestija Xar'kovskogo Soveta i Gubernskogo Ispolnitel'nogo Komiteta
S.R.K, i K. Dep.,
1-2 April A. Gastev, "Skola sociarno-inzenernyx nauk".

Statistika truda,
Nr 11-12, A. Gastev, "Texniceskie osnovy tarifikacii truda".
A. Gastev, Industrial'nyj mir, Xar'kov, Izd-vo Vseukrainskogo Soveta
iskusstv.

Sbornik novogo iskusstva (Xar'kov),
A. Gastev, "O novom iskusstve",
"Manifestacija".

MbI PÀCTEM M3 WEJ1E3À

Cmotphtc! — » CTôio cpeflM hmx: οτβηκοβ, μοποτκοβ,
BarpaHOK η ropH η cpeflH cothh τοββρΜίμβΗ.
Beepxy wenesHUH κοββημμ npocrop.
Πο CTopoHaM Mflyr ββπκΜ m yronbHMKM.
Ohh noAHHMaiOTCii Ha Aecmb ca>KeH.
3arH6aiOTCii cnpaea h cneea.
CoeflHHiiiOTcii crponHnaMM β Kynonax κ, kbk nnewM
ΒβπΜΚβΗβ, Aepwar bcio wenesHyio nocrpoHKy.
Ohm crpeMHTenbHbi, ohm pasMaiuMCTU, ohm ομπβημ.
Ohh Tpe6yK>T eu^e 6onbiiieH cHnu.
Tniiwy Ha hhx η BunpRMniiiocb.
Β )ΚΜΠΜ NBETCJI

HOBaii ,

wenesHan NPOBB.

9 Bbipoc elite.
y Menu caMoro BbipacraiOT cranbHue ππθμμ m 6e3MepHO CMnbHUe pyKH. Λ CnMHCSI C N<ene30M nOCTpOMKM.

floAHiincji.

Bbinnpaio nnenaMM crponMna, BepxHMe 6anKM, Kpuuiy.

Ηογμ mom eu^e na 3eMne, ho ronoBa Buuie sflaHMSi.
SI βιμβ saflbixaiocb or 3tmx HeMenoBesecKMx ycMnMM, a

ywe KpMHy:
— CnoBa npouiy, TOBapHU^M, cnoBa!

>Kene3Hoe 9xo ποκρωπο mom cnoaa, bcii nocrpoHKa
ApowMT HeTepneHMeM.
A II noAHflncM euie BMiue, a y>Ke HapaBHe c Tpy6aMM.
M He paccKa3, ne peMb, a TOiibKO oaho Moe menesHoe

SI npoMpMHy:

«ΠοββΑΜΜ Mbi!»

BÀUJHSI

Ha >κγτκΜχ

o6pbiBax

aeMJiM, HaA

6e3AHOK> cTpauuHbix

Mopen Bbipoc/ia 6diuH5i, >Ke/ie3Ha;i 6aiiiH5i pa6oHHX ycH/iHH.

JXonro paSoTHMKM pbi/in,

6ojiOTHbie

ΠΗΜ

KopneBa/iH

M

CKa-

/ibi B3pbiBa/iM npH6pe>KHbie.
HeyAan, HeyAan CKO/ibKO 6bmo, HecnacTHMl
ΡγΚΗ M ΗΟΓΗ ilOMa/IMCb

Β

Β

OTMaSlHHblX MyKaX, JItOAH naAaXTM

5iMbi, 36Μ/ΐ5ΐ MX HeiMaAHO >Kpaiia.

hm necHM HaArpo6Hbie.
c/iob. TaM
6e3biM5iHHbix, ho cxiaBHbix pa-

CHana/ia cMHTajiM yÖMTbix, cneBajiM

ΠοτοΜ noMMpa/iM 6e3 neceH npoiMa/ibHbix, 6e3
ΠΟΑ 6aLUHeM norM6/ia To/ina
βοΤΗΜΚΟΒ 6aUJHM.

Η Bce >K ποββΑΗ/ΐΜ... m
neHHbie n/iOTHbie Ky6bi

βη6ΑΡηιιμ b

r/iyÔM seMJiH jume-

ββτοΗΟΒ-οπορ.

BeroH — 3ΎΟ saMbice/i HaiueM paéoMeM ποοτροΜΚΜ, pa6oTOIO, ΠΟΑΒΜΓΟΜ, CMepTblO BCKOpM/ieHHblH.
B 6eTOHbl BnMJIMCb, B HMX BpOCJIM, OXBaTM/IM ΟΓΗΘΜ MX
>Kejie3Hbie /lanbi-ycTOM.
JlanbI B3BMJ1MCb, ΚρβΠΚΟ CI4enMJ1MCb >Ke/ie3HblM ο6ι>51ΤΜeM, Κρ5Ι>ΚβΜ nOAH5l/1MCb KBepxy M, KaK CnMHa Η636ΜΗΟΓΟ
TMTaHa, 6bK>TC5i b Hec/ibiujHOM TpyAe-Hanp5i>KeHbe m p^epmai
HyAOBMLHe-SaiuHio.
T5i>Kejia, He/ierKa 3Ta 6aLUH5i seMJie. Jlanbi AaB5<T, npeccylOT 3eMHbie n/iacTbi.

kl ποροκ>

KaK 6yATO B3AbixaeT OKaran

6aLJUHeM 3eMi15i; CTOHbl TSIHyTCSI c HM30B nOA3eMe/1b5l, CbipblX

HeOÖlsflTHblX

nOA3eMHblX

pa6oMMX

ΜΟΓΜ/1.

A >Ke/ie3Hoe 3XO noA3eMHbix puAaHMM KO/ie6/ieT ycroM
Η Bce 06 yMepujMX, Bce o norM6uJMX 3a 6aujHK> pa6oTHMKax
HM3KOM >Ke/ie3HOM OKTaBOM ΠΟβΤ.
Ha Jianbi ynep/iMCb κο/iOHHbi, >Ke;ie3Hbie 6aiiKM, yro/ibHMKM, pe/ibCbi.
Pe/IbCbl

M

6a/1KM

B3AblMaK>TC5i

KBepxy, >KMyTC5l

Apyr

K APyry, 6bK>T H iiOB5iT Apyr Apyra, Ha MmoBenbe κβκ 6yATO
aacTbi/iH Kpecr-naKpecT

b

6opb6e

η

onsiTb no6e>KaiiH Bce

Bbiuie, BOJibHee, MOiunee, Apyr Apyra recHH,
Ba npeccyn CTa/ibHbiMH KpenneHbnMH.

οτρπμβΑ μ cho-

BbicoKO, BucoKû paaôemâ/iMCb, ao >i<yrM BbicûKô yro/ib·*
pe/lbCbi; HX npOH3H/1 MHJIIIMOH paCKa/ieHHblX
3aK/ienoK, —m Bce, mto τγτ 6biJio yAapoM OTAe/ibHbiM, aanepTblM MySCTBOM, BOCCTa/IO Β rapMOHMM MOLUHOM nopbIBa eAMΗΟΓΟ... CM/lbHblX, peUJMTeJIbHblX, CMe/IblX CTpOHTeiieH 6aiiJHM.
Mto 3a paAOCTb noAHsiTbCfl Ha Bepx 3tom KOBaHOH 6aLUHMl
Cn/ieTeHb5i ryA«T h ποκ)τ, Meia/uiMMecKMM rpeneroM
6bK>TC5i, Apo>KaT JiaônpMHTbi meneza. Β 3 tom Tpeneie Bce —
H 3eMHoe, 3apbiToe β HeApa, 3eMHoe m necH5i κ BepxaM, Myrb
BMAHbiM, 3aAepHyTbiM μγ/ιοιο BepxaM.
B3AOXHyTb, 3ac;ienHTbC5i TorAa m 6e3 r/ia3 nocMorperb
M noMyBCTBoeaTb My3biKy eauuHM pa6oMeH: XOA^T Τ5Ι>Κ6/ΙΜΜΜ
χοΑβΜΜ raMMbi >Ke;ie3Hbie, xopbi >Ke/ie3Horo ponora pByrcn
H AyLUy 30ByT κ HeH3BeAaHHblM, eÔilbtlIMM, MeM 6dLiJH$l,
nocrpoMKaM.
Hx TaM TbicsiMM. Hx mm/ijihoh. Mn/i/iHapAbi... pa6oMMx
yAapoB rpeM^iT β 3tmx OT3ByKax 6aLUHM >κ6ιι63ηομ.
>Ke/ie30 — >Kene3ol.. ΓγΑ«τ na6HpMHTbi.
Β CBer/ioM B03Ayxe 6aLiJH5i BCS\ Ka>KeTC5i MepHOH, >Ke/ie30
He 3HaeT yjibiÖKH: rop» b neM 6o/ibLue, μ6Μ paAOCTM, Mbic/iM
B neM 6o/ibuje, MeM CMexa.
>Ke/ie30, noKpbiToe pMcaBMMHOM BpeMenM, 3το — Mbicjib,
BC5I cepbe3Haii, xMypan A/Ma 3Πθχ m cTOJieTMM.
>Ke/ie3Hyio 6βιυΗΚ> BeHMaer npoKOBaHHbiH, cBeT/ibiH,
CTanbHOH, Becb cTpeM/ieHMe κ α^^^ημμ BbicoraM — ιυ/ΐΗφοHMKH, 6a/1KM M

BaHHblM LiinMJIb.

Oh CMHee Ηββό, KOTopoMy npencHMe /ik>am MO^MJiMCb,
AaBHO pa3opBaji, pa36pocan o6iiaKa, oh xiyny no homôm npoBO>KaeT, KaK crpannMKa crapbix, 6bmbix noBecren h CKasanMM,
ΟΗ TyuiMT ee cbohm CBeroM, cnopnT y>K c cojiHi4eM...
UJnM/ib BbicoKo jieTMT, 6aujH5i 3a hmm, Tbicsma 6aiioK
M ceTb na6MpMHTOB noKa>KyTCji BApyr baoxhobchho jierKM,
M peer CTaiibHan eepuiMHa πβΑ ΜπροΜ no6eAOH, rpyAOM,
AOCTH>KeHbeM.
Cra/ib — 3TO bojia rpyAa, BOsnecenHoro cHMsy κ MyTb
BMAHbIM BepxaM.
flbiMKOM M ΜΓΛΟΙΟ ôbfBaeT HOAepHyT nauj lunnnb: 3το
MepHbie ahm neyAaM, a ac po b ABwweHb«, 3το y>Kac pa6oMen HeBOiiM, OTHaiiHbe, crpax η ôeaeepbe...
SapbiAarøT cnnbHee τοΓΑβ, naeapbiA sapbiAarør oKraBbi
T^ikerrbix ycToeB, 3aApo>kHT, 3aKO/ie6/ieTC5i ββιυπΛ, rpo3MT
paspyujeHbeM, bc$i npoHseHHan βοπ/ιιιμη CAaBiuMXcn >kh3hm
Tfl>KejiOM, ycra/ibix... oÔMaHyrbix... cipoMTe^en 6aLUHM. '

Te, Μτο noflHfïJiMCfl KBepxy, Ha ιιιπμλβ, BApyr npo>KryTC5i
y>KacHbiM coMHeHbeM: 6aiJUHH, 6biTb μο>κ6τ, h ηθτ, 3JO To/ibKo MMpa>K, 3TO rpesa Mera/iiia, rpaHHTa, 6eTOHa, 3το CHbi.
BOT OHM oôopByTCîi... nofl naMM ece Ta >ΚΘ ÖESAOHNAJI προnacTb — ΜΟΓΜ/ia...
kl, /iHUjeHHbie eepbi, jiHiiieHHbie bo/im,
naAaiOT BHM3.

Πρ^ίΜΟ Ha cKa/ibi... Ha KaMHM.
Ho KaMHH, >KecTOKHe KaMHH...

YnaTl
kl/IM CMepTb, M/IM TOJlbKO Tyfla, ΤΟ/lbKO KBepxy — ΚρβΠΜΤΒ

H KOBaTb,

K/ienaTb, noAbiMaTbCfi

m

CHOsa Bce CTpoMTb

m

cipo-

HTb >Kejie3HyK> 6aujHK>.
ripoÔHbiM yAap pyHHMKa...

HnsKaa necHji MOTopa.

ΓΟΒΟρ }Ke/ie3HOH

MaillMHbl...

kl onfiTb no6e>KajiM οτ TbicjiMM κ Tbicjme tokm.
kl OnSTb MMflJIHOHbl paÔOTHMKOB TfIHyTCfl K öaujHe. CnOBa
OT Kpa$i AO Kpa5i 3θμηογο HecyTC5i cTanbHbie KacKaAbi pa6oTbi, M ôaïuHJ!, KaK pynop-rnraHT, coônpaeT MX Β τρβπβτΗοπ
necHe ôeTona, 3eMjiM M MeTan/ia.
He pasÖMTb, ne pa3pyiiiMTb, HMKOMy ne oTHflib 3TOM κοΒβHOM 6aiuHM, ΓΑβ cjiMTbi Β eAMHyjo Ayujy paöoTHMKM MMpa, TAe
C/lblLUHTCfl 6OM M 0T60M MX AB^^>*<eHbfl, ΓΑβ CJie3bl M KpOBb y>K
AâBHO npeTBOpM/lMCb Β >ΚΒ/1β30.
ο, MAM >Ke, ΓορΜ, noAHMMaMCîi øLue M HecMCb euAe Bbiuue,
Bo/ibHee, cMe/ieel
ilycTb 6yAyT eiMe a ac po bl...
BnepeAH eii^e μηογο μογμ/ι, eu^e μηογο naAeHMM...
riycTb Hcel
Bce MorMiibi ΠΟΑ ÖaiuHeM eine pa3 T5i>Ke;ibiM öeTOHOM
3ajibK)TC5i, noA3eMHbie cKJienbi cnneiyTCJi >Kene30M,

ropoAe cMepTM noAseMHOM Tbi 6eccTpaujHO necMCb,
O, MAM,
kl ropM,

ΠροβΜΒβΗ
Tbl,
%

CBOMM

ΐυΠΜ/ΙΘΜ

BblCOTbl,

HdUJ A^pSOCTHblM 6aLLieHHblM MMpl

η

3KCnPECC
CnâMpb cnMT, oAeTasi 6Θ/ΙΟΜ napnoM CHeroB. TMXO κβHâiOTCsi 6e/ibie 3Βι6μ no/ien, aaMepjia CKoeaHHan TyHApa,
CTOHer poBHbiM CTOHOM Tdnra.

Ho Β HOMb ΠΟΑ HoBblM ΓΟΑ ΤΜΧΜ6 CHbl CH6HPH o6pblBalOTCJi M MîiTe>KHbie ceeinbie rpeabi öypHo HecyTc« οτ οκβaHd κ oKeaHy, οτ Ypa/ia αο Μορη BepHHra.
TpeBO>KHO M >KeCTOKO κο/ίοτητ CMÖMpCKHe M0p03bl. Ha
HEOÔ-bfiTHbix paBHHHax, Ha noAHe6ecHbix eepiiiMHax rop
τρβΜΛτ M RYA^T rnraHTCKMe MOJIOTW.

CipOflT, οτροΛτΙ
Ha ΠΟΛΛΡΗΟΜ He6e M3 JieA^Hbix rop Bciaer ΟΓΗΘΗΗΜΜ*
saHaeec ceeepHoro
SaHaeec jpeneiueT. HHSKO no ropMSOHiy XOA^T ceeriibie T5I>Ke/ibie CTO/i6bi. Cniibi noA3eMHbix 3aMbic/IOB Hecyr
MX KBepxy. facHyi Mcno/iMHbi-KO/ioHHbi, MAyT Apyr Ha Apyra, TECH5IT He6o, >KryT M ΟΒΒΤΫΤ na BCK) CMÖHPB /LABOM orHeHHOH 3HeprMH.

ΜΜΓ...
KOilOHHbl ApOFHy/lM, ΠΟ6ΛΘΑΗΘ/1Μ, M M3-3a HMX BblpBa/lC5l HeoÔ-bflTHbiH Πρθ>Κ6ΚΤθρ, Becb rOTOBbIM pa3i1MTbC$1
M 3aTOnMTb JiynaMM M ΗΘ6Ο M 36Μ/1Κ>.

OH PMHYNCFLL YAAPHII CBOHMH nnaMenHbiMH 6pbi3raMM BBepX, Β XO/IOAHblX BblCOTaX 3a>Ker MMpa>K 06/laKOB.
MwHyia — MMpa>K 3e/ieHbiM, OH CMe/ia« AyMa ο 6yAyLUEM; MMHyra — OH KpacHbiH, nbmaioiMHH, OH rop5imafi
ΒβρχΗΛΛ Mania; MMHyia — OH φΜΟ/ieTOBbiM, CTa^bHa« 3aKa/ieHHa$i BO/151 κ ποββΑβ, pa6oTe, ycMJiMio.
SanaBec 6beTCJi, nbi/iaei, Bonnyejcsi,
3a 3AHABECOM Κ/ΙΟΚΟΗ6Τ 6YAYUAEE.
MrHOBeHbe...

3AHABEC B3BM/IC;I M pacran/I Β He6e.

3Kcnpecc «ridHopaMa» copea/icn
M peer κ KypraHy.

c ypa/ibCKHX

bucot

KypraH, OKpy>KeHHbiH κο/ibuoM peubcoB, paapocc^i s
ropoA Mac/ia, xjie6d, M5ica. Ero α^βηο y>Ke aoeyr «KyxHen
MMpa». KypraH — ropoA KpenKoro M BO/ibHoro CHÖMpcKOro HapoAd, He anaBLuero KpenocTHOM neBOiiH. Ch6mpckmm
HapoA co3Aaxi β6/ιηκημ ropoA cbommh KOonepaTHBaMM,
KOTopbix TbicfiHM; ycMiiH5iMM, KOTopbix mmhhhoh. B μβΗτρβ,
Ha 6epery ρβΚΜ — ropAOCib Kyprana: HapoAHbiM aom.
Oh saHHMaer neTbipe KBaprana. Βα^ηηθ Bbipoc/io β ΑβC51Tb 3Ta>KeM. OKHa AOMa MAyT Ue/lbHblM HenpepblBHblM
CTeK/IOM OT KpbiLUM AO CaMOM 36Μ/1Μ, M AOM Ka>K6TCII OA"
HOBpeMeHHO M T5i>Ke/ibiM H /lerKMM, KaK Bce BeuHKoe. HaAaeMHyio nacTb saHHMaer KoonepaTMBHbiM yHMBepcHTer M
KoonepaTMBHbie uenrpbi. Bnnay ΠΟΑ seMneio MAyT το>Κ6
Aec5iTb 3Ta>KeH, rAe ycTpoen ue/ibiM ropoA Mac/isiHbix norpe6oB. Ha ABope 3HaMeHHTa5i KypraHCKan MaciioAe/ibH$i,
pa6oTaK>iMa5i 6e3AbiMHbiMM ra3aMM — ABMraTe/i5iMH. CenapaTopHoe OTAe/ieHMe οΑβτο CTeK/mHHbiM øyT/i5ipoM
BbiujMHOio Β ABaAUaTb ca>KeH. Πο OAHOMy acaAy HapoAHoro AOMa προχοΑΜτ jihhma cm6hpckom MarMcrpa/iM. M3
BaroHa BMAHa KaK Ha naAOHM bch MMCTora Mac/isiHOM pa60Tbi. C B03AyilJHblX 3KCnpeCCOB M nJiarØOpM HenpepblBHo Ae/iaiOT chmmkh a^^ peK/iaM β «HapoAHOM ra3eTe». fa3eTd — BbiCLuee co3AaHMe cMÔMpcKoro reHMSi. Β neM Her
hm oahom 6yMa}KHOH κ/ieTKM, ^KOTopan He Bbim/ia 6bi m3
6yMa>KHoro KoonepaTMBa, β nen ner hm oahom crpoHKM,
HanMcaHHOM M Ha6paHHOM He KoonepaTMBOM. Ha yr/iy HapOAHOrO AOMa BblCMTCn peAaKUMOHHblM MasiK, Ha κοτοροΜ
AHeM M HOHbK) ropMT C/10B0 «EAMHeHMe». MaHK ΒΜΑβΠ Ha
Ao6pyK> coTHK> Bepcr, m m3 EBponbi nacTo noAHMMaiOTCsi
Ha ypa/ibCKMe xpeÖTbi, MTo6bi /iK)6oBaTbcii KyprancKMM eeJIMKaHOM.
Ot Kyprana 3Kcnpecc mmmtcsi no 3a/iMTbiM co/iHueM
naujHAM, rAe Bce Jiero 6opo3AflT m ροΒΗ5ΐκ>τ no/in cra/ibHbie HyAOBMLua — MaLUMHbi. Heo6MTaeMa5i npe>KAe crenb
M TyHApa craiiM >KMTHMueM Bcero CBera. BcK>Ay BMAHa pyKa
JiiOAeM HacT05iLuer0 n0K0JieHM5i. Hmhto ne ΓΟΒορΜτ o mmHyBUJMX CTO/ieTMflx, 06 MX pa3AOiibHbix, HO JieHMBbix necH51X, 06 MX C/iaAOCTHblX, HO naCCMBHblX MOilMTBaX. BoilbHbie
CMÔMpcKMe nepece/ienubi co3AaiiM HOBbiM ΤΜΠ ceneHMM,
MAyU^MX np5IMblMM i1MHM5IMM Β ABd pSIAa AOMOB Hd COTHM

BøpcT, M M3 CTeneM cosflajiM TbicJiMeBepcTHbiM xyTop, npopesaiOLMMM 6blCTpblMM CMe/lblMH /1MHM5IMM CnÖMpb C ΙΟΓά
Hâ ceeep m c aanaAa Ha boctok.

3Kcnpecc 6biCTpo τορΜθ3Μτ, HO nacca>KMpaM KaweTCfl,
HTO OH Bpeaa/ic^ β BaTHbie crenbi. MexibKaer hobum ropoA
c TbicflMbio 3aBOACKMX Tpy6, BbinycKarøLUMX BMecTO A^iMa
TO/ibKO HecropaeMbie raabi.
3 TO — «CTajib-ropoA», KOTopbiM KorAa-TO 3Ba/iM HOBO HMKO/iaeBCKOM. Πο63Α npbiraer, eMy naAo MHHOBarb COTHM
τρπ cjpejiOMHbix nepeBOAOB. Cia /ibHbie nyiM MAyT BnpaBO
H BJieBO, κ K>ry M Κ ceBepy — H Bce HanpaB/i;iiOTC5i κ 06m.
06b n/ieiMer M 6beT CBOMM no/iHbiM ea/ioM, HO 6epera ee
CTMCHyTbi rpaHMTOM, Ha6epe>KHbie CKOBanbi cerbio ποαι>63ΑHbix nyTen. Πο o6eHM CToponaM MAyT COTHM noA"beMHbix
KpaHOB. O HM BbiT5iHyiiM CBOM cra/ibHbie n/ierenbie κροΗLureMHbi M Aâ>Ke TorAa, KorAa 3aMMpa»OT noc/ie T5i>Ke/ibix
peMHbix HarpyaoK, Kawyicfl pyKaMM rnraHTOB, nacrynaioiMMX
Apyr Ha Apyra c ΟΑΗΟΓΟ öepera na ApyroM. CBepxy βμαθη
iiec MaMT OKeaHCKMX cyAOB, KOTopbie acibho y>Ke xoa^t no

yr/iyö/ieHHOMy
apBa epy 06M. 3 TO / ιθγκμθ napoxoAbi
KOMnaHMM «Bapnayji — Kana/i», MAy^une οτ rnasHbix yro/ibHblX Ι^βΗΤρΟΒ AjlTa$l Κ ΗΘφΤ^ΙΗΗΜ paHOHaM KapCKMX OCTpOBOB M rieMOpbl, ΗΘρΘ3 flo/lfipHblM KaHa/1 Η >ΚΘϋθ3Η0Α0ρ0>ΚHbie /1MHMM OT OÖAOpCKa. A BOT rpy3Hbie Ten /IOXOAbI KOMna
HMM «CTaJib -ropoA — HapBMK», pacceKarøiUMe rposHbie 6ypM KapcKoro Mop5i M no/ifipHbie JibAbi OKeana.
3Kcnpecc

BJieTaeT na >KeJie3HOAopo>KHbiH moct nepes

06b. 3tOT moct CO CBOMMM ΚρβΠΚΜΜΜ AöMÖaMM, LUMPOKMMM
M AJlMHHblMM ΠρΟ/ieTaMM M TflWe/lbIMM ÖaLUHJiMM
fOpAOCTb
CMÖMpCKMX CTpOMTe/ieM.

He npoxoAMT

MMHyTbi ,

HTOÖbi no MOCTy He MenbKHy/i

noe3A·

«CTajib-ropoA» — rnaBHbiM φορτ cm6 mpckom MHAycTpMM.
BenepeeT, m oh BCTpenaeT 3Kcnpecc mmji/imohom ογηθμ, to
KpacHbix, MTO pByTc« m3 okoh Tfl>Ke/iOM MeTa/i/iyprMM, το
cHe>KHO-6ejibix, KaK Aenb, poBHo MAyiMMX οτ MexaHMneCKMX 3aBOAOB. Β B03Ayxe HaA ropoAOM ue/ibiM γομοη CBeTa
M 3ByKa
3TO HOBa51 Me/10BeHeCKa5l CMM OHM51 ΟΓΗ5Ι M
>Ke/ie3a.
SaBOAbi MAyT npaBM/ibHbiMM pfiAaMM KopnycoB, KonerapKM BblT51HyJ1MCb np^lMblMM J1MHM5IMM, 3TO TblC5ma ΓΟ-

pflU^MX

6pOHMpOBaHHblX

CepAGL^

«CTdJlb-ropOAd»,

HepHbie

He6y. MacTHbie 3Α3ημ51
MAyT
KBaApaTHbiMH
KBapTa/iaMM: mx n/iocKne KpbimH
coeAHHeHbi Β oAHy n/iou^aAb M oSpasyiOT pocKOiuHbiM
rMraHTbi-Tpy6bi yrpo>KaiOT caMOMy

3e/ieHbiM caA·
M Bce 3TH aasoAbi, AOMa, 6aLUHH, UHcrepHbi, MOCTbi, 3/ie>
Baropbi, pbi6Hbie norpeèa — aHOHMMHbi, y hhx η6τ HaaeaHMM,
OHH npHHaA/ieHcaT KOMnaHHH η CMHAMKaTaM, y KOTopbix Her

aMMJIHM,—rO/lblM KaHMTa/l, 6e3
«CTa/ib-ropoA» 30ByT MaujMHOM

6θ3

M yp.
OiTyAa MAyT

CM6MPM.

M >Keiie3Hbie nyrn Ha BOCTOK, 3ANAAR ceBep M ΙΟΓ.
AeHb M HOMb MAyT rpy3bl c OpyAM51MM 36Μ;16Α6/1Μ$Ι Ha ceBep,
ΓΑΒ 3EME;IBHA5I o6pa6oTKa y>Ke ΠΟΑΧΟΑΜΤ Κ ceMMAecfiTOMy
AAYCY, HA 3ANAA M BOCTOK MAYT ABMRAIEJIM μη9{ Mac/ioAe /ibHbix 3aBOAOB, Me/ibHMi4, KOHcepBHbix a6pMK, a Ha ΙΟΓ —
κ A/iTaK> — roTOBbie nacTM ΑΟΜΘΗ, KpaHbi, 6ypMiibHbie MaiuMBOAHbie

Hbi, TpaHcøopMaTopbi.
Ot «CTa/ib-ropoAâ» AO

A

/iTan μαθτ nenpepbiBHan προMbiLUiieHHafl cTpoMKa; ona HaMMHaercfl saBOACKMMM Tpy6aMM,
ΜΑβτ Mepe3 >KMJiMu;a paöoHMX, nepexoAMT β saBOAbi — aomHbi M KOHMaeTCfl nepHbiMM noAseMHbiMM ropoAaMM-uiaxraMM.

Ho Ad/ibLue, p^anhuie, no r/iaBHOM MarMCTpaiiMl Bbicrpo
MMHyeM ropoAa 6e3 6yAyLMero. OHM xore/IM ébiTb ocTporaMM, HO caMM yMepjiM KaK Heo6MTaeMbie TiopbMbi...
KpacHonpcKl

3TO Μ03Γ CM6MPM.
T0/1bK0 MTO 3aKOHMeH nOCTpOMKOM UeHTpaJlbHblM cm6hpCKMM My3eM, CTaBLUMM l4enblM yneHblM rOpOAOM. YHMBepCMτβτ CTOMT P5IAOM c My3eeM, Ka>KeTC$i Ma/ienbKOM öyAOMKOM,
HO y>Ke M3BeCTeH BCeMy MMpy CBOMMM OTKpblTMflMM. 3TO
3Aecb co3Aa/iacb Hoea» reo/iorMHecKan reopMfl, ycTanaB/iMBaiOLMa5l TOHHblM B03paCT 06pa30BaHM5l 36ΜΗΟΓΟ LUapa; 3TO
3Aecb HaujJiM cnocoé paccMarpMBarb αβμ>κ6ημ6 /laBbi β

μβΗτρβ 36μ/ιμ; 3το 3Aecb co3Aa/iM 3HaMeHMTyio Jia6opaToPMK> OnblTOB c paAMCM M OTKpblJIM MHTepHai^MOHa/lbHyiO
K/iMHMKy Ha 20 000 MeiioBeK. Ho MCTMHHasi nayMHan ropAOCTb
KpacHOflpcKa — o6cepBaTopMfl m ceMCMO pa . 3Aecb 3aHMCblBaiOTCSI He TO/lbKO 36Μ/16Τρ51€6ΗΜ51, HO BCe ΑΒΜ>Κ6ΗΜ6
nOASeMHblX ΟΓΗ6ΗΗΟ->ΚΜΑΚΜΧ M napOBblX 06pa30BaHMM,
ny6/iMKyiOTC5i mx TOHHbie o o pa MM M A^arpaMMbi; m β

ΤΘΜΘΗΜΘ nOC/ieflHMX fleCflTM ΠΟΎ ΗΘ 6blJ10 HM ΟΑΗΟΓΟ 3ΘΜJieTpjlCeHMfl β Μπρβ, κοτοροθ ΗΘ 6bmO 6 β Ι ΤΟΗΗΟ yCTâHOBJieno BO ΒρβΜΘΗΜ M ΠρΟΟΤρβΗΟΤΒΘ M npeACKâsaHO KpaCHO5)pCKOM.
A BOT npaMO nepefl 3KcnpeccoM TOMHO paciei m /ΙΘΤΜΤ
πρΛΜΟ Β ηθ 6Ο ô/iecT^me 6e/ibiM LunM/ib. 3το Α ομ MewflyHapoAHbix HayHHbix KOHrpeccoB. Ero øacoA yceflH φ/iaraMM
rocyflapcTB Bcero MMpa, Tenepb laM saceflaei KOHrpecc no
y/iyMLueHMK> ηθ/ ιοβθηθοκογο rnna nyieM AeMOHCTpaiMBHOro nojioBoro noAÖopa. Ecjim Hy>KHO BbipasMTb HayMHO-cMeJiyio ΜΑβΚ), TO BcerAa m BCJOAY — β EBpone M Β ΑΜβρπκβ —
ΓΟΒορΛτ: «3το ΗΤΟ-ΤΟ... KpacHOflpcKoe».
TaM, Ha Enncee, BbicMTC« ManTa, na κοτοροΜ ropAan
HaAHMCb: «KpacHOfipcK — MopcKoPi πορτ», ho sa ηθμ na
6aLUHe AâMèbi Apyra5i HaAnncb: «KpacH05ipcK — Bep b
MMpal» Ha ceBep οτ MOCTa öonbiue μθμ na AecjiTb eepcT
cyAa, Bce cyAa. A no 6eperaM, tohho CKeiieTbi AonoTonnbix
HXTMOaaBpOB, BblC5)TC$l 3/υΐηηγη CyAOCTpOHTe/IbHblX aaBOAOB.

3Kcnpecc, oanako, mmmtc«.

MpKyTCKl
ΓοροΑ TpaHcnopTHbix coopyweHMM, οπτοβομ ToproB^M,
MHAHCOB, CMHAMKaTOB, TpecTOB, 6MP>KM.
Οτ€κ>Αθ ΜΑγτ MepHbie MarMCTpann: OAna BpeaaøTCfl
b cepAUe KnTa«, np^Mo na Π θκμη, ona aôbho y>Ke Boopy>kh /ia TpyAO/iK)6HBbix 3eMxieAeiibi4eB pe3i40M h 3y6HXiOM;
Apyra« MAôT K B/iaAMBOCTOKy, HHTepnauHOHaribHOMy nopTy,
BCÎÏ >KM3Hb KOTOporO pBGTCfl Μθρθ3 OKøaH k KoJlOpaAO
Η Hbrø-PilopKy; TpøTb« — na AMyp, κ ero A^BHbiM BMHorpaAHMKaM M caAaM; HeTBepTaji — κ ceBepy, na 5Ικγτοκ, κ pa36y>KeHHOM nojiJipHOM cTpane.
Eii^e H3AaJTH, BepcT 3a AsaAL^aTb, c 3Kcnpecca βμαθη
«BepxHMM 3Ta>K» ropoAa, KÖH. Ha3biBaK)T B03AyLUHbie n/iaTopMbi Kopo/ien KanhTaiia...
J a opMb yKpen/ieHbi Ha 6a/iKOHax μ noAAep>K^BaIOTC5I HenpepbiBHOH pa60T0H ΜοτοροΒ. 3a a^c ^itkm BepcT no
HOMaM 3TM n/^a opMbl nocbmarøT ue/ibie 6acceMHbi cBøTa
k BaMKajiy, h na >Kene3HOAopo>KHbie nyTM, m b Tanry. 3tmm
>Ke cseTOM, μαυ ^ Μ ημ napa/i/ie/ibHbiMH /lynaMM, saTon/ien
eecb ropoAr KOTopbiM y>Ke ne nywAaeTCfl hm b KaKOM ocBeIJUeHMM
HM b y^MHHOM, HM b KOMHaTHOM.

Ha B03AyLÜHblX Π /ΙάΤφΟρΜάΧ yCTpOGHbl CTâHUMM pøAMOΤΘ/ΙΘΓράφά M ΤΘΠβφΟΗά; OTCKJflä ΓΟΒΟρΑΤ M C ΜάΤβρΠΚάΜΜ
M C ΟΚΘάΗάΜΜ, OTCK)Aâ ΠΟ

βμτ
Β

ΗΘ3ρΜΜΒΙΜ ΒΟΠΗάΜ ΚάΠΜΤβ/Ι Πρά-

y>Ke ΗΘ TOJlbKO CnÖMpbK), HO ΜΘρθ3

ΑΜβρΜΚγ, Μ Κά>ΚΘΤ€Λ, ΗάΑ

b^âAMBOCTOK ι4θ/1μτ

ΟΚΘάΗΟΜ ΒρβΜΘΗάΜΜ

ΧΟΑ^Τ

τγπμ, HaapeBâiOT HeöbiBa /ibie rposbi m npo/ibJOTC« ^asbi He
TO CTa/ibHoro, He το ao/iOToro αο>καλ.
Ha n/iaTcjjopMax >κβ HaxoA«TCJi KOHTopbi m aa /ibi
CMHAMKaTOB c MX KpaTKMMM Η33β3ΗΜΪΙΜΜ: «3Ο/ΙΟΤΟ», «PaAMM», «BHHorpaA», «X/ie6», «Πο/ικ>ο>, «OroHb», «Kmc / io POA».
CBepxy, c n/iaTøopM, npaBAT aeMneM. H na HTO y>K CMJibB MpKyTCKe MewAynapoAHa« ônpwa M ôaHKM, ho
OHM cAa/iMCb «n/iaT0opMaM», M ΚΗΟΠΚΜ 6Mp>KeBOM nrpbi
Tenepb Ha>KMMaK>TC$i BBepxy.
Hbi ôbmn

OoTora3eTa « /^a opMa» BWXOAMT nenpepbiBHO Kpyrjibie cyTKM M ocBeAOM/i«eT 060 BceM Becb MMp. Ona nocTeneHHO cTîiHyjia Bce /lyntUMe JiMTepaTypnbie M apTMCTMMecKMe
CM/ibi M AdBHO y>Ke TaKCMpoBajia roHopapbi Bcex 3HaMeHM«
TOCTeM. fleMOKpaTMMecKa«
öoreMa >KejmHO ocTpM^a: «HapHac nepece/iMJiC5i na « /^a opMy».

Mbi Bi>exaiiM na 3Kcnpecce B 6e36pe}KHbiM OKean cBeTa
M ABM>KeHb5i, Mbi B yparaHe > KM 3 HM B03AyLUHoro ropoAdr
M BApyr... ÎMIiJMHa.
ToilbKo 3Aecb, B HpKyTCKe, y3Haeiub, KaKaji noTpficaioΐη,όΛ CM/ia Β TMtUMHe.
3TO Mbi Bi>exa/iM β noAseMHbiM uenTpa/ibHbiM BOKsan.
EAeM ΠΟΑ ΓοροΑΟΜ. BapxaTHbie T0pM03a, ôecujyMHbiM BbixoA ra3a m3 /IOKOMOTMBOB, CKpaAeHHbiM uie/iecT rpy30Bbix
KpaHOB, cxopoHeHHbie β 3eM /ie MOTopbi, nanKOBbie M 6yMa>KHbie KpbiLUM M cTeHbi, oTcyTCTBMe c/iy>Ke6Horo nepcona/la. Bce
aBTOMaTMnecKM, npocTO.
MnowecTBO ΚΗΟΠΟΚ, ôecMMCJieHHbie Kpanbi, κ yc/iyraM
nyöJiMKM BCK >Ay HaAnMCM M CBeTOBbie yKa3aTe/iM. Ho name—
AOBo/ibHO TO/ibKo CTynMTb ΗΟΓΟΜ, MToèbi 6ecujyMHO Tpony/iC9{ /ΐΜφτ M 0CT0p0>KH0 noAH5i/iacb /1a opMa M / im TpoTyap
BOK3ajia. kl neBo/ibHO nacca>KMpbi, sarMnHOTMSMpoBaHHbie
3TOM MOLUbK) MO/maiMeM nOCTpOMKM M 6e33ByMHOrO ABM>KeHb5i, roBop^T Apyr c ApyroM nerpoMKO, luenoTOM. HepBHbie iiiOAM noA3eMHoro ropoAa npo3BaiiM ΜρκγτοκΜΗ bok 3aJ1 φΟΗΟ-BaHHOM.

3Kcnpecc JIETMT F^ANHUIE. Ero ΗΘ OCIAHOBM^M HM
BBIcdAKH nacca>KMpoB — earoH c HMMM Ha XOAY OTAe/iM/icji, HM
ΑΛΛ noMTbi — ee noMMa/iM M ΚΜπγ/ιπ, Aa ee laK Ma/io — see
AAETCFI A9POMAUJHHAMM M PAAH0 E/1E PA 0M.

3KCnpeCC BblHbipHy/1 H3 36Μ/1Μ. E m/ HaBCTpeny HeceTC5l
ry/1 raaeTHbix pynopoB M CTepeocKon peKJiaM. Ho Bce OHM
noKpbiTbi BOAonaAOM 6e/ioro csera, na κοτοροΜ 0H0 asera B BOAAYXE nepnbiMM

6YKBAMH nanMcaiia: «Τρπ KOH-

rpecca».
Ae/ioBbie 3ACEAAHM5I 3TMX KonrpeccoB JÙSÏT NEBMADHHYRØ
couMa/ibHyK) cxBarKy.
Konrpecc CM6MPCKMX rpecTOB Ha OAHOM M3 BOSAyuJHbix
J1a opM peiiiaer npM6paTb κ CBOMM pynaM MHTepnauMOHa/ibHbiM ipecT «Cra/ib»; CMHAMKar «PyAa», οβ^βΑΜΗΜΒίτίΜΜ
Ao6biMy A /iTa5i, CA^IH M 5l6/i0H0Bbix, ACIBHO y>Ke noA6MpaiiC5I K «CTa /iM». Ho CM/ibi Mano. Tenepb OH ΧΟΜΘΤ nocraBMTb
C(CTai1b» ΧΟΤΛ 6bl ΠΟΑ KOHTpOJlb C0»03a CMHAMKaTOB. ΓΟΛΟcoBaHMü KOHrpecca Bbi3biBaiOT 6Mp>KeByio naHMKy BO BceM
MHpe; euxe MMHyia — M paAMore /ierpa^) M3BecTMT o coine
KpaxoB M TbicRMe caMoyÖMMCTB 6Mp>KeBbix Αβ/ibuoB: «Π/iaT-

opMa» nporjiaTbiBaer «Cra/ib».
Konrpecc CM6 MPCKHX KOONEPARMBOB, CO3BAHHBIM C M6 MPCKMM napoAHbiM 6aHKOM, HaA 3AaHMeM 3aceAaHMM BbiKMny/i
TpeBO>KHbiM anuj/iar: « /1a opMa» Ayu^HT KOonepauMio».
Konrpecc npMHMMaer reponnecKoe peiuenMe — 3aKpbtTb
CBOM pbiHOK αλλ CMHAMKaTCKMX Μ3ΑβΛΜΜ M KpeAMTa. YcTaHaB/iMBaercfl KOonepaTMBHbiM ii36e /ib.
KoonepaTHBHbiM 3anaA Ch6MPM nOAH51/1C5L ΠρΟΤΜΒ CMHAHKarcKoro BOCTOKa. Κτο noôeAMT: 6yAeT /IM npHpynena
K00NEPAUM5I M 6YAET CHMSY >KAATB /IO3YHROB οτ B03AYLIJHBIX
π/ιβτφορΜ M/iM /1a opMbl pyxHyr, ne ycioiiT προτΜΒ 3anaAHOM Mo6M/iM3aL4MM? Ha /1a opMax ne ΑρβΜ/ιιοτ — xaM
no e/^e oHy c/iymatOT npeHM» Konrpecca, laM paAOCTb:
Ha KOHrpecce HaMeMaeiCfi pacKo/i, a/iTanubi ο6ΒΜΗηκ)τ KypraHL^EE B CHMnarMsix κ CHHAMKaraM. «Kypran caM 3aBTpa 6yΑβτ CMHAMKaroMl»^—KpMKHy/i OAMH M3 a/iTaMueB, HO KoonepaTHBHbiM KOHrpecc Ae/iaer rMraHicKyjo craBKy: OH ycTanaB/iMBaer ΜΜ/Ι/ΙΜΟΗΗΜΜ UJ pa 3a napyujeHMe /i36e/i5i, tu pa
rapaHTMpyeTC5i paMOHHbiMM coK>3aMM. /^a opMbI aömohCTpaTMBHO nepenocsiT MeHTpa/ibHyio opraHM3auM>o B Kyp
ran...

ΤρβτΜΜ KOHrpecc — paöoMMM Me>KAyHapoAHbiM cT>e3A;
3TO nepsbie 3aceAdHM^ HHTepHaL4MOHa/ia, KorAa npennsi

BeAyTCfl Ha Me>KAyHapOAHOM

513blKe, KOTOpbiM

COCTâBMJICfl

M3 komômhduhm pyCCKOfO C άΜ6ρΜΚάΗΟ-άΗΓ/1ΗΗ€ΚΜΜ. BeCb
noc/ieAHMM ΓΟΑ bo Bcex ctpahax lu/im cbeaAbi m ρβφβρβΗΑγMbi. M renepb klHTepHauMOHa/i chokomho npMHHMaer pemeΗΗβ 3a ΜΠρΟΒΟΜ pa6oMMM KiiaCC. oh peUJMJI ÔMTbCSI 3a HeMeA^eHHoe 06pa30BaHMe MeiKAynapoAHoro coBera, κοτο-

pbiM Αθ/ι>Κ6Η oöbflBMTb ce65i οοβοτΒβΗΗΜΚΟΜ γΓ/ΐ5ΐ, x/ie6a,
KMCHOpOAa m ΟΓΗ5Ι.

«mhtephai4mohaiim3aiam5i».
C/IOBO npOM3HeceHO...
Mmp >ΚΜΒβτ HaKanyne noBbix norpsiceHMM, cMe/ibix >κθ-?
ctobi Aep3KMX Bbl30B0B.

Ho HeyMOilHMbIM 3KCnpeCC MMHTC5I.
dKcnpecc iieiMT.

κ flKyicKy.
3Aecb OT HpKyTCKa κ ceBepy no BceMy MarepMKy ΜΑβτ
OAHopeiibcoBasi Aopora; MecraMM pe/ibc magt BHM3y πο63Aa, MecTaMM BBepxy. SroMy nyiM ne crpaiUHbi CHe}KHbie 3aHOCbl.
Ha bmtmme ctoht 30ii0Ta;i ctoiihi^a EoAdMÖo.
Πο OAHy CTopoHy XOA^IT nepHbie pa6oMMe noe3Aa M eeJIMKaHbl-MaiUMHbl, 6blOLMMe nOMBy M MOIOlMMe 30/10Τ0; 3AeCb
nbi/ib, rpii3b, cbipocTb M CTOH... Πο ApyryK) CTopony ropsiT
ΐυΠΜ/1Μ AOMOB 30/10T0M ρβ3ΜΑ6ΗμΜΜ. Ha pa6oTy Β EOAdM6 HHCKHM paMOH cornaHbi KMianubi, a pH aH^bl, MHAMMUbi,
5iKyTbi, MHAycbi, M clOAa >Ke AocraBXieHbi napTMM 3aKOBaHHbix
KaTop>KaH. Κτο xoner 3HaTb, neM OT/iMMaeTC5i paA οτ aAa,
nycTb MAET Β BOAANÖO M ΠΟΟΜΟΤΡΜΤ cHana/ ia na OAHH 6eper,
ΠΟΤΟΜ Ha APyroM. OAHO BpeMsi b «paio» nponec/iacb τρβΒΟra: 3aroBopM/iM o nanaAenMM na CMHAHKar «3ο/ιοτο» co CTOpoHbi «PyAbi», HO rocyAapcTBa ne peuiH/iHCb OTcrynMTb οτ
npMHyAMTe/ibHoro αβη6>κηθγθ Kypca, m «pan» onjiTb 3aUBeil, M On51Tb n05IBMi1MCb 30J10Tbie 5|6 /10KM|..

9KCnpeCC mmmtc5i CKB03b TOpHbie XpeÔTbl, KaTMT c BepUiMHbl Ha BepUJMHy.
KyAa, kyaa Tbi jieTMUJb? Μτο 3to? CeMaøopbi m/im
3Be3Abl?
3Kcnpecc b ilkytcke.
He ropofl, a cKasKa.

Ero Tenepb NACTO 3θΒγτ «ΚΆΡΤΟΠΗΒΐΜ AOMMKOM». K TO
6biJi B 5lKyTCKe e Hana/ie αβάαμάτογο sena — ηθ ysHaei ero.
Her προτοκ, ΗΘΤ 6O/IOT, YJIETYNM/IMCB oaepa: Bce BBICYLUEHO, BblMbITO, npH6paHO. ΓOpOA pdCn/iaHHpOBaH npaBMJIbHblMM AOMaMH, AOMaMH-KBapTaildMH, CAe/iaHHblMM L;e/1MKOM M3 öyMarM. ΓοροΑ pcK/iaMbi. 5lKyTCK CTa/i 6yMa>KHbiM
UEHTPOM. HEO6-BFLTHA5I lanra BCA CKyn/ieHa «ByMaroM»,
Η Tenepb Ha 6yMa>KHbix a6pH ax B 5lKyTCKe p^enakor H3 6yMarM raaeTHbie /iMCTbi, Me6eJib, earoHbi, cyAa, AOMa m AopoΓΗ. C Tex nop, KaK ÄMepnKa h A 3 H 5 i nepeiii/iH κ 6yMa>KHOH
CTPOMKE, Bce MeTan/ibi 3aApo>Ka/iM 3a CBOK> öyAyiMHOCTb.
M, Mo>KeT 6biTb, 3TMM o6"BFICHFLETCJI, KaK jierKO MpKyrcKan
« J^a opMa» pacnpaBM/iacb co «Cra/ibK)».

OT 5lKyTCKa Aopora κ Μορκ5.
OXOTCK.

3Aecb ABa nyAa: MCKyccTBeHHoe 03ep0 M aKBapnyM, rAe
xpaHMTCîi M Ky/ibTMBMpyeTCîi pbi6a ΤΜΧΟΓΟ OKeana. XleiOM
3Aecb φγΗκι^ΗΟΗΗργκ^τ pbi6Hbie norpe6a c TeMneparypoM
AO ABaA^a H rpaAycoB ηη>κ6 Hyji5i.
JXanhiue >Ke, OAHaKO, Ad/ibLue.

ΓοροΑ 6yp>Kya3HOM hern — Γμ>κμγμη€κ.
3MMOM Β rM>KMrMHCKe coÖMpaeTCfl 3HaTb c nnarøopM H
3aHMMaeTCfl noxiflpHOM OXOTOM M cnopTOM. Tenepb y cnopiCMeHOB Her Bbiciuero yAOBO/1bCTBH51, KaK rOH5ITbC5t Ha OiieHfix, co6aKax, MOTopnbix can^ix no ceBepnoM rynApe H 3aHeceHHOMy cneroM OKeany. ileroM Β Γ η>κμγηη €Κ6 coönpaeTCJi L^Ber 6yp>Kya3Horo oömecTBa a^« JieneNMfl Β rop«MMX
MCTOMHMKaX. kl KaK-To ne no BKycy npniu^ocb κορο/ι $ΐΜ
30/i0Ta, KorAa COK>3 CH 6 MPCKMX neHaiHMKOB nocipoM/i Β ΓμWMrMHCKe aom α^ιλ CBOMX HJieHOB — 6o/ibHbix Ty6epKy/ie-

30M.
Etiie HecKOJibKO B3MaxoB 3Kcnpecca, m Mbi β hobom ropoAe «Sneprufi», ocHOBaHHOM na nycTOM Mecie. 3Aecb
CKpeiUMBarøTCji AßaAL^aTb >Ke/ie3HOAopo>KHbix nyien, MAyLUMX H3 KaMMaTKH. Bce ee conKM a ^ bho oAeTbi CTa/ibHbiMH
M ac6ecTOBbiMM Ko>KyxaMH, >Kap 3eM/iM co6HpaeTC$i, neMeAjieHHO ipaHcøopMMpyeTCf! h nepeBOAMTCJi β aneprMK). KaMMaïKa, β KOTopoM Her hm oahom KBaApaiHOM BepcTbi 6e3
pe/ibcoBbix nyren, KorAa-το Ha3biBa/iacb KonerapKOH MMpa:
TorAa 3Aecb Ao6biBa/iocb το/ibKO lenno. Tenepb «BneprHsi»
nepeBOAMT ren/iory bo Bce βηα^ι mexahmmeckoh 3heprmh.

ΚΤΟ ΧΟΜ6Τ

BHAGTb HOBbie Be /1HKdHbl CTpOMTe /lbHOrO

Xia, KTO ΧΟΜΘΤ 3HâTb ΒβΠΗΗΜβ M M O m b ΟΓΗΛ

nyCTb ΘΑΘΤ Hâ

bcakmm, kto aaMHTepecyetcfl hobom 6mtbom «Ογηλ» c «Υγ/ιθμ». 3to κ «Ογη»ο»-το
noAÖnpa/iCfl KOHrpecc mhiephaumohajia b MpKyTCKe. kl hoCilTCJI c ^yXM, HTO aanpaBM/lbl «Υ γγιλ» 3κ €ΤρβΗΗΟ yCTaHOBM/lM
KaMHâTKy. Ho lyAa

BbicoKHe neHCHM

^ONMEN

noexaib

ropHopa6oMkiM M LuaxTepaM...

Τ6Μ Ha3peBaK>T HOBbie 6HTBbi: n o BceMy 6 e p e r y
Be/iMKoro oKeaHa, no bcen /ihhhm conoK, B ÄMepMKe, B Kh->
Tae, Ha 3ohackhx ocrpoBax Hana/iacb nocrpoMKa Ten/iOBbix
rnraHTOB, M BCe OHM 6pOCMi1M Bbl30B KaMMaTKC.
Me>KAy

A 3Kcnpecc y w e MMaxic« οτ 3 TOM OKeancKOM APAMBI,
BSFIJI Kypc HA CAMBIH ceBep M rpesHT HOBUMM CKASKAMM.
BKcnpecc e e c b 36 ΜΗΟΜ, s e c b Η6/ΙΟΒ6Η 6€ΚΗΗ. O H 6 y p /iMT, ΟΗ npocMT Hec /ibixaHHoro CTa /ibHoro TonoTa, B3Maxa
nOA3eMHblX KHn51LMMX MOpen, AbIXaHHfl JiaBbi.
Ox, OH χοΜβτ npope3aTb BC\O 3eMiiK>, o6/iHTb e e CBOMM
>KapKMM AbixaHHeM, OTAaTb e n BCK> ornennyK) crpacTb
CBOK); OH ΧΟΜΘΤ Bce/iMTb B Hee 6eca xo/ioAa M 6eca w a p a
M sacTaBMTb HX ΒΘΗΗΟ 6MTbc$i, OH xoneT yTonHTb ne/iOBeKa
B MeTa/i/ie, pacn/iaBHTb Ma/ienbKne Ayu^H M coTBopHTb OAHY
6o/ibUjyio; OH xoneT 3apa3HTb KaMHM Me/iOBeMecKHM ro/iocoM, sacTaBMTb Mep3/iyK> 3ΘΜΙΙΚ> neTb rMMHbi ΟΓΗΚ>,
Η ΠΟΤΟΜ BCe CMeUJaTb, BKJIIOMHTb HCnO/IMHCKHe TOKH,
AaTb BOJiK> Hec/ibixaHHOMy no 6e3yMCTBy m OTBare, m caMOMy yMHaTbCfl A^/ibUje.

j\anb\ue\

Ha caMbie pMCKOBannbie 3μ6η, na Kpan,

Ha

Ad/1bHMH-Aâ/1bHHM Kpanl

ΓοροΑ EepHHra.

O H 3HAET το/ibKo ASA

Jio3yHra:

«Κ

no /iK)cy»

M «Β Α ΜΘ-

pHKy».
Ha ero AHe

B03ABHraiOTCii

HOBbie

ropoAa. OTKpbiTbie

3a /ie >KM yr/iji na Ane OKeana Tenepb noKa 6poLueHbi
Tbi: BeAb «Yronb»

APO>KMT

Tenepb sa

CBOIO

m

B03ABMrHyTbi HacTOfiiMHe xpycTa/ibHbie ABopubi

m3

ΓΟ

y>Ke

5iHTap5i. CncTeMa no/i3yiMMX KeccoHOB

iiH /ia noAo6paTbCfi κ

nyTeM.

CeBepnoMy

A 3aboai paSoTatou^MH a^^

A^BHO

no/itocy
nojiioca

3a6bi-

ynacTb. Ho saTO
MopcKO-

ΠΟ3ΒΟ-

CHM3y, BOAHbiM

B

BepMHre, Men-

TaeT o TOM, MTo6bi cornaTb cHera c no /iioca, M3MeHMTb na-

npaBJieHHe Tenxibix Τ6Μ 6ΗΗΗ B OKeaHax M CM^irnMTb eecb no/I5IPHBIM κ/ίΜΜάτ. Tenepb e C MÖMPM ΜΗΟΓΟ ΓΟΒΟΡΛΤ o rp«-

AyiMeH peeoxiioiAHH seM/ieAe/iH» Η caAOBOACTsa, M Ha CTOΡΟΗΘ BepHHra CTOJIT Ce/lbCK0X03«MCTBeHHbie KOOnepaTMBbI
M «9Η6ΡΓΗ$Ι» KaMMaTKM... KoonepaTHBbi ΓΟΒΟΡ^ΙΤ, ΗΤΟ pa6oHMM KHTepHauMOHa/i He ΒΟΒΡΘΜΛ cia/i luyTMTb c «ΟΓΗΘΜ»,

Be/iHHaHLUHe MenTbi Eepnnra Moryr aacTbiTb... SaenabiBaeTcsi

Hoea^i coL^Ha/ibHafi cxBaTKa.
BKcnpecc >Ke χοροπΜτ, χοροπΗτ CKopee no/i5ipHbie 6ypH. EMy TCCHO. OH HECETC5I κ aaKpyr/iennio BbicoKOM HacbiΠΜ, KaK pasBepnyToe eepxnee sHaMJi, ροκοΜβτ no pe/ibcaM,
c 6yujy»oiMeM cra^bHOM necHen B/ieTaei na MOCT, C Mocia
Β MopcKOM TyHHe/ib — OT Bepnnra Β A/iflCKy.
•ocTpoMKa TyHHe/iJi croM/ia AByx TbicnM }κμ3 η6μ: no/iTbiOT nO/15ipHblX XOilOAOB η ΠΟ/lTOpbl hölkpah
oKeaH B noABOAHbix pa6oTax. ΠΟΒΒΑΘ HHAycrpHM aacraBMiia Becb pa6oMHM Kiiacc oAeTbc;i B rpayp. Ho Tenepb y>Ke
HeT rpaHMi4 Me>KAy CTapbiM η HoBbiM ceeTOM. Tynne/ib CTa/i
CHMB0/10M pa60Her0 6αμη6ημ5ι.
riepeA Tynne/ieM y Bepnnra Ma5iK. BKcnpecc MHMTCSI
np5iMO Ha Hero.
fnraHT, npeBocxoA5iLMMM Bce BbicoTbi aeMxiM H cAe/iaHHbiM M3 6eTOHa, MeTa /i/ia, 6yMarM H /ibAd, npeAoxpanennoΓΟ OT McnapeHMfl.
MajiK HanpaBH/1 CBOM npo>KeKTopbi Ha 3Kcnpecc. 3KCnpecc BO/ibHO KynaeTCü B KpacHbix, CMHMX M 6e/ibix /lynax

CflMM Π0Γμ6/10

no/i5ipHoro CMe/ibMaKa.

HeBOJibHa5i Apo>Kb oxBaTbmaeT nacca>KMpoB. Μτο öyAeT?
Ka>KeTCJi, HTO Ma5iK Bce ΜΑΘΤ, Bce nacTynaeT κ nojiiocy
pacTyiMHM
BO/ie.

naMsiTHMKOM

ne/iOBeKy,

ero

ABM>KeHHio, ero

MrHOBeHHe — M 3Kcnpecc B Tynne/ie. TMXHM, POBHBIM
CBeT, TMXMe Tona KpacoK... Ho 6ypHO M ryxiKo
MOTOpbi, HaKaHHBaiOLUHe B03Ayx, M TyHHe/ib AROIKMT, KaK CTa /ibHOM ny/ibc, B cnjiiMMX

OKeancKMX BOAax.

rioiiHaca — M AMepMKa.

>KM3Hb Me/ibKaeT. J1K>AM BXOA^IT M BBIXOA^iT, yMMpaK>T
M poA^Tc;!, pacuBeTaeT, OTUBeTaer Becna, rnÖHyT M CHOsa
BOCKpecarøT HaAe>KAbi.

cbet/ibih 3Kcnpecc jietmt. Ero Aopora 6eckohehha, ho

M 6eccTpaLJJHe ero 6e3rpaHMMHo. ΠοροΜ oh pyujHTcn c mo-

CTOB B ΒΟΑΥ Hd BCeM ΧΟΑΥ. CrOHbl, ΚρΗΚΗ, CMepTM... Ho
CHOBa M3 r/iyÔMH ôeujeHO BbipbiBaercfl HeyroMOHHbiM noesA#
AblliJMT Π/1άΜ6Η6Μ, ΠΟβΤ CTd/lbK), K0J10THT M ρ6>Κ6Τ KdMHH,

BpblBaeTC5l Πρ5ΙΜΟ Β yTeCbl, CBep/IMT MX rpyAblO.

OH

Becb M3paHeH, OH ΠΟ/ΤΟΗ ropn, HO, >Ke/ie3HO-cypoOH CKpbm, CXOpOHH/1 Β CBOeM Π/iaMeHHOM CepAUe BCIO
6o/1b He6blBd/10M ΑΟρΟΓΜ... M ΠΟΒΤ, M5ITe>KHblM, OH ΠΟΒΤ COBCeM He ο 6bl/10M, COBCeM He ο T51>Kei1blX HaApbiBHblX Macax,
a ο rpsiAyiMHX paAocTHbix noAi>eMax M noiiHbix OTBarn
M pHCKa yK/iOHax.
BblM,

nPEAMCJIOBME
HecyTCfl roflbl B ΗάΠρ «>ΚΘΗΗΟΜ ΦΆΗΤΆCTMKE 6MTB M AENPECCMM. Becb ΜΠΡ — οτ
HbK )-P1opKa AO xyHryaa — >ΚΜΒΘΤ Β pncKOBdHHOM Ae^CTBHM, Β BH6paUMH 0>KHAdHMH.

BoMHbi, nepeBopoTbi, τθχημηθοκμμ saMbiceji, Bce cMeiuaHO Β naHMMecKOM, cypoBOpaflOCTHOM M OKpbmeHHOM /lK>ACKOM 6M-

BaKe.
He ^oBenecTBO HacTopowMJiocb. O HO
>ΚΑΘΤ ryflKa. ΜΓΗΟΒΘΗΗΘ, — M CKBOSB CMyiHblM xaoc 3TMX ΑΗΘΜ BbipseTCJI TOpHieCTSeHHO-JiereHAdpHa5i AoraAKa ο rpfiAYLiAeM pe-

Be COÖblTMM.

TEXHHHECKÀSI MHCTPYKUHSI
«riaHKa

opAepoB»

HMTaeTca

poBHbiMM

orpesKaMH, KaK 6bi cAaBaeMbiMH Ha annapar.
B MMTKe He ao^>*< HO 6biTb 3KcnpeccMM,
naøoca, /i0>KH0-KJiaccMMecK0M npnnoAHsiTOCTM M YAAPHBIX NATEIMMECKMX MGCT.

C/iOBa M øpasbi cneAytOT Apyr sa APyΓΟΜ OAHOM CKOpOCTbK).

ΜΑΘΤ rpysHoe

Α^ΜΟΙΒΗΘ, M «naMKa» AA-

ejcji c/iyiuaTe/iK) KaK
C06blTMM.

JinöpeTTO

BeiMeBbix

OpAep 05 Μθ>ΚΘτ MMTaTbC5i napajijie/ibHblM MTeUOM; pa3bl nOAdrøTCn c 6oi1blUMMM nayaaMM, c pacneroM ποκρ^ΤΜΛ speMeHM opAepoB 01—09. OpAep 10 npoMMTbi-

BAETCFL

HTeuoM.

Β

SAKJIIOMENNE

OAHMM

nepBbiM

AB T O P

ΠΑΗΚΑ ΟΡΑΕΡΟΒ

ΟΡΑΕΡ 01

CopoK Tbicim Β mepeHry.
Cmmpho: riiaaa Ha MaHOMeTp — enaflTb.
HyryHO-no/ioca-b3r/iJiAbi.
ripoeepKa /ihhmm — aann.
BbicTpe/i baoiib /imhmm.
chapsiaonojiet — aecnrb ΜΜ/ι/ίΗΜβτροΒ οτ /i6ob.
tpmauatb J160B Ci1H3aHO, /1K>am b 6paK.

Tbicsma A — κ BOCTOKy.
KojiOHHa 10 —Ha aanaAABaAUdTb AeB5ITb TbICflH,

3aMpM

OPAEP 01

ΧροΗΟΜΘτρι Ha Ae>KypcTBO.
K cTaHKaM.
BcTaTb.
Hayaa.

3ap5IA BHMMaHMSI

noAa4a.
BKHIOMHTb.
CaMoxoA*

Ctor.

Πο/iMHHyTbi BbiAep>KKh.
riepeK/iioMMTb.

OnepauMfl B.
ΠρΗβΜ ABa, πρΗβΜ MøTbipe.
CeMb.
CepM5i abaauatb, b pa6oTy.

BpaHM, κ luepeHraM.
rioAHATb TeMneparypy.
•OBblCMTb Ha ΑβΒΙΙΤΒ AeCflTblX rpaAyCd.

riepBOMy AecuTKy.
Ma/ian nayaa.
riOBblCMTb COTHe β,

Bo/ibuiasi nayaa.
Tbicsme E.
Κ cTaHKaM, nonaTKaM, MHKpocKonaM.

rioBbiCMTb EW^E.
Ha nsiTb AecuTbix.
MM/iiiMOHy C.

TpMAUaTM ropoAdM.
AeaAUaTM rocyAapcTBaM.

ArMTKaHOHaAaTpyAO-araKM-dKCTpa.

OPAEP 04
npM3Mbl AOMOB.
riaMKa Β ABaAL^aTb KBapranoB.

Β npecc ee.

CnniOLUMTb Β napanne/iorpaMM.

SdMCdTb AO 30 rpaAycoB.

Ha nepBiiKM M KOiieca.
KBaprajio-raHK.

ΑΒΜ>Κ6ΗΜΘ AHaroHa/ibio.
PeaaTb ynMUbi He coAporasicb.

JIhiuhasi

TbicuMa KanopMM pa6oTHHKaM.

OPAEP OS

•aHHXMAa Ha k/iaA6HLMe n/ianer.

ΡθΒ Β KaTaKOMÔax MMpoB.
MMn/iMOHbi, Β /1IOKM 6yAyuAifô«
MM/1/1HapAbl| ΚρβΠΜΘ
Karopra yMa.

OpyAMii

KdHAa/ibi cepAMd.
HH>KeHepbTe o6biBâTe /ieM.
SarHâTb MM ΓβΟΜΘΤρΠΚ) Β ΙϋβΚ).
/ΙΟΓάρΜφΜ^ ΗΜ Β >KeCTbl.
OnaKOCTMTb MX ρΟΜάΗΤΜΚγ.

TOHHbl HerOAOBdHMfl.
HopMaiiM3ai4Mfl c/toea οτ noiiioca κ no/iiocy.

Opasbi no Ae<^^TepMHHOM CMcreMe.
KoTe/ibHoe ηρθΑπρΜΑΤΜβ peneM.
yHMMTO>KMTb

CilOBeCHOCTb.

OropraHMTb ryHHe/iM.

SacTaBMTb roBopMTb MX.

He6o — Β KpacMoe a^« B036y>KAeHM«.
LUecTepHM — cBepxcKopocTb.
MoaroMaujMHbi — norpysKa.
KMHor/iaaa — ycraHOBKa.
3/ieKTpoHepBbi — pa6oTa.

ApTepMOHacocbi, KanaMTe.

OPAEP 06

A3M5I

BC5I Ha

ΗΟΤΘ ρβ.

AMepMKa — aKKopAOM Bbiiue.
ΑφρΜΚβ — CM-6eMO/lb.

PaAMOKanenbMeMCTep.
UMK/IOHOBMOJIOHMe/lb

C0I10.

Πο copoKa 6alijh5im — cmuhkom.
OpKecrp no 3KBaTopy.
ΟΜΜφοΗΜΜ no napa/iJie/iM 7.

Xopbi no MepMAHaHy 6.

3neKTpocTpyHbi κ 3eMHOMy ueHTpy.
npoAep>KaTb map 36 Μ;ΙΜ Β MysbiKe neTbipe BpeMeHM roAa.
SBynaTb no opÖMTe 4 Mecfiua nMaHMCCMMO.
CAe/iaTb MeTbipe MMHyibi Βγ/ικβΗΟ-φορτΜΟΟΜΜΟ.

06opBdTb Ha HeAe/iio.

ΓpjinyTb Byi1 aH0- 0p MccMM0~ pec^eHA0:

Aep>KaTb Ha By/iKano nonroAa.
CnycKaTb ao ny/isi.
CBepnyTb opKecrpaAy-

PacnpeAe/iHTe/ibHoe 6κ>ρο Ha MoHÔ/iaHe.
KoMMyjaTop BaiuMHrTOH, KOMaHflyn AMepnKOM.

PaAHO Ka/ibKyTTa — marephkom boctommbim.
SacHyTb cMeHe Te/ierpaøMCTOB Ha 2 naca.
PaaöyAMTb τβ/ιβφΟΗΗ^χ agbmu Ha 5 MacoB.
noAH5iTb aBHanjiaTøopMbi Ha 10 000 κη/ΐ0μ6τρ0β.

orpemohtmpobatb 20 mhjijimohob 663ηογηχ.

O/iOLuaAMTb >KMTejieM ABCTpanHM.
omojioahtb ha 30 nei kanaaueb.
riphhfitb panopT β τρπ MMHyTbi OT no/iMM/ixiMapAa
CnopiCMeHOB.

CAe/iaTb cBOAKy panoproB TeneMauiMHaMH β 10 MHHyT.
BbiKiiiOMHTb co/iHue Ha nojmaca.
HanncaTb na hohhom ηθ6θ 20 κμ/ιοΜβτροΒ c/iob.

Pa3Jio>KMTb co3HaHMe na 30 napa/i/ie/ien.
SacraBHTb nponecTb 20 κμ/ιομβτροβ β 5 MMHyr.
Βκ/ltOHMTb co/iHue.

BceM

pasropflMeHHbiM —

mar na

Mecre.

CKOMaHAOBaTb npbi >kok β BbiuiMHy.

Bbi6paTb caMbix npy>KMHHbix.
He/iOBenecTBO — ipyÖKM κ yiuaM

m ropiaHM.

C /iyiuahte cnoptcmenob, β mx le/ie πο33μλ.

OPAEP 08

BbiCTpe/iMTb n/iOLMaAb nepHoro.
Ky6bi >κθ/ιτθΓθ LUBbipnyrb ajieKTpoKpanaM.

Ha n/iockoctm m Ky6bi pa36pocaTb coöbiTMSi.
AaTb KpyroBoe αβη>Κ6 ηη6.
DepeceMb Bcë no OCM.
ABaAi4aTb ΒβκοΒ β /lecthhi^y.
JLECTHMUY pnnyTb β Π/IOCKOCTM.
AdTb BpaiMeHHe.
CKOpOCTb
MMHilMOH ββκοβ MMHyTa.
CnpeccoBaTb.

AaTb TOMKy KOHAencauMH.
nay3a BHMMaHM«.
BBeCTH BCQ 3TO LUnpMl^aMH

MarnCTpajriflM«

hoAHnTb éypaHbi Ha Mo/ieny/iax.

BeecTM Bce 9το b MMKpoaroMbi.
Mapuj MarMCTpa/ieH c nojiioca Ha 3ΚΒβτορ.
BcTpeMHbiM Mapiu: c SKBaropa na noiiioc.

OPAEP 09
OTKpblTb 6MTBy.
PyKdMM, rpyAbto.
OrcTdBHTb.

BMTBa

ΓΜΠΗ030Μ.

Maneep naaaA·
Mo6M/iM30BaTb no MeTbipe MarncTpajiM.

BMTBa

CMJU10rM3M0B.

ΠθΚΒ3άΗΜ5Ι MaHOMeTpOM.

}KeHb M e -i1yMaMH.
yCH/ieHHO KMC/IOpOAHTb TblJlbl.
A30THp0BaTb npOTMBHHKOB.

ripOMblTb Μ03ΓΗ.

nay3a.
CÔMTb opMeHTHpoBKy B npocTpancTBe.
Βκ/IIOMMTb MyBCTBO BpeMeHH.
YpOHMTb Ha TOJinbI MpaK.
niiiotmha JiiOAeM ποα n/iOTMny /ιιοα^μ.
CyMacLueALiJMe >κ6ηιι;μημ, po>KaMTe.
Po>KaMTe ηβμβα^βππο, cponno.

OPAEP 10
OrpanopTOBaTb: luecTbcoT ropoAOB — BbiAepiKKa npo6bi.
AeaAUaTb ropoAOB 3aAOx/iMCb, — b 6paK.

KAK tlUO PUiOTATb
CHatan·
nPOAlMAÜ
KW p«eoty aocMOHanw··.
nPHFOTOeb

•CCk HyWHklA HHCipyMtHt

y 6 c ρh
nOPRAOK
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UeHTpaAbHbiii MHCTMTyT Tpy^a
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